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Abstract
Evaluating programs is a necessary and vital function in the management
of all organizations. In 1988, the Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service (LCES)
began an intensive statewide process entitled "Issues Programming". This is a
qualitative evaluation of that process.
The study focused on the perceptions of extension agents and community
leaders who participated in the process.

Four focus group interviews were

conducted, two each for agents and leaders. Geographic site selection provided for
participant inclusion from all LCES administrative areas.
The groups were asked a series of open ended questions designed to draw
from them in-depth perceptions about the process in which they had participated.
The sessions were audio and video recorded. The data consisted of the taped
perceptions and moderator and researcher notes of the interviews. These data were
analyzed by content analysis and individual question summaries and summary
comparisons. Themes and perception patterns arose from the analysis.
The process was perceived to be successful in that Extension is better
recognized, has broader educational programs, has better coordination with local
government, and is networking more with other agencies and organizations.
Individual agent’s people skills were enhanced, and agents give more value to in
staff coordination and desire additional training in volunteer leadership as a result
of the process.

The initial perception of agents was generally negative to the issues
programming process. These perceptions resulted from, low morale at the time
issues programming was initiated, lack of understanding of the process, resistance
to changes required in agent roles, and resistance to a process in the planning of
which they had not participated. These negative feelings affected the success of the
process. Leaders and agents perceive the process as unfinished and suggest that
it be completed. Recommendations for study include determining effective methods
to involve agents in program planning, effective agent training methods, and ways
of assisting agents to be more adaptable to role changes. Case studies of successful
parish programs were also recommended. Recommendations for future programs
call for the inclusion of the above findings as well as more extensive extension staff
training and better trainer/adm inistration coordination.

Chapter I
Introduction
Overview
The Cooperative Extension Service (CES) has for years prided itself as being
a "grass roots" organization. The entire organizational structure of CES has been
designed to identify and address local needs. The faculty (agents) in counties
(called parishes in Louisiana) are the key in this structure to addressing these
needs.
As technology and society have become more advanced and diversified, the
process of sensing needs and developing educational programs to meet those needs
has become more difficult and more costly. The literature provides many examples
of the importance of organizations accurately assessing client needs in order to
maintain viability and financial stability.
The Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service (LCES) has over the years
used commodity-based and subject matter advisoiy committees to design parish
programs. In recent years, with the changes in technology and society, it has
become apparent that Extension’s traditional program areas could not be
addressed in the narrow vacuum of the past. For example, agricultural production
could not be addressed in educational programs without affecting other parts of
society.

Educational programs for other parts of society will likely affect

agriculture as well.

1
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At the national level, studies and evaluations were reporting similar findings
and federal funding was being related more to broader societal needs. In thel980s
the concept of a broader spectrum needs assessment was reborn. Nearly all states
adopted a procedure for identifying local "issues" and have provided significant
funding to address these "issues." It is evident from a national survey that the
process of identifying these "issues" has varied widely.
Evaluating the process the Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service used
in addressing the identification of these broader issues will be the focus of this
study.
Background of the Cooperative Extension Service
The Cooperative Extension Service was created in 1914 by the Smith-Lever
Act. This act followed the Morrill Act of 1862 which provided for the sale of public
land to support a college in each state that would, among other things, teach such
branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanical arts. In
1889, the Hatch Act provided for the establishment of agricultural experiment
stations at the land-grant institutions. The second Morrill Act of 1890 gave landgrant status to several all black colleges. These pieces of legislation were passed
during a period of unparalleled social change (Jenkins, 1980).
During the nineteenth century, America was a society of island communities
and Wiebe describes the breakdown of this society and the emergence of a new
system (Wiebe, 1967). The shift was to a more inter-related urban-industrialbusiness society.

It was during this period that the concept of the Extension
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Service was conceived. Agriculture was a part of this inter-relationship. Extension
is a dynamic organization and has reacted to social and environmental change
demanded by wars and peace, economic growth and recessions, and the movement
to a less agrarian society.
The Smith-Lever Act has been perceived from its inception as either having
a narrow purpose or as having a very broad spectrum audience and purpose. As
President Woodrow Wilson signed the legislation he called it "One of the most
significant and far-reaching measures for the education of adults ever adopted by
the government" (Rasmussen, 1989, p. 48).

Knowles said of the cooperative

extension program, "These rural adult educators of America provided a
demonstration that adult education - when in step with technological progress - can
make a difference in the life of a nation" (Knowles, 1977, p. 94). These comments
imply a broad and changing scope and reflect the feelings of many within the
Extension organization.
Others who normally represent commercial agriculture have been
proponents of a narrow agricultural purpose for Extension. These individuals and
groups

have been veiy influential and supportive of CES particularly in the

political area. Extension adm inistrators have often been in the middle of these
differing interpretations (Miller, 1973).
The "cooperative" arrangement called for in the Smith-Lever legislation has
provided for real strengths and weaknesses within the organization. The ideas of
shared coordination required delicate maneuvering. Federal requirements on its

monetary support often directed educational programs, and often clashed with the
"grass roots" concept and restricted the success of the educational efforts. The
trend with increased federal appropriations is to require states to "buy-in" to
federally perceived emphasis areas. Observations on programs pushed from above
(federal level) indicate force is not the appropriate means of control if clients or
Extension workers do not give their support (Jenkins, 1980).
In 1915, the Extension Committee on Organization and Polity (ECOP) was
established. This committee has been charged with overseeing the state-federal
Extension relationships. In recent years, this committee has been instrumental in
minimizing the state-federal conflicts and defending the local "grass roots"
concepts. The solution involved establishing broad federal program areas that
could include the majority of locally defined issues.
The philosophic debate continues but actual programming has continuously
moved toward a broader dimension. Five long-range evaluations have focused on
Extension since World War II. They are:
1.

Joint Committee Report on Extension Programs, Policies and Goals
(1948).

2.

A Statement of Scope and Responsibility (1958).

3.

A People and a Spirit (1968).

4.

Evaluation of Economic and Social Consequences of Cooperative
Extension Programs (1980).

5.

Extension in the 80’s. A Perspective for the Future
Cooperative Extension Service (1983).

of the
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Consistently, these analyses have led to a broadening of the mission. The
first study listed agriculture, home economics and 4-H, but also listed as important
the development of rural leadership, aiding esthetics and cultural growth of farm
people, contributing to the service of government and education, solving problems
through group action and understanding economic and social factors

(Joint

Committee Report on Extension Programs, Policies and Goals, 1948).
The 1958 report ( A Statement of Scope and Responsibility) added farm
and home management, conservation of resources, community development, and
public affairs to the 1948 thrust.

A People and A Spirit (1968) broadened

agriculture to include agribusiness and broadened natural resources to include
more than ju st soil and water. Also added were the concerns about poverty and
low-income citizens, and international programs.
The 1980 report (Evaluation of Economic and Social Consequences of
Cooperative Extension Programs) indicated the public perceived Extension as a
local program responsive to local needs. Networking and referral were identified
as important in meeting local needs.
The 1983 report (Extension in the 80’s. A Perspective for the Future of the
Cooperative Extension) did not further broaden the scope of Extension programs
but did not retreat from those expressed in the former reports (Ratchford, 1984).
Some recurring themes surfaced in all of these reports. The 1948 report
stated that Extension had done much for people, but the greater result was what
Extension had helped people do for themselves. All of the studies emphasized the

necessity of involving target clientele in program planning. Each of the studies
began with introductory statements that stressed that the environment in which
Extension operated was changing and Extension programs and methods must
change as well (Ratchford, 1984).
CES has long looked to local leaders for their input into educational
programs. In 1954, Secretary of Agriculture Benson reported, "The basic program
planning was largely done by county councils or committees of farm or other people
concerned and that Extension agents attended nearly 100,000 meetings of such
councils during the year" (Jenkins, 1980, p. 18). Extension has continued to use
these local committees to further plan and validate its programs. Often these
committees have been centered narrowly around a commodity or an emphasis area
and have tended over time to reflect the views of only a few individuals. In the
mid-80s, Extension attempted to broaden its input into programs through what was
described as issues programming. Issues were defined as, "Matters of wide public
concern arising out of complex human problems" (Issues Programming in
Extension, 1989, p. 5).
The issues programming process in Louisiana was structured to include
needs assessment of a broader population and to consider the other components
of programming.

Issues task forces were involved in program planning and

implementation. These task forces and broad-based parish advisoiy councils had
the responsibility for evaluation as they assessed the success of the issues
programming effort.
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State Extension Services used varied methods to reach a broader spectrum
of local leaders for their input. Of 38 states cooperating in a preliminary issues
programming survey, 27 different procedures were used. Some states are going
into the second or third cycle of this process with limited information on how
effective the process has been.
Objectives of the Study
The overall purpose of the study was to determine the perceptions of
participants in parish advisory councils and issues task forces and of Extension
agents toward the issues programming process in Louisiana, and to make
recommendations for research and future extension programming.
The specific objectives were to:
1.

Determine the perceptions of individuals (leaders) who served on the
parish advisory councils and issues task forces toward the issues
programming process.

2.

Determine the perceptions of Extension agents toward the issues
programming process.

3.

Identify patterns in the expressed perceptions of the two groups
(Extension agents and leaders).

4.

Develop recommendations, based on the identified patterns, for
future research studies.

5.

Develop recommendations, based on the Identified patterns, for
future Extension programming.

Significance of the Study
Federal, state and local governments spent over one billion dollars in 1990
to fund the Cooperative Extension Service (Borich, 1990). States are devoting a
sizable portion of their staff time to issues programming. In addition, a number
of different processes were used throughout the United States in carrying out the
issues programming effort. There has been limited research to evaluate these
processes. If factors leading to improvement can be identified, then the issues
programming process may be modified to incorporate those factors.

The

identification of attitudes and feelings of individuals involved in the process may
also help direct other Extension programming.

Chapter II
Review of Literature
Introduction
The study’s objective was to evaluate the Louisiana issues programming
process.

In order to design the study, a background in the history of adult

education and its trends over time were developed. Theoretical programming
models were studied to ascertain the concepts of program development. The
specific program (issues programming) was studied from
implementation in Louisiana as well as other states.

concept through

Research methods were

considered to determine the most appropriate approach. The selected method was
be studied to understand the design of the instrument and methodology.
Adult Education History and Trends
Adult education in the United States can be traced back to the formative
years of this country.

Educational efforts have centered around the need to

improve self and, therefore, the ability to produce a better living for oneself and
one’s family (Knowles, 1977).

The Puritan work ethic dominated individual

thinking in the early years. It was built around the fear that ignorance would beget
idleness, and idleness, which was the waste of God’s precious time, was one of the
worst of sins.
Apprenticeship programs, common schools, universities, libraries, town
meetings, agricultural societies were the beginning of the public and private adult
education system of today. Many early leaders like Benjamin Franklin, John
9
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Adams, and Thomas Jefferson exemplified the adult learning concept. Adult
education development was not smooth and orderly. The nation’s adult education
program has grown almost haphazardly in response to a myriad of individual
needs and interests, institutional goals and social pressures.

The absence of

domination by a single agency, clientele, or doctrine has been a strength. Because
of this freedom and diversification, Biyson felt that adult education has penetrated
to more areas of life in America than any other countiy-and has been a part of the
nation’s complex and vital life. (Biyson, 1936).
Many studies have shown that adults learn more efficiently when involved
in a process of learning called andragogy (adult-learning).

This model has

developed over the last 50-60 years and in many ways is the opposite of the
pedagogy (child-learning) model used to teach in school settings primarily for
children. Knowles provided a comparison of the two models shown in Table 1.
Knowles further summarized the principles on which andragogy is based as
follows: As individual mature:
1.

Their self-concept moves toward being more self-directed;

2.

They gather a large source of experience which is a rich resource for
learning;

3.

Their desire to learn is increasingly tied to their social roles;

4.

They have an immediate application of knowledge and the desired
learning shifts from subject-centered to performance-centered.

Table 1
A Comparison of the Assumptions of Pedagogy and Andragogy (Knowles. 1980.

Sh44)_____________________________________________________________________________________
Regarding;
Concept of
the learner

Pedagogy
The role of the learner is by
definition, a dependent one. The
teacher is expected by society to
take full responsibility for
determining what is to be
learned, when it is to be learned,
how it is to be learned, and if It
has been learned.

Andragogy
It is a normal aspect of the
process of maturation for a
person to move from dependency
toward Increasing selfdirectedness, but at different
rates for different people and in
different dimensions of life.
Teachers have a responsibility to
encourage and nurture this
movement. Adults have a deep
psychological need to be
generally self-directing, although
they may be dependent in
particular temporary situations.

Role of
learners’
experience

The experience learners bring to
a learning situation is of little
worth. It may be used as a
starting point, but the experience
from which learners will gain the
most is that of the teacher, the
textbook writer, the audiovisual
aid producer, and other experts.
Accordingly, the primary
techniques in education are
transmittal techniques-lectures.
assigned reading, AV
presentations.

As people grow and develop they
accumulate an increasing
reservoir of experience that
becomes an increasingly rich
resource for learning-for
themselves and for others.
Furthermore, people attach more
meaning to learnings they gain
from experience than those they
acquire passively. Accordingly,
the primary techniques in
education are experiential
techniques -laboratory
experiments, discussion, problem
solving cases, simulation
exercises, field experience, and
the like.

Readiness
to learn

People are ready to learn
whatever society (especially the
school) says they ought to learn,
provided the pressures on them
(like fear of failure) are great
enough. Most people of the same
age are ready to learn the same
things. Therefore, learning should
be organized into a fairly
standardized curriculum, with a
uniform step-by-step progression
for all learners.

People become ready to learn
something when they experience
a need to learn it in order to cope
more satisfyingly with real-life
tasks or problems. The educator
has a responsibility to create
conditions and provide tools and
procedures for helping learners
discover their "needs to know."
And learning programs should
be organized around lifeapplication categories sequenced
to learners’ readiness to learn.
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Table 1 continued
A Comparison of the Assumptions of Pedagogy and Andragogy
Orientation
to learning

Learners see education as a
process or acquiring subjectmatter content, most of which
they understand will be useful
only at a later time in life.
Accordingly, the curriculum
should be organized into subjectmatter units (e.g^ courses) which
follow the logic of the subject
(e^j. from ancient to modern
history, from simple to complex
mathematics or science). People
are subject-centered in their
orientation to learning.

Learners see education as a
process of developing increased
competence to achieve their full
potential in life. They want to
be able to apply whatever
knowledge and skill they gain
today to living more effectively
tomorrow. Accordingly, learning
experiences should be organized
aroundcompetency-development
categories. People are
performance-centered in their
orientation to learning.

Andragogy emphasizes the importance of adult learners being involved in
a process of self-diagnosis of needs for learning and in the planning process for the
learning experiences.
Adult education today is a giant about to be awakened. Scientific and
technical information now increases thirteen percent per year which means it
doubles eveiy 5.5 years. As a nation, we are drowning in information but starved
for knowledge. N aisbitt predicts that because of these rapid changes, members of
society will need to change careers two to three times in a lifetime (Naisbitt, 1984).
But the fact is some Americans are moving in the direction of virtual scientific and
technical illiteracy. There are somewhere between eighteen to sixty-four million
functional illiterates in the United States. The scores on SAT scores have declined
for eighteen consecutive years.

For the first time in American Histoiy, the

generation moving into adulthood is less skilled than its parents (Naisbitt, 1984).
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The number of adult students in the United States was estimated at fifteen
million in 1924: fifty million in 1955, double that figure for 1985. The type of
studies of these students vaiy widely. Many are involved in on-campus studies.
Some universities are expanding their study programs to off-campus Extension
endeavors to address the needs of adults (Special Report to the President, 1985).
Random sample household surveys conducted in Illinois in 1976,1979 and
1981, consistently showed that thirty percent of the adults in that state were in
some form of adult education program (Illinois Survey, 1983).
An adult learning needs assessment was done in 1980 in Kansas to
determine learning trends and needs. This analysis included a statewide inventoiy
of adult learning resources and offerings made available by post secondaiy
institutions, businesses and professional associations as well as the Cooperative
Extension Service (Oakliff and OaklifT, 1982).
New York state has conducted a variety of adult learning trend assessments
since 1974. They have also established adult learning goals to be achieved by the
year 2,000 (New York Goals, 1981). The state of Ohio has done reference surveys
on the potential for business, government and educational cooperation (Ohio
Report, 1982). All of these studies show expanding demand for adult education
programs. Most show a need to double programs in this decade. Higher education
stands on the frontier of virtually untapped opportunities for growth in the
education of adults. (Cross, 1981). The trend toward lifelong learning is evident
in the United States (Knowles, 1977).
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There are problems in adult education programs in universities.

The

universities have not been flexible in their methods of presentation and in the
subject m atter taught for educating adult students.

As budgets for public

education programs are reduced, often the first cuts are those for non-traditional
efforts. Many traditional minded faculty debate the need for institutions of higher
learning to be addressing the topics demanded by these students. Other university
leaders feel that theoiy is only valuable when it has adaptation to practice and that
faculty is strengthened by the teaching of application (Lowbeer, 1978). Yet others
feel that there is no place for the university in these adult education programs.
They believe that private enterprise might be more flexible in addressing adult
education programs. Many public universities are not adapting to address these
needs. As the number of conventional students diminishes, the universities must
change their ideology to address the large number of potential students in a
lifelong learning phenomena (Craig and Evers, 1981).
Another school of thought takes the position that non-traditional systems
cannot be limited to the educational leadership of the faculty of colleges and
universities. To do so would deprive students the opportunity of working with
outstanding men and women who can give students the most up-to-date viewpoints,
and are often not a part of the University. It is estimated by the American Society
of Training and Development that industry spends close to thirty billion dollars per
year in training for its employees. Most of these dollars are spent by employerprovided or corporate education (Craig & Evers, 1981).
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Corporate education differs from traditional higher education in that it
primarily serves institutional needs, rather than personal needs. Most of the
individuals involved in corporate education programs are highly motivated, and the
work place serves as a training ground for learning and doing (Honan, 1982).
According to Gough, as business expands its training capacity, it hires large
numbers of imaginative, ambitious professionals to staff its training programs.
Competition will result with the formal education system but a "head on battle"
need not happen if the two sides can agree on their appropriate roles. A direct
confrontation between business and higher education would have serious
consequences in the area of faculty hiring and student enrollments.

Higher

education would have a difficult time attracting quality faculty if directly in
competition with the business sector. This can be seen today in many areas; as for
example, computer science where colleges and universities are having a difficult
time hiring quality professionals. Universities are faced with an opportunity or
confrontation. Higher education must become more flexible and adaptable to
develop programs to meet adult education and corporate needs (Gough, 1981).
Opportunities that these new markets offer higher education are vast and
can best be reached by joint efforts of employers and educators to clarify the
complex education-work relationship (Cross, 1981).
Adults in America who engage in learning activities tend to be people who
are already well educated. Houle lists seventeen professions which were studied.
These include accountants, architects, dentists, clergy, engineers, foresters, health
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care administrators, lawyers, librarians, military officers, nurses, pharmacists,
physicians,

social workers, school administrators,

school teachers, and

veterinarians. Other professions included are artists, business administrators,
farm operators, general university administrators, home economists, musicians,
public administrators, mass communications experts, and university faculty
members (Houle, 1980). One common thread in all professions is the desire or
need for continuing education throughout the lifetime of the professional. Sixtyone percent of the professionals surveyed indicated their reasoning for further
education was becoming better informed, as well as personal enjoyment and
enrichment. Thirty-five percent indicated they studied for the need to advance in
their present position. Sixteen percent indicated they were working for the purpose
of certification or licensing.

Thirty-three percent indicated their reason for

learning was curiosity or learning for the sake of learning (Carp, Peterson, and
Roelfs, 1974).
The patterns of participation in continuing education programs for the
professional are voluntaiy and mandatoiy.

The number of states requiring

mandatoiy continuing education for the various professions is rising.

As an

example, forty-four states require mandatory continuing education of optometrists;
twenty states, physicians; twenty-two states, veterinarians; nine states, lawyers; one
state, architects and one state, engineers (Phillips, 1980).
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Voluntary continuing education programs for the professional are much
preferred by the various professional societies.

Estimates of the number of

professionals in voluntaiy continuing education programs indicate that sixty to
seventy percent participate in some form of organized continuing education activity
on a regular basis (Phillips, 1980).
Continuing education for professionals has been a highly emotional and
political issue. While the professions are strongly in favor of continuing education,
they often resent the enforcement of mandatoiy educational programs.
Houle feels that every occupation that lays claim to the term profession
seeks constantly to improve itself in certain distinctive ways. Characteristics such
as increased competence in solving problems, a capacity to use more complex
knowledge, and a more sensitive awareness of ethical problems are related to the
entire life career of the individual professional and to the stature of the occupation
to which he or she belongs.

Therefore, a lifetime of learning is required to

establish, maintain, or elevate the level of accomplishment (Houle, 1980). For
universities to stay viable and relevant, cooperative programs with business and
professions must be enhanced (Kowlen and Stern, 1981). University educational
deliveiy systems must be developed to present material that is technically
appropriate and structurally convenient for the adult learners of today.
Adult learners do have a reserve of experience and this is a resource for
learning. In order to take advantage of this resource, the adult educator must
draw it to the surface and relate the new information presented in such a way that
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the learner can rapidly assimilate the new knowledge and apply it, built on the
foundation of his experience (Knowles, 1980). The adult learner is motivated to
learn by changes in his social role. This might involve a job, a promotion, being
fired, retiring, losing a loved one, moving to a new city, or many more life changing
experiences. It is known that the more life changing events that adults encounter,
the more they are motivated to learn. It is also understood that they seek to
increase or maintain their self-esteem and pleasure by engaging in learning
experiences (Zemke, 1981). The adult educator must take advantage of all of these
motivations. The adult educator must realize that the learner will probably put the
knowledge gained to immediate use, rather than store knowledge for later use. In
fact, research has shown that a large percentage of the knowledge received by the
adult learner is retained and used when it is applied (Knowles, 1980). The adult
educator must have a true sense of concern and interest for the learner's needs and
desires.

The adult educator must be a people person while still having the

technical expertise to address the changing technical society in which we live
(Naisbitt, 1984).
Parts of the present university educational system are now directed to the
education of adults. Land grant universities have continuing education programs
and Cooperative Extension programs.
Continuing education programs have addressed a broad spectrum of adults
for several years. These programs have utilized the expertise within the faculties
of the universities and within the community to direct programs for the adult
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learner. However, programs have been planned from the perspective of campus
faculty and/or the business sector. In some cases, the learner’s needs were not
addressed because of a lack of pre-program communications with the potential
learner. Often, programs are more theoretical than the learner desires.
Cooperative Extension, on the other hand, has some real strengths that need
to be built upon for the overall good of the university and the adult learner.
Patton lists five primaiy strengths of the Cooperative Extension Service. They are:
1) Extension’s bottom-up program development:

Extension begins in local

communities and feeds upward for the university to develop relevant, useful
programs.

2) Extension methods: Extension professionals know more about

informal adult education than any other campus entity. 3) A statewide network:
the local Extension office can be the Extension office for the whole university. 4)
The applied perspective, long a part of agriculture, can and should extend to all
areas of knowledge 5) Commitment: Extension’s commitment to educating people
at all levels of society throughout the state is unparalleled (Patton, 1986).
Program planning was divided into six steps:
1.

Organize and/or work with advisoiy groups

2.

Collect facts

3.

Analyze facts and determine situations

4.

Identity problems

S.

Develop objectives and establish priorities

6.

Develop and revise written program.
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Program Development Models
Louisiana Cooperative Extension , as early as 1970, offered a procedural
model for program development which contained three basic components, program
planning, program execution and a continual evaluation. This model is shown in
Figure 1.

Evaluation

Organize and/or work
with advisory groups.
Collect facts.
Analyze facts and
and determine situations.

10. Evaluate accomplish*
ments.

Identify problems.

9. Execute plan.

PROGRAM EXECUTION
8. Develop plan of work
7 . Select program objec\ tives for emphasis.

PROGRAM PLANNING
5. Develop objectives and
establish priorities.
6. Develop or revise
written program.

Evaluation

Figure 1
Louisiana Procedural Model for Program Development (Flint. 1970. p. 51
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A second component, program execution, had four steps:
1.

Select program objectives for emphasis

2.

Develop plan of work

3.

Execute the plan

4.

Evaluate accomplishments.

It can be observed from the model in Figure 1 that the evaluation process
goes on during all stages or phases of the program development model.
This Louisiana model was not the first model used in Extension
programming efforts but it did exhibit the mqjor components that are common in
most programming models, namely planning, execution and evaluation. In 1950,
Ralph W. Tyler began what has become a substantial body of literature built
around the concept of a framework for designing and making decisions for
educational programs. Tyler’s work remains as a basis upon which many of the
later models relate.
Tyler in Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction (Tyler, 1949) did
not present a formal structured model. He did, however, establish a process for
curriculum or program development (Boone, 1985). He organized the presentation
of this process around four main questions:
1.

What educational purposesshould the organization seek to attain?

2.

How can learning experiences be selected that are likely to be useful
in attaining these purposes?
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3.

How can the selected learning experiences be organized for effective
instruction?

4.

How can the effectiveness of these learning experiences be evaluated?

ly ie r implied that we should ask the learners themselves, ask subject matter
specialists and study contemporary life.

He felt that the answer to the first

question must also be passed through a screen that considers the educational
philosophy of the educational organization. Boone structured Tyler's process into
the model shown in Figure 2.
Educational purposes;
Three sources:
Learners themselves.
Contemporary life.
Subject specialists.
Screens:
Institutional
philosophy.
Psychology of
learning.
Stating objectives:
"Desired changes in
students."
Behavior & content.
Grid approach.

Selecting learning experiences
Evaluation:
General principles:
Do experiences produce results?
Opportunity to practice
Strengths & weakness.
desired behavior.
Basic notions:
Satisfaction from behavior.
Degree of change.
Reactions desired are possible. Evaluate early, late &
Many experiences fulfill one
afterward.
Any valid evidence O.K.
objective.
One experience can have
Procedure:
many outcomes
Objective.
Organizing learning
Evidence necessary.
Behavior demonstration
experiences:
Horizontal & vertical
situations.
Criterial: continuity
Instrument.
sequence, integration.
How to express behavior.
Elements: values, concepts,
Objective rating
skills.
Principles:
Chronology
Greater breadth of
application
Breadth & activity
Description-thenanalysis
Specif! cs-thenprinciples
Unified world view.

Figure 2
Tyler's Programming Process (Boone. 1985. p.251
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The term "program" can be defined as a product resulting from all
programming activities in which the professional educator and the learner are
involved. It would include need analysis, planning and instruction promotion,
evaluation and reporting (Boyle 1981). The programming process is a proactive,
comprehensive, and programmatic process to facilitate desirable changes in the
behavior of an adult. This is done in the environment or system in which adults
live, and encompasses, in a purposeful manner, the total planned collaborative
efforts of the adult educational organization, the adult educator in the roles of
change agent and programmer, and the learners themselves. Considering these two
definitions, it is clear that often these two terms are use synonymously by most
authors and in most literature related to educational programming.
M ustian, Liles and Pettitt indicate that Extension has used the leadership
of G M. Beal and his associates, E. J. Boone and his associates, and P.G. Boyle to
provide programming for Cooperative Extension (Mustian, Liles and Pettitt, 1988).
The programming models currently used emphasize the work of Boone (1985) and
Boyle (1981).
Some of the earlier work associated with Extension programming was done
by Beal (1966) when he adapted work from Loomis (1953) to develop what Beal
called the social action process. The first step in this model involved what Loomis
described as the social systems approach used in analyzing the environment in
which change would be occurring. This was one of the early uses of environmental
scanning. Beal’s social action process model can be seen in Figure 3.
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W a n n in g
Design & Implementation
Step 1: Analysis of exist
(Even)
ing social systems.
Step 22: Plan of action.
Step 24: Mobilization of
Step 2: Convergence of
interest
resources.
Step 4: Study prior social Step 26-28: Action steps,
situation.
Step 6: Delineate relevant
social systems.
Step 8: Contact with
"initiating sets."
Step 10: Legitimation with
key leaders.
Step 12: Contact with
"diffusion sets."
Step 14: Need definition
by more general, rele
vant social systems.
Step 16: Commitment to action.
Step 18: Formulation of
goals.
Step 20: Decision on means
of action.

Evaluation & Accountability
(Odd)
Step 3-31: Ongoing evalua
tion.
Objectives met?
What next?
Step 33: Total program
evaluation.
Step 34: Continuation.

Figure 3
B ears Social Action Process (Boone. 1985. p.21)
Included in the Beal model as identified by Loomis are the elements of the
social system:
1.

Objectives of system being examined

2.

Means available to obtain the objectives

3.

Norms of acceptable behavior in the system

4.

Status role that defines position and function in the system

5.

Rank that defines value of people to the system

6.

Power of both authority and influence (capacity to control others)

7.

Sanctions used to reward or punish

8.

Beliefs that people hold to be true

9.

Sentiments that people have about a situation.
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Social system elements are used to determine the environment in which the
planned change is to be implemented. Once the environment is determined in the
Beal model, the next step is to determine from the potential audience if there is
some degree of agreement that a need for change is in order. Beal’s subsequent
steps in this model involve the development and implementation of the program,
and continual evaluation throughout the process.
Boyle expresses his strong feelings that lifelong learning is an important
trend in today’s society.

Continuing education programming is seen as the

opportunity to make the most of this trend. Boyle feels that these educational
programs will include family crises, such as teen pregnancy, child abuse, and drug
abuse. Counseling and management assistance on personal and business matters,
updating of professionals, legal rights for individuals, utilization of computer
systems, and the development of problem solving skills for communities are all
examples of educational programs of the future.
The role of the educator must be proactive and prescriptive. In this role the
educational programmer makes six assumptions (Boyle, 1981, p. 40-41).
1.

That planned change is a necessary prerequisite to effective
economic and social progress for people and communities.

2.

That the most desirable change is
democratically achieved.

3.

That continuing educational programs, if properly planned and
implemented, can make a significant contribution to planned
change.

predetermined

and
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4.

That educational changes in knowledge, skills, and attitudes are
necessary for economic, environmental, and social change.

5.

That it is possible to select, organize, and administer a continuing
education program that will contribute to the social and economic
progress of people and communities.

6.

That people and communities need the guidance and leadership
of a continuing educator to help them solve their problems and
achieve more desirable ways of living and of making a living.

Boyle presented fifteen concepts upon which he believes the program
development process is built (Figure 4).
1.

Establishing a philosophical basis for programming.

2.

Situational analysis of problems, needs or concerns of people and communities.

3.

Involvement of potential clientele.

4.

Levels of intellectual and social development of potential clientele.

5.

Sources to investigate and analyze in determining program objectives.

6.

Recognition of institutional and individual constraints.

7.

Criteria for establishing program priorities.

8.

Degree of rigidity or flexibility of planned programs.

9.

Legitimation and support with formal and informal power situation.

10.

Selecting and organizing learning experiences.

11.

Identifying instructional design with appropriate techniques, and devices.

12.

Utilizing effective promotional priorities.

13.

Obtaining resources necessary to support the program.

14.

Determining the effectiveness, results, and/or impact.

15.

Communicating the value of the program to appropriate decision makers.

Figure 4
Boyle’s Program Development Concepts (Bovie. 1981. 0.44-511
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The first nine concepts relate to planning and needs assessment, the next
four to design and implementation and the last two to evaluation. These concepts
may vaiy with the program situation or type.

Boyle classified and analyzed

program types, namely developmental, institutional, and informational as shown
in Table 2.
The preceding models involve some common phases, such as system analysis
of publics, linkage to public, needs assessment, and continuous evaluation. Boone
(1985) studied nine program models, and identified six common themes, (1)
problem - needs identification, (2) setting goals/objectives, (3) identifying
resources, (4) designing learning activities, (5) evaluations,

and (6) learner

involvement in the process, and used three components (1) planning (2) design and
implementation (3) evaluation and accountability to analyze them.

Table 2
Bovle’s Comparative Analysis of Program Types (Bovle. 1981. p. 71
Factors

___________________________ Program types________________
Institutional
Developmental
Informational_______

Primary goal

Define and solve
individual, group
community prob
lems.

Growth and improvement
of an individual’s basic
abilities, skills,
knowledge, competencies.

Exchange of information.

Source of
objectives

Developed pri
marily out of
needs or problems
of the clients.

Developed primarily
from the discipline
or field of knowledge
and from the educator.

Derived primarily
from new information
available from re
search, findings, new
laws, or new regulations.

Use of

Knowledge or content is used to
aid in the solution
of the problem; it
is a means to an
end.

Mastery of content
or knowledge is the
focus. Programs are
focused on how to achieve
this end.

Content is transferred
to the client for
immediate use.

Involvement of Involved in deter Involved in implementing
the learner
mining problem
the learning experiences.
or need and the
scope and nature of
program.

Involved primarily
as a recipient of the
information.

Role of the
programmer

Facilitating the en- Disseminates knowledge
tire educational
through instructional
process from need process,
identification
through the evalua
tive process. Other
roles will include
promotion, legitima
tion, and communi
cating the results.

Provides answers to
requests for information.

Standards of
effectiveness

Effectiveness is
Effectiveness deter
determined on the mined on how well the
quality of the
client mastered the
problem solution content or desired
and the degree to competencies.
which individuals,
groups, and comm
unities developed
problem solving
skills.

Effectiveness deter
mined by the number
of persons reached, and
how much information
was distributed.

Table 3
Boone’s Conceptual Programming Model (Boone. 1985. p. 611
EVALUATION &
PLANNING______________________________________DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION____________ ACCOUNTABILITY
THE ORGANIZATION & ITS
RENEWAL PROCESS

LINKING THE
ORGANIZATION
TO ITS PUBLIC

DESIGNING THE
PLANNED
PROGRAM

IMPLEMENTING THE
PLANNED PROGRAM

EVALUATION &
ACCOUNTABILITY

Understanding of commitment to the
functions of the organization
Mission
Philosophy
Objectives

Study, analysis, &
mapping of the
organization’s
public

Translating
expressed needs
into macro needs.

Developing plans of action
Translating needs into
teaching objectives
Specifying learning
experiences for each
teaching objective
Developing plans for
evaluating learner
outcomes & assessing
learning experiences

Determining &
measuring program
outputs

Understanding of & commitment to the
organization's structure
Roles
Relationships
Knowledgeable about & skilled in
organization’s processes
Supervision
Staff development
Evaluation & accountability
Understanding of commitment to a
tested conceptual framework for
programming
Understanding of commitment to
continuous organizational renewal

Identifying target
publics

Translating macro
needs into macro
objectives

Identifying &
interfacing with
leaders of target
publics

Specifying general
educational
strategies &
learning activities

Collaborative
identification
assessment &
analysis of needs
specific to target
publics

Specifying macro
outcomes of the
planned program

Developing & implementing
strategies & techniques for
marketing the plans of action
Developing & following
through on plans to recruit &
train leader-learner resources
Monitoring & reinforcing the
teacher-learner transaction

Assessing program
Inputs
Using evaluation
findings for
program revisions,
organizational
renewal & for
accounting to
publics, parent
organization,
funding sources, the
profession and,
where appropriate,
the governance body
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His conceptual programming model used the same three components and
five stages to organize concepts and present his approach (Table 3).
In discussing this model Boone feels that the studies of adult programming
have focused heavily on planning and not enough on design and implementation,
and evaluation and accountability.
Planning, according to Boone, has two distinct dimensions: (1) the
organization and its renewal process and (2) linkage of the organization to its
target publics through study, analysis, and mapping; identifying target publics and
their leaders; and interfacing with these leaders, individual learners, and learner
groups in collaborative needs identification, assessment, and analysis. (Boone, 1985,
p. 64).
"Interfacing" is a key term in Boone’s planning process. He uses a definition
from Gordon Lippitt (1969) for interfacing as "Primarily a process by which human
beings confront common areas of concern, engage in meaningfully related dialogue,
actively search for solutions to mutual problems, and cope with these solutions
purposefully" (Lippitt, 1969, p. 2).
The first dimension, the organization, requires a clear framework be
established within the organization in which educators are to function.

The

organization must maintain a tested conceptual approach to generating and
effecting change programs with the public.

Boone considers organizational

adjustment to be a continuing process, always changing to meet the constantly
changing needs of the public.
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The adult educator, after being committed to and with a clear
understanding of the educational organization, can then address the difficult task
of linkage. The public must be studied, analyzed, and mapped culturally, socially,
economically, geographically, and politically. The groups that are identified by this
process have leaders, either formal or informal, and they must be identified. The
assumption is that if the leaders can be identified they know the needs of their
followers and mirror their values, beliefs, and feelings.

Boone indicates that

diffusion studies show that leaders hold the key to adoption within their groups.
Zaltman (1973) indicates that good linkage between the organization and
its public will cause the target public to feel that it was a part of initiating
behavioral change.
Sork and Buskey (1986) reviewed and analyzed 93 programming models
which were developed during the period from 1950 through 1983. In reviewing
these models, they established a composite model of their own upon which the
others were judged. Table 4 is a compilation of nine book length programming
models which have been used in Extension programming. In addition to the
generic planning model, which they used to compare the individual programming
models, they established a series of descriptors which addressed the context for
which the models were planned, the level of the program emphasized, and the client
orientation. They also considered the sophistication necessary to use the various
models, the degree to which the model has a theoretical framework, and the
comprehensive treatment of steps in the planning process. From Table 4 it can

Table 4
Sork and Buskey Model Comparisons (Extracted from Sork and Buskey, 1986, p. 91-93)

DESIGN EVAL.
PROCEDURE

SELECT/ORDER
PROCESSES
SELECT INSTR.
RESOURCES
DEV. BUDGET
& ADMIN. PLAN
ASSURE
PARTICIPATION

DEVELOP
OBJECTIVES
SELECT/ORDER
CONTENT

ASSESS NEEDS

ANALYZE CONTEXT
& CLIENT SYSTEM

X

COMPREHENSIVENESS OF EACH STEP
IN THE PLANNING PROCESS

THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK

COMMUNITY

X

EVALUATIVE DIMENSIONS
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ORGANIZATIONAL
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BY AUTHOR
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be seen that four of the models which they examined were designed for Extension
planning. It can also be observed that the Boyle model, which has served for
Extension, was written in a planning context for general adult education. These
authors concluded that there were few substantive differences among the models
reviewed. It is interesting to observe that the authors rated four models as being
low, related to needs design, and only one model high in comprehensiveness.
Sork and Buskey were critical of the authors of these models for tending to
develop their model in a vacuum without making full use of previously published
literature. The generic planning model used by Sork and Buskey is shown in
Figure 5.
1.

Analyses of planning context and client system(s) to be served.

2.

Assessment of client needs.

3.

Development of objectives.

4.

Selection and ordering of content.

5.

Selection, design and ordering of processes.

6.

Selection of instructional resources.

7.

Formulation of budget and administrative plan

8.

Design of a plan for assuring participation

9.

Design of a plan for evaluating the program.

Figure 5
Sork and Buskey Generic Programming Model (Sork and Buskev. 1986 p. 891
Bennett’s (1989) Interdependency Model (Figure 6) combined two categories
of models, namely research transfer models and adult education models. Each of
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these categories include several models that have guided Extension programming
in the past. The Interdependency Model is designed to accomplish three purposes.
First, it enables federal, state and university policy makers as well as national and
state legislators to better understand how Extension does and could function,
considering users of technologies, private sector agencies, and industrial suppliers
of technology. Second, it guides Extension administrators and program leaders in
choosing the duties in which Extension can be most effective, recognizing that many
activities can best be performed by other generators and transferrers of
technologies as well as by users. Last, it improves Extension’s ability to perform
roles that complement those carried out by other agencies, organizations and
individuals that generate and transfer as well as use technologies and practices.
Extension Characteristics Identified
1.

Bases Programs on
A.
B.
C.

Extension assessment of needs of public and users
Research outputs
Other relevant information

2.

Influences activities of researchers

3.

Conducts developmental and adaptive research

4.

Transfers information to users

5.

Educates users

Figure 6
Interdependency Models (Bennett. 1989. p.61
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It is clear from these objectives that this model is designed to simply allow
Extension to perform better in what is conceived as its new role of
interrelations with other entities.
The Cooperative Extension Service is perceived by most to be a program
that is limited primarily to agriculture. W arner and Christenson in their 1982
national assessment found that sixty-four percent of Extension’s users lived in
metro areas. They found that Extension’s clients are highly educated. They are
upper/middle income and they, like the adult learners mentioned before, desire
educational programs that meet their needs (Warner & Christenson, 1984).
Knowles makes four predictions for the future. The pace of social and
technological change that induces adults to engage in self improvement is
accelerating. Adult learning experiences will be organized around the problems
and the processes of real life rather than according to academic subject matter.
There will be a rapid expansion in the body of knowledge about the education of
adults. The role of the adult educator will become increasingly differentiated and
training for this role will become specialized (Knowles, 1977).
Issues Programming
The report of the Futures Task Force of the Extension Committee on
Organization and Policy gave impetus to a national effort in what is called issues
programming (ECOP, 1987). The driving statement within that report w as;".. .the
compelling issues facing people must drive the system.. .must constitute the basis
upon which all decisions regarding programs, training, deliveiy methods, funding,
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and audience selection are made" (ECOP, 1987, p6).

The task force also

recommended that a representative process be used for the selection of critical
issues and that extension must transcend traditional program boundaries.
Issues are defined "...as matters of wide public concern arising out of
complex human problems" (Extension Service - USDA, ECOP and Minnesota
Extension Service, 1988, p. 5).

Issues programming in Extension is the way

Extension responds in a planned manner to these Issues (Appendix A).
Cooperative Extension has long prided itself in conducting educational
programs that address local needs.

These programs have normally been

disciplinaiy in nature because one academic discipline provided the majority of
input into a narrow need (ES-USDA, ECOP and Minnesota ES, 1988).
The rationale of disciplinaiy programming is that, however complex the
problem, it can be reduced to independent parts.

These parts can then be

addressed with educational programs. The audiences in disciplinary programming
are usually pre-determined and their needs identified. This process tended to
narrow the focus of Extension programs on traditional audiences, and the
programs usually were conducted by individuals of the same discipline or of
different disciplines, but with limited interaction (Richardson, 1988).
Many in Extension now think that disciplinaiy programming can no longer
fully address the needs of even narrow audiences. They feel that few problems or
needs can be dealt with in a vacuum. Problems are becoming more complex and
solutions often affect other segments of society. Traditional Extension audiences
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are now more aware of the interdependence of many parts of society (Warner &
Christianson, 1984).
Naisbitt contends that scientific information is doubling approximately every
two years (Naisbitt, 1984). He further contends that the information is not being
provided in a form which individuals can use in solving their problems.
Extension has been disseminating information on an increasingly broad
variety of subject matter.

The information

has

provided generalized

recommendations and the same solutions for what was assumed as, "everybody’s
problems” (Dillman, 1986). The problems of the 1990s are different, but so are the
tools for addressing them. Electronic technology gives the disseminator the ability
to provide locally specific information and to address current and emerging
problems. Dillman sees Extension as the ideal delivery vehicle and with the new
technology comes opportunity for Extension to move in concert with the
information age.
The Federal Extension Program (Extension Service, USDA) has moved in
a direction which was designed to complement the issues programming efforts of
states. In 1986, in concert with the Extension Committee on Organization and
Policy, the Extension Service set in motion the national initiatives process. The
identification process involved over 100 Extension staff and over 200 individuals
representing national organizations and agencies.

There were eight national

initiatives identified in the first year (1988). These initiatives were broad enough
to encompass the state identified issues and priorities. They also served at least
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two other purposes; (1) to comply with federal legislative pressures to retain a
relevant mission and be accountable, (2) to establish linkages with a broad
spectrum of American society through many organizations. The national initiatives
are designed to change and have done so in the years since 1988. The following is
a list of national initiatives by years:
NATIONAL INITIATIVES
(1988 - 1989)

(1990 - 1991)

-Alternative agriculture opportunities

-Water quality

-Building human capital

-Revitalizing rural America

-Competitiveness and profitability of
American agriculture

-Youth at risk

-Conservation and management of
natural resources
-Family and economic well being
-Improving nutrition, diet and health

-Improving diet and health
(a) food quality
(b) food safety
-Competitiveness of American
agriculture
(a) sustainable agriculture
(b) international marketing

-Revitalizing rural America
-Waste management
-Water quality
-Youth at risk

The Cooperative Extension System uses a national initiative as the system’s
commitment to respond with significantly increased effort to an im portant social
problem (Borich, 1990).

The changes in national initiatives represent a

commitment for Extension to stay at the cutting edge in addressing significant
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national problems and to reallocate or develop new resources to address those
problems. As the states have attempted to address these changing problems, many
within Extension have felt the transition.
In 1986, Texas began an extensive, long-range program planning process
which is now termed issues programming. In 1988, a study was conducted as an
interim evaluation.

The purpose was to identify successes, obstacles and

improvements needed. A total of 441 staff members were asked in a mail survey
the question "what does issues based programming mean to you?" (Taylor, Powell
and Richardson, 1990, p. 16).

The majority related issues programming to

grassroots needs assessment and building programs to address externally identified
needs. The study also showed that 61% reported changes in their jobs as a result
of issues programming and many revealed significant difficulties in the transition.
Eighty-one percent of the county agents reported working with new audiences.
Those surveyed mentioned more time was required in coordination with others
inside and outside Extension and that more people were involved in the planning
and implementation process.
In a Louisiana survey, 45 administrative staff, specialists and agents were
asked about the effect that issues programming had had on organizational policy
and public policy. This survey was conducted in 1990, approximately 1.5 years
after the beginning of Louisiana’s issues programming efforts.

Concern was

expressed about breaking strong disciplinaiy boundaries, about Extension meddling
in other agencies responsibilities and about time spent collaborating with others
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inside and outside the organization (Verma, Baker, and McFatter, 1990). Also
expressed was the desire to retain the strengths of traditional programs while
bringing in the strong points of issues programming. Concerning public policy, it
was felt that the broad public involvement could, with time, affect funding and
change program emphasis.

Outside funding is also being used to support

leadership programs, waste management efforts, and conservation of natural
resources.
Issues Programming in Louisiana
Issues programming began in Louisiana in 1988 with the annual conference
presentation of Director Denver T. Loupe. In his presentation he directed faculty
to broaden the input into advisory groups to include individuals, groups and
organizations which had not been represented (Verma, Baker and McFatter, 1990).
Working groups were established at the state level for each national
initiative (also adopted as state initiatives). Individuals representing Extension
faculty, and departments from the land grant college system, and appropriate
agencies and organizations from the public and private sector were selected to
serve. These working groups met from one to four times depending on need. They
were asked to develop a resource capability list and supportive materials.
An issues programming committee was established to develop the Louisiana
issues programming effort. The makeup of this committee involved one full time
programming specialist, one other subject matter specialist, one specialist and
division leader, and two field agents. All continued a full workload in addition to
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this m ajor committee assignment. Innovative programs of other states and the
national program were studied. A Louisiana program was formulated along with
limited teaching material. A publication "Guidelines on Issues Programming in
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service" was developed and distributed to all
faculty (Appendix B). In Februaiy of 1989, a statewide training effort was initiated
to present the concept and process of issues programming. Additional training was
conducted in summer 1989, and again in the spring of 1990.
Table 5
Parish Advisory Council Participants Description
Educational systems

12.2%

Business, industry, Chamber of
Commerce

10.5%

Parish government

10.0%

Agriculture support groups

9.4%

Parish/regional planning and
operating agencies

5.3%

Health system

5.1%

Special interest

4.4%

Social services

3.6%

State Legislators

3.0%

Legal system/law enforcement

2.7%

Media

2.4%

Church

2.0%

An irregular newsletter entitled "Focus on Issues” was used to address
questions and answers.

The program gave emphasis to restructured parish
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advisory councils which met in the fall of 1989 to identify parish issues. In the 64
parishes, 1102 individuals participated in these council meetings. The participants
represented a broad spectrum of local society. Traditional Extension groups made
up only 29.4% of the total, while 70.6% were divided as in Table 3.
An average of 9 issues were identified in each parish. When aggregated on
the state level, 61 different issues had been identified. The state issues planning
committee grouped these issues into 4 categories. They were; the environment, the
family, education/government/services, and economic and community development.
Rapid response groups were named from the specialist staff to respond to needs
from the parishes. These individual specialists represented the original working
groups and were aware of the resources which had been identified.
The parish advisory councils established local task forces which worked and
will continue to work on the prioritized local issues. Considerable time continues
to be directed to these task forces both by Extension and outside individuals and
organizations.
National Survey on Issues Programming
A survey to determine some preliminary information concerning issues
programming was sent to each state in the United States. These surveys were sent
to one or more individuals in each state who had responsibility for planning,
programming, evaluation or administration. The survey was sent to both 1862 and
1890 Extension personnel. The surveys were combined, by states, either by those
completing the survey or when received. Thirty-eight of the fifty states responded.
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A sample of the survey is included in Appendix C.
The following is a summation of the information obtained from the
responses to these surveys.
Question 1. Has your state adopted issues programming?
1.1 If no, does state have plans to adopt issues
programming?
If yes, in which year was issues programming started?
YES

WILL BE

NO

36 (95%)_________ 1_(2.5%)________ 1 (2.5%')
No Date
No Plans
Sixty percent of the responding states began Issues Programming in 1987
or 1988.
Question 2. How many counties in your state?
2.1 How many counties are doing some issues
programming?
O f the states responding, 83% had all of their counties involved in issues
programming, with only one of the participating states showing less than 50%.
Question 3. What percentage of your Extension program is devoted to issues
programming?

Less Than
25 Percent

26 to 50
Percent

51 to 75
Percent

76 to 100
Percent

No
Response

(a)Total
Staff

15

8

9

4

2

(b)State
Staff

15

8

4

5

6
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Question 3 showed that virtually the same percent of time is being spent by
state staff as by the total staff. Forty-two percent of staff in responding states are
spending less than 25% of their total time involved in issues related programming.

Question 4. Were statewide issues chosen? Yes
Responding
36

No
2

All the states responding who are involved in issues programming did select
statewide issues. The second part of Question 4 asked the procedure used in
selecting statewide issues. The responses were as follows:
Aggregating county issues (a)

10

Determined at state level (b)

10

Combination of (a) & (b)

10

Program directions meetings, agents, specialists, administrators

10

Group planning process by divisions

1

Multi-county needs assessment

1

Surveys-county staff/random citizen

1

Trend data-state lay leaders

1

Initiating teams/public survey

1

Question 4(b). What are the current state issues?
Of the 36 states responding with established state issues there was a range
of from 3 to 12 issues per state. The average number of issues per state is 62. It
is also clear that the identified state issues conform closely to the 1990 national
issues. The following is a list of issues identified and grouped for easy assessment.
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ISSUES

FREQUENCY

Agriculture competitiveness and profitability
Sustainable agriculture
Agriculture marketing
Agriculture at risk (urban expansion)

39

Environmental quality
Waste management
Soil conservation and water quality
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Families and youth at risk
Family well-being
Strengthening youth and family
Developing youth potential

47

Rural revitalization
Economic development
Community viability
Alternating agriculture opportunities

28

Building human capital
Leadership & volunteerism
Developing human resources

15

Food safety
Food, nutrition and wellness

29

Conservation of natural resources
Energy conservation
Marine and freshwater resources
Natural resources management

14

Advancing agriculture and natural resources management

1

Managing consumer resources

1

Genetic diversity and biotechnology

1

Urban horticulture

1

Home environment

1

Fisheries and fishing vessel safety

1

Urban/agriculture/wildlands interface

1

Marine product marketing and development

1

Promoting marine and aquaculture industries

1
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Question 5. Briefly describe strategies being used in your state an d /o r counties
regarding the issues selected for (a) planning, (b) networking with other
agencies, (c) evaluation of issues programming.
Question 5 generated 25 different procedures used for the planning,
networking and evaluation of efforts. The procedures are abbreviated below. Some
states did not indicate their approaches for addressing all the three parts of this
question. Listed below are the approaches used by the reporting states and their
frequency.

PROCEDURE

NUMBER OF
STATES USING
PROCEDURE

1. Issues teams appointed to develop state plan
Coordinate, network and evaluate (Effort was
interdisciplinary and included county and state
facility

8

1. National issues adopted as applicable (FY 83-91)
2. Statewide focus groups selected (FY 92-95)

1

1 .1 st approach - "Local Self Study" - 40 local
planning units (99 counties)
2. 2nd approach - evaluability assessment (EA model)

1

2. Specialist teams - research and extension

1

1. Strategic planning task force (state) (issues
identified)
2. Survey of clientele (issues ranked)

1

1. Survey all extension faculty, adm inistrators and
state opinion leaders to determine local and state
issues

1

1. Issues state selected involvement (individual
evaluations consider issues, networking, etc.)

1

1. Task forces of faculty with input from advisory
council and other stakeholders develop issues
2. Then state level networking and evaluation

1
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PROCEDURE

NUMBER OF
STATES USING
PROCEDURE

1. Issues identification
A. Specialist - trend data
B. Lay leaders meetings at county and state
involve network agencies
C. Retreat - Specialist and program coordinators to
select issues.
2. Issues teams
Specialist, field staff, university faculty and
network agencies - charged with developing program
and evaluation

1

1. Administrators networking at state level with
agencies and guiding agents to do so at local
level

1

1. State program committee selects issues
2. Interdisciplinary task groups do planning,
implementation and evaluation
3. Administrators reallocate funds for support

3

1. County advisory councils (approximately 25 persons)
2. District consolidation
3. State consolidation

1

1. Planning - continuous at county and area level
2. Statewide task forces - networking
3. Evaluation - a part of program planning process

1

1. Working groups (26) - including county, state
Extension personnel, research faculty, and
outside persons. These groups study needs and
resources, then report to administrators

1

1. County focus groups on continuing basis (issues
identification)
2. Aggregated at district and state level
3. Multidisciplinaiy teams - cany out planning,
networking and evaluation of statewide issues
activities

1
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PROCEDURE

NUMBER OF
STATES USING
PROCEDURE

1. County problem identification meetings
2. County problem solving meetings
3. State program teams (20) - plan and implement
programs and evaluation

1

1. County caucuses or councils - identify issues
2. Aggregated at state
3. State groups support county activities

2

1. 400 key leaders interviewed on needs
2. Mail survey (5000) - determine priorities
3. Public forum in each county to review findings
and express views
4. Integrated program planning, implementation and
networking

1

1. Local program development committees
2. M ulti-county/shared staff (needs assessment and
implementation teams)

1

1. Needs assessment group (county)
2. State specialist develop program and delivery
methods

1

1. County study group meetings (40-6- key leaders)
2700 county issues identified
2. State faculty groups reviewed identified
issues - selected 6 state issues and 23
initiatives also identified
3. Issues task forces and initiative teams,
plan, implement and evaluate programs

1

1. Issues determined at state level
(division planning groups) D.P.G.
2. D.P.G. - plans, action plans, training and
evaluation
3. County personnel deliver the programs that
they desire

1
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PROCEDURE

NUMBER OF
STATES USING
PROCEDURE

1. State long-range planning
2. Survey
3. Town groups - needs assessment
4. Telephone polls
5. Delivery - agents
6. Evaluation - Individual agent evaluation

1

1. Environmental scanning - county, region, state
2. Situational analysis • statewide program
committees and regional and local advisory
committee. Both do planning, networking and
evaluation.

1

No response

2

1.
2.
3.
4.

1

Statewide survey
Issues selected at the state level
Use "Enhancement Grants" to support effort
No evaluation to date

Onalitfltive Research Methods
The dominant thought process or paradigm that has been used in social and
behavioral science is the hypothetico-deductive methodology. This method, called
the "scientific method," assumes quantitative measurement, experimental design
and statistical analysis (Patton, 1980). This basic model comes from the tradition
of experimentation in agriculture which has provided many of the basic statistical
and experimental techniques. Patton felt that the label "research" has come to mean
employing the "scientific method" (Patton, 1978).
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Donald Campbell and Lee Cronbach, who for several years, have been
considered by many to be the major spokespersons for the hypothetico-deductive
methodology, have come to advocate the appropriateness and usefulness of
qualitative methods (Patton, 1980).
Qualitative methods are holistic-inductive and are aimed at understanding
social phenomena.

This alternative to hypothetico-deductive research uses the

techniques of in-depth, open-ended interviewing and personal observation.
Each method has its strengths and weaknesses. In the late 1930s social
scientists began to raise doubts about the accuracy of information gathered by
traditional methods such as mail-out surveys and one-on-one interviews. The
results were not consistent with the observed behavior of respondents.

The

questions were also found to influence the results (Krueger, 1991).

The

predetermined, close-ended questions often used in both the individual interview
and mail-out surveys had limitations. The predetermined response categories had
major disadvantages in that the respondents had only few choices and these choices
were limited by the oversight or omission of the interview design.
Patton (1980) describes qualitative methods as holistic, inductive and
naturalistic. From the holistic view, researchers who use qualitative methods strive
to view situations and phenomena as a whole in totality and an unifying nature.
This holistic approach assumes that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
The evaluators who use qualitative methods attempt to understand programs as
wholes and feel that an understanding of a program’s context is necessaiy to
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understand the program (Patton, 1980). Therefore, it is insufficient to study and
measure only the parts of a situation with data on isolated variables or dimensions.
Qualitative research is considered inductive in that the researcher attempts
to understand the situation without imposing pre-existing expectations on the
setting. Qualitative design starts with specific observation and builds toward
patterns that are general. From open-ended observations emerge categories as the
researcher begins to understand organizing patterns that exist in the empirical
world under study (Patton, 1980).
In qualitative design the researcher does not attempt to manipulate the
research setting, therefore, it is naturalistic. There is no predetermined course
established by the researcher. The research setting is a naturally occurring event,
program or interaction (Patton, 1980). Naturalistic inquiiy is defined by Willems
and Raush (1969, p. 3) as "the investigation of phenomena within and in relation
to their naturally occurring context." Guba feels that scientific in q u iiy can be
described by the extent that the researcher manipulates some phenomenon in
advance in order to study it and by the constraints placed on measures of
predetermined outputs.

In experimental research an attempt is made by the

investigator to completely control the study by manipulating or holding constant
external influences and measuring a limited set of outcome variables.

In

comparison he describes naturalistic inquiiy as being discoveiy-oriented (Guba,
1978).
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In this dynamic procedure the researcher or evaluator makes no attempt to
manipulate, control or eliminate situational variables or developments in programs.
Instead, he accepts the complexity and reality of changing situations or programs.
The ideal in the qualitative approach is a design strategy that is holistic, inductive
and naturalistic which gets close to the situation or phenomenon to increase the
depth of understanding. It must be understood that "holistic-inductive analysis
and naturalistic inquiry are always a matter of degree" (Patton, 1980, p. 46).
From a practical standpoint, in naturalistic inquiiy, the researcher often
moves from discoveiy to verification (Guba, 1978). Patton carries this notion
further by pointing out that we may move from discoveiy, to verification, to
program modification and then back to discoveiy again (Patton, 1980). Patton
provided a checklist of evaluation situations for which qualitative methods are
appropriate. He contends that "if the answer to any one of these questions is Yes
then the collection of some qualitative data is likely to be appropriate" (Patton,
1980, p. 88-89).
CHECKLIST OF EVALUATION SITUATIONS FOR
WHICH QUALITATIVE METHODS ARE APPROPRIATE
1.

Does the program emphasize individualized outcomes, i.e, different
participants are expected be affected in qualitatively different ways? And is
there a need or desire to describe and evaluate these individualized client
outcomes?

2.

Are decision makers interested in elucidating and understanding the internal
dynamics of programs - program strengths, program weaknesses, and overall
program processes?
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3.

Is detailed, in-depth information needed about certain client cases or
program sites, e.g., particularly successful cases; unusual failures; critically
important cases for programmatic, financial, or political reasons?

4.

Is there interest in focusing on the diversity among, idiosyncracies of, and
unique qualities exhibited by individual clients or programs (as opposed to
comparing all clients or programs on standardized, uniform measures)?

5.

Is information needed about the details of program implementation - what
clients in the program experience, what services are provided to clients, how
the program is organized, what staff do, and basically inform decision
makers as to what is going on in the program and how it has developed?

6.

Are program staff and other decision makers interested in the collection of
detailed, descriptive information about the program for the purpose of
improving the program, i.e., is there interest in formative evaluation?

7.

Is there a need for information about the nuances of program quality, i.e.,
descriptive information about the quality of program activities and outcomes,
not just levels, amounts, or quantities of program activity and outcomes?

8.

Will the administration of standardized measuring instruments
(questionnaires and tests) be overly obtrusive in contrast to the gathering of
data through natural observations and open-ended interviews, i.e., will the
collection of qualitative data generate less reactivity among participants than
the collection of quantitative data?

9.

Is the state of measurement science such that no valid, reliable, and
believable standardized instrument is available or readily capable of being
developed to measure the particular program outcomes for which data are
needed?

10.

Are legislators or other decision makers/funders interested in having
evaluators conduct program site visits such that the evaluators become the
surrogate eyes and ears for decision makers who are too busy to make such
site visits themselves and who lack the observing and listening skills of
trained evaluators?

11.

Are the goals of the program vague, general, and nonspecific, indicating the
possible advantage of a goal-free evaluation approach to gather information
about what effects the program is actually having?
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12.

Is there the possibility that the program may be affecting clients or
participants in unanticipated ways and/or having unexpected side effects,
indicating the need for a method of inquiiy that can discover effects beyond
those formally stated as desirable by program staff (again, an indication of
the need for some form of goal-free evaluation)?

13.

Has the collection of quantitative evaluation data become so routine that no
one pays much attention to the results anymore, suggesting a possible need
to break the old routine and use new methods to generate new insights about
the program?

14.

Is there a need and desire to personalize the evaluation process by using
research methods that require personal, face-to-face contact with the
program - methods that may be perceived as "humanistic" and personal
because participants are not preordinately labeled and numbered, and
methods that feel natural, informal, and understandable to participants?

15.

Do decision makers and information users have philosophical or
methodological biases that lead them to prefer qualitative methods, thus
increasing the likelihood that they will find the results of a qualitative
evaluation particularly believable, credible, understandable and useful?

16.

Are decision makers and evaluators interested in increasing their
understanding of the program by developing a grounded theoiy of program
actions that is inductively derived from a holistic picture of the program?

The Focus Group Interview
Basic methods used in qualitative studies involve the individual depth
interview and the group indepth interview (focus group interview). The individual
interview usually lasts 45 minutes to 1 hour and is made up mostly of open-ended
questions (Goldman and McDonald, 1987). Often 50 or more of these individual
interviews are conducted in a single qualitative study. This individual process
often is costly and has been the concern of scientists since the 1980s. In 1931,
Stuart A. Rice wrote, "a defect of the interview for the purposes of fact-finding in
scientific research, then, is that the questioner takes the lead. That is, the subject
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plays a more or less passive role. Information or points of view of the highest
value may not be disclosed because the direction given the interview by the
questioner leads away from them. In short, data obtained from an interview are
as likely to embody the preconceived ideas of the interviewer as the attitude of the
subject interviewed" (Rice, 1931, p. 561). The result of these concerns is for social
scientists to develop methods where the researcher plays a less dominant and less
directive role (Krueger, 1988). The most used of the resulting methods is the group
depth or focus group interview. Merton, Fiske and Kendall in their 1956 work,
"The Focused Interview," established many of the procedures still in use today
(Krueger, 1988).
The focus group interview has been frequently used by business in their sales
and marketing sectors. The respectability this method gained in business was
because of its high face validity and practical applications (Krueger, 1991).
Practical applications include evaluating television commercials (Coe and
MacLachlon, 1980).

Advertising campaigns often emphasize the features of

products that have been identified by focus groups as most desirable. Movie
studios use focus groups to test audience reaction to possible endings in films
(Vichas, 1983). Product ideas are considered before manufacture. For example,
air conditioning filters for automobiles were considered in focus groups. The
company decided not to manufacture the product because the customers did not
see a need for the product. Therefore, a costly investment was avoided by a small
investment in focus groups.
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The use of focus groups in evaluating social programs is maturing and
gaining acceptance primarily because funding sources require relevance,
practicality and utility.

Strategic planning, needs assessment and program

evaluation are important to professionals in the human services fields. Focus
groups provide information about clients* feelings, perceptions, and attitudes. The
procedure provides the real picture from the client’s point of view (Krueger, 1988).
Extension is continually required to cany out needs assessment, program
development and program evaluation. These processes are necessaiy from the
point of view of justifying programs and, maybe more importantly to the Extension
professional, the desire to improve the quality of educational programs. Initially
a strict scientific methodology was used to ensure the greatest possible validity of
the results (Andrews, 1983). Many evaluators within Extension were concerned
that these "hard data” might not reflect the richness that is Extension. Forest and
Rossing expressed the feeling that while Extension must continue to improve
program evaluation and accountability it must not lose sight of the human
character and strengths associated with its programs (Forest and Rossing, 1982).
Extension has used the focus group interview for several purposes. Two
evaluation studies were conducted in Minnesota using the focus group interview
(Mueller and Krueger, 1985). One of the Minnesota studies followed a large
quantitative mail survey where additional information was needed to ascertain
needs and preferred learning experiences of large scale commercial farmers. The
second study involved focus group interviews to conduct a county program review.
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A focus group interview process was used to evaluate a three-day Extension
conference (Long and Mart, 1983). A group of the participants took part in a
focus group session after each day’s program and the results were used to help in
the planning of the next day’s program.
Louisiana Extension used a series of seven focus group interviews to assist
in an evaluability assessment of its leadership program (Verma, 1991).

The

primary objective of this study was to obtain indepth information on inputs,
operations and impacts associated with this educational program.
Design of Focus Group Interview Studies
The design of the focus group interview is critical to the success of a study
(Goldman and McDonald, 1987). Planning begins with consideration of the purpose
of the study and is followed by organizing the effort in a logical, sequential manner
(Krueger, 1988).
Why is the study to be conducted?
What particular information is important?
Who wants and will use the information?
These questions are the keys to proper planning. The answers to these
questions need to be shared with the expected users and their feedback
incorporated into the study. If this is done and agreement is achieved on these
matters, the chance of the information being used is enhanced. Once the purposes
for the study have been identified several decisions must be made which consider
the following factors;
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1.

Group
(a).
(b).
(c).

configuration
Selection of participants
Number in the group
Number of groups

2.

Facilities necessaiy for focus groups

3.

Moderator

4.

Questions to be considered

5.

Data analysis and reporting

Group Configuration - Selection of Participants
Participants must be selected who will be able to provide comments that are
the most relevant and the most informative. The focus group process is

. .a

prism through which we focus our attention and gather rich and detailed
information from a relatively limited number of relevant individuals" (Goldman
and McDonald, 1987, p. 21)
Krueger states that non-profit and service organizations typically have three
categories of individuals who must be included when considering whom to study.
They are advisory groups, employees and clients (Krueger, 1988).

Other

demographic factors like geography, age, gender, income and participation
characteristics can be included. He also feels that the purpose of the study must
control who is to be involved.
The social scientist is primarily concerned with two principal sources of
error, sampling error and measurement error. The absence of sampling error
indicates that the people and attitudes that have been sampled are truly
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representative of the population. Another term that reflects this same error is
reliability (Goldman and McDonald, 1987). If the study can be replicated with
additional samples from that same population and the same results are obtained,
then it has a high reliability.
Statistical reliability reflects the sample selection and the way the opinions
are sampled. Measurement error reflects how well we have measured what we
desired to measure. Validity is a term which reflects measurement error or lack
thereof. Sampling design will include decisions that consider both random and
purposeful sampling (Patton, 1980). Random sampling of a population is used to
increase the likelihood that the data collected reflects the population. The size of
the sample is determined by the size of the population to which one desires to
generalize, the amount of variation expected within the population and the
sampling error one is willing to accept.
The strategy of purposeful sampling is used when the user wants to learn
something or understand something about select cases without needing to
generalize to all cases. This should be done only if information is known about the
variation among cases. This strategy is used when there is a desire for indepth
information about certain cases or critical cases (Patton, 1980). If enough is
known about the cases to establish a typical case then the use of this method will
save cost and effort. The process of selective sampling is the primaiy strategy used
by researchers with qualitative methods and particular focus group interviews.
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Group Configuration - The Number in the Focus Group
The number in the focus group can vaiy from seven to twelve people.
Krueger feels the ideal is seven to ten (Krueger, 1988). Levy says the optimum size
is eight (Levy, 1979). Goldman and McDonald indicate that there is widespread
agreement that the optimal number of respondents per group is between eight and
ten (Goldman and McDonald, 1987). All agree that with too few, one or two
individuals dominate. When the number of participants is large the individuals
wait too long to express their feelings and become frustrated. Larger groups also
tend to fragment and the difficulty in controlling the group is magnified.
Group Configuration - The Number of Groups
The number of groups required in any study will depend on several factors.
Some are geographic, ethnic and social diversity (Krueger, 1988). Other factors
such as availability of facilities and transportation may affect the number of
locations (Goldman and McDonald, 1987). Krueger suggests that an ideal rule of
thumb is to continue conducting interviews until little new information is provided.
Typically the first two groups will produce most of the new information and by the
fourth session few new ideas or thoughts emerge.

Krueger feels that it is

appropriate to plan for four focus group sessions but it is possible to evaluate after
the third. A larger number of groups is sometimes necessary with very diverse
groups or for statewide or nationwide insights (Krueger, 1988). Goldman and
McDonald feel a typical study may require two or three groups, at this number of
locations, but certainly no more than four (Goldman and McDonald, 1987).
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Facilities Necessary for Focus Group Interviews
In the days when focus group interviewing was just starting, moderators used
any facility that could seat the group and supply power for tape recorders
(Goldman and McDonald, 1987). Early sessions were typically conducted in hotel
meeting rooms. Experience has taught that the location is important. It must be
easy to locate, well identified within its building, well lighted and in a safe area.
The layout must provide an "interviewing environment." The room must be of
appropriate size, neutral in color and with good acoustics. Outside noise should
be minimal.
The temperature should be kept slightly cooler than usual living areas
(approximately 72-74>F). This helps participants to function. The most versatile
facilities have an adjacent kitchen area.
Seating arrangements can reflect either a living room setting or a conference
room arrangement. The conference style interview room is furnished with a large
table, normally round with twelve chairs for participants. The round table provides
the best eye contact and no one has a more or less preferred seat. Interviewers who
prefer this arrangement feel that the close physical seating encourages social
interaction and alertness. The living room arrangement tries to mimic a warm cozy
informal home environment with comfortable chairs placed more or less randomly
in the room. Goldman and McDonald indicate the conference room arrangement
is the most common and is desired by most professional moderators (Goldman &
McDonald, 1987).
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The facilities should include viewing rooms large enough to accommodate
several observers. The viewing room should be separated from the interviewing
room by a one-way mirror. The trend is to video the focus group interview. The
rooms need to be equipped to facilitate this equipment.
Moderator
Goldman feels that the most important factor in obtaining useful information
from the focus group or group depth interview is the rapport or relationship
between the moderator and the group, and among the group members themselves
(Goldman, 1962). The verbal activity of the moderator or interviewer is determined
by the nature of the group. When the group is made up of alert and articulate
individuals the moderator can assume a more passive role. Krueger feels that the
role of the moderator is to guide the discussion and that he should exercise a mild,
unobtrusive control over the group (Krueger, 1988).
The moderator must be well versed in the purpose of the study and must be
able to communicate clearly, orally and in writing. He or she must be dressed to
appear like the participants.

The good moderator strikes a balance between

friendly permissiveness and the directness necessaiy to keep the discussion focused
and moving. Alert listening is a key attribute of a good moderator (Levy, 1979).
Questions for Focus Group Interviews
The proceedings must begin with the disclosure of any audio and/or video
taping, and of the one-way mirror, if used. This disclosure is required by the Code
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of Ethics of the Council of American Survey Research Organizations (Goldman and
McDonald, 1987). The introduction of proceedings describes the purpose of the
session and the subject matter to be discussed should be clearly defined. A
checklist should include:
-Moderator’s name.
-The subject under discussion i s _________ .
-He would like to use participants’ first names and would like to use his
first name.
-The role that he plans to play as moderator (i.e. keeping the discussion
focused on topic, etc).
-Participants are free to speak when they have something to say.
-People should not speak at same time.
-The group is being tape recorded.
-There is a one-way vision mirror.
-There are observers.
-Participants are encouraged to talk to each other and not just to the
moderator.
-Participants are encouraged to be candid in their assignment of the concept.
-The moderator has no vested interest in the success of the concept per se.
-Participants will not be quoted by name in the report (Gold and McDonald,
1987).

The opening question should force each participant to open up, talk and
contribute something related to the subject as early as possible in the session. This
question should invite reflection on the part of the participant. Professional
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moderators feel that if this is done the need for other warmup efforts may be
eliminated.

In this early portion of the session, a supportive, non-evaluating

climate should be established (Goldman and McDonald, 1989).
The questions in the interview are designed to uncover the thoughts of the
participants.

Questions that can be answered "yes" or "no" are seldom used

(Krueger, 1988). The purpose is to get to the "why" of the thinking of the panelist,
but why is seldom used in a question. Why questions imply a rational answer and
many decisions are made either by habit or emotion. Lazarfeld indicates that when
asked "why" a respondent may answer on (a) the basis of something that influenced
the action, or (b) some precluded desirable attribute (Lazarfeld, 1986).
Krueger suggests opening questions that put the participant back into the
environment of the focused program. Statements like "think back" are useful. A
short written questionnaire at the beginning can also focus attention on the topic
(Krueger, 1988).
The more open-ended the question the better, as long as the direction of the
study can be maintained. Occasionally, the moderator may discover a question
within the flow of a focus group that had not occurred in the planning process.
Care must be taken to not lose the planned flow of the session, but these questions
may be useful at the end of the season.
Normally, there will be less than 10 questions covered in a focus group
interview. Frequently, the total will be 5 or 6 (Krueger, 1988). The session length
must control the number of questions. Two hours is considered to be the maximum
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time that a session can last, one hour and thirty minutes is the average and is
preferred (Payne, 1976).
The general plan for questioning should be to move from the general to the
specific. The organization of questions begins with general overview questions and
progresses to more specific questions of more critical interest (Krueger, 1988).
It is often desirable to have a moderator guide. A moderator guide is a
document which outlines the planned flow of discussion in a focus group session.
The purpose is to assure that the moderator covers the desired material with the
appropriate priorities (Greenbaum, 1988).
Greenbaum lists the following as components of the ideal moderator guide:
1.

A statement of the group objectives

2.

Identification of the group composition

3.

Introduction instructions

4.

Warm-up topics (if used)

5.

General topic discussion

6.

Specific questions for discussion

7.

Closing plan

Focus Group Data Analysis and Reporting
Analysis begins with going back to the original intent of the study (Krueger,
1988). Patton suggests that the end user be again contacted to determine if the
original priorities of purpose are still the same (Patton, 1980). The problem drives
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the analysis. Patton also feels that through input analysis, patterns, themes and
categories of analysis come from the data rather than being imposed prior to the
collection of data.
The data generated by focus group interviews may be voluminous. The data
will take the form of interview transcripts, tapes, moderator notes an d /o r observer
notes (Patton, 1980). Patton calls the process content analysis. Content analysis
is defined as the use of replicable and valid methods for making specific interviews
from text to other states or properties of its source. The first step in content
analysis is to label the various kinds of data and establish a data index. The
content of the data is being classified in this step.
Krueger suggests that analysis be conceptualized as a continuum from raw
data to descriptive statements to interpretation (Krueger, 1988, p. 109). Raw data
can be presented using the exact statements of the participants. These statements
might be put in categories and ordered. The presentation of raw data usually
involves all responses. In the descriptive statements section, the researcher may
use the raw data to develop a brief description of the participant comments and
use a limited number of these comments as illustrative examples. Interpretation,
on the right of the continuum, is the most complex task. At this stage, the
researcher builds on the descriptive process by presenting the meaning of the data
as opposed to a summary of the data.
Strauss uses the term coding as a general term for conceptualizing the data
(Strauss, 1987).

He suggests that the social scientist must adopt the coding
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paradigm. With time it becomes an integral part of the analyst’s thought process.
Coding involves the discovery and naming of categories and sub-categories. Strauss
lists the factors to be considered in coding; as conditions, interaction among the
actors, strategies and tactics, and consequences. Keys for discovering two of the
factors were given. Conditions are discovered by looking for cues like the words
"because” or "since". Consequences are identified by looking for phrases like "as
a result,” "because of that," and "the result was." The purpose of coding is to open
up the inquiiy. Categories are used in content analysis to label or group individual
messages or statements into compartments for the purpose of analysis. Content
analysis falls or stands by its categories. Categories can be classified into two basic
types: those deriving specifically from content, or what is said, and those deriving
specifically from the form of the content - how it is said (Berelson, 1952). The first
type is commonly used in content analysis and can further be divided into categories
of direction and categories of subject matter. The researcher may interpret the
contents to reveal something about the nature of the group studied or the effect of
the content on the group. The type of answer the researcher is seeking is the first
determinant of the system of categories developed because the categories are the
counterpart of the questions asked in the research study (Budd and Thorp, 1963).
Berelson (1952) makes it clear that categories are not dichotomies; rather, they
should be understood as different points on a continuum.
Because categories cannot be defined rigidly and exhaustively and researchers
may view messages in slightly different ways, reliability attributable to categories
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must be considered. One method of measuring reliability is to use two or more
coders to group the messages into categories, and determine inter-coder agreement.
Scott (1955) developed an index of reliability (pi) which considers the number of
categories and the probable frequency with which each is used.
pi = % observed agreement - % expected agreement
1 - % expected agreement
The percent expected agreement is determined by finding the proportion of
messages falling in each category and summing the square of those proportions
(Holsti, 1969).
Krueger presents a chronological sequence of analysis. The analysis begins
as soon as the participants leave the session.

The moderator and assistant

moderator or observers should retreat to a quiet location. The tape recordings are
checked to see if they are all in order. If not, then an intensive session must take
place to reconstruct the session before their memory diminishes. If the tapes are
usable, the moderating team can begin the debriefing. The purpose of the debriefing
is for the team to compare notes and arrive at a short summary that is mutually
agreeable. This summaiy should describe the findings and interpretation of key
points in the study. The following is a check list of items that should be addressed
in the debriefing summaiy (Krueger, 1988, p. 113-114).
-changes in the questioning route
-participant characteristics
-descriptive phrases or words used by participants as they discussed the key
question
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•theme in the responses to the key questions
-subthemes indicating a point of view held by participants with common
characteristics (i.e., seniors agreeing on a similar perception, but not
necessarily others within the group)
-descriptions of participant enthusiasm
-consistency between participant comments and their reported behaviors
-body language: information obtained by observing body movements (head
nodding, indication of boredom, frustration, anxiety, and so on)
-new avenues of questioning that should be considered in future focus groups:
should questions be eliminated, revised, or added?
-the overall mood of the discussion (i.e., were participants eager to discuss
and self-energized?)
The next step in Krueger's sequence of analysis is to prepare a more complete
summaiy after listening to the tapes, and reviewing notes and the debriefing
summaiy. This should be done within hours of the focus group session. When this
is finished the preliminary individual session analysis is completed.
The overall analysis process continues by gathering summaiy reports, tape
recordings, transcripts, and demographic information about participants and, doing
the following:
1.

The analyst reads all the summaries at one sitting and makes notes
on potential patterns or trends.

2.

Transcripts are read marking sections which relate to each question.
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3.

4.

The analyst then reads transcripts or listens to tapes one question at
a time. At this point one is looking to cluster concepts or arrange
responses in categories. One must look for consistency and reversals
of opinions. Specific responses based on experiences should cany
more weight than vague generalizations. The researcher is looking for
the big ideas and these are often difficult to identify.
The researcher then prepares the report at the most useful point on
analysis continuum (Krueger, 1988).

Patton feels that the typical qualitative analysis will seldom involve any
computerized data processing. The exception would be large studies where there
are too much data for one person to reasonably code or where the data will be used
by several people. Computerized coding systems can be developed but they are costly
in money and time and are seldom used on typical studies (Patton, 1980).
Reporting of qualitative data usually takes the form of oral reports, written
reports or a combination of the two. A combination is best (Krueger, 1988).
Krueger suggests a recommended format for the written report would include:
1.

Cover page

2.

Summaiy

3.

Table of contents

4.

Statement of the problem, key considerations and study methods

5.

Results

6.

Limitations and alternative explanations

7.

Conclusions and recommendations.

The oral report is a different format because those who receive it will desire
to discuss findings, responses to the results, or ask questions.

Therefore,

approximately one third of the time of the oral report should be spent in
presentation and two thirds in discussion. The presentation must be focused on
the key points, citing first the most important findings. The importance of the study
should be clearly stated.
Patton agrees with Krueger that a combination of oral and written reports
has the greatest influence on decision makers (Patton, 1980). Patton’s report outline
includes the following:
I.

II.

III.

Purpose of the evaluation
A.

Context of the evaluation

B.

Evaluation focus

Methods decisions
A.

Appropriateness of methods

B.

What design and sampling decisions were
reasons, and with what consequences?

made, for what

Presentation of data
A.

Descriptive information about the program

B.

Descriptions of findings organized around evaluation questions,
issues, and concerns generated by the decision makers and
information users.

C.

Analysis of the data

D.

Interpretations and explanations
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IV.

V.

Validation and verification of findings
A.

Details about actual implementation of methods and reporting
on any departures from expected procedures. How was the
study done? How were the data actually collected?

B.

Credibility of the findings

Conclusions and recommendations
A.

What are basic findings?

B.

What are the implications of the findings?

C.

What are the recommendations? (Patton, 1980, p.341-342)

Greenbaum (1988) indicates the purpose of a focus group report is to (a)
provide a written summaiy of the results, (b) give the client the moderator’s
interpretation of the findings, (c) serve as a means of communicating the findings
to key people in the user organization, and (d) serve to stimulate the next action
steps to achieve the overall objectives. He recommends three types of reports,
namely oral, summaiy moderator and detailed moderator reports and suggests an
outline for the detailed moderator report:
1.

Background

2.

Objectives
(a)

Moderator guide

(b)

Group composition

(c)

Geographic location of the groups

(d)

Time and number of groups
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(e)

Sample selection procedure

(0

Client participation in the groups

(g)

Facility description

(h)

Taping

4.

Findings

5.

Conclusions

6.

Appendix

Chapter III
Research Methodology
Introduction
This study was designed to evaluate the Louisiana Cooperative Extension
Service (LCES) issues programming process. The study included members of the
parish advisoiy councils and task forces, and the LCES personnel involved in the
process. The data were obtained through focus group interviews. The focus group
interview was selected as the most appropriate method of data collection because
it provided an opportunity for group interaction and greater insight into why certain
opinions are held (Krueger, 1988).
The data obtained were analyzed using standard methodology used in
qualitative data. The analysis procedure is discussed later in this chapter. The
findings were used to make recommendations to modify the existing programming
process and/or guiding future programs.
Population and Samples
The LCES issues programming process involved individuals in every parish
in the state. In each of the parishes a group of local leaders was invited to be part
of a parish advisoiy council. This group identified and prioritized local issues.
Higher priority issues were selected to be addressed by parish issues task forces.
These task forces were made up of advisory council members and/or other
individuals who had an interest in and/or expertise related to the issue. Parish
agents organized the overall program and/or assisted the task forces.
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The two groups that had the most knowledge of the issues programming
process are the parish advisoiy council/issues task force participants and parish
Extension agents. It was considered that these individuals would be able to provide
relevant and useful information.
Krueger states that organizations need to include typically three categories
of individuals when considering whom to study. They are advisoiy groups, clients
and employees (Krueger, 1988). In this study the participants of the advisoiy
councils/issues task forces are from the advisoiy groups and are also clients. The
Extension parish agents form the employee categoiy.
Individuals who served both on the parish advisory council and an issues task
force were selected to make up the participant population All currently employed
agents who were appointed before Januaiy 1, 1989 were included in the agent
population. These agents were involved in the complete issues programming process.
Geographic, ethnic and social diversity as well as facilities and transportation
need to be considered when deciding the number of focus group interviews to
conduct (Krueger, 1988); Goldman and McDonald, 1987).
Social and ethnic diversity is considered when parish advisoiy councils are
formed. The decision on the number of sessions, therefore, emphasized geographic
considerations and facilities available. The literature agrees that most of the
information will emerge in the first two group interviews. For this study four focus
group interviews were conducted. Two sessions for parish advisoiy councils/issues
task forces participants, and two for LCES agents were included. Geographically,
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one interview was conducted for each respondent group in Ruston to cover the
northern part of Louisiana, and one session for each respondent group in Baton
Rouge which covered the southern part of the state. The LCES is organized in seven
administrative areas within the state. Each of these areas is administered by a
district agent. These areas reflect the differing leadership styles regarding issues
programming of these administrators. One consideration in site selection was to
include three parishes from each administrative area. The Ruston and Baton Rouge
locations allowed for the inclusion of parishes from all areas within 1 1/2 hours
of travel time. The 11/2 hours of travel time was thought to be the maximum. Two
seventy mile radius circles were drawn using Ruston and Baton Rouge as the centers
(Appendix D). There were at least three parishes from each administrative area
within these circles and/or this distance represented no more than a 1 1/2 hour
drive. The literature agrees that the optimum focus group size is between seven and
twelve individuals. An attempt was made to have the optimum number per session.
Some administrative areas had more than three parishes within the 70 mile
radius circles. The required number of parishes were randomly selected by drawing
names from a box containing the names of qualifying parishes. The Ruston focus
group for each area involved ten parishes, three from two administrative areas and
four from a third area. The Baton Rouge sessions involved twelve parishes, three
from each of the four administrative areas. Appendix D has a map of the state
showing the interview sites, the administrative areas, and the parishes included in
the sample.
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A letter was written to all parish chairmen by Director Denver T. Loupe
informing them of the study and asking for their cooperation. A second letter was
written by the researcher to the parish chairmen asking for a list of all leader
participants who had served on both the parish advisoiy council and at least one
issues task force. The second letter also requested a list of parish agents who met
the criteria of having worked with the LCES throughout the issues programming
process. Appendix D contains these letters. Individuals for the focus groups were
selected by randomly drawing one leader participant and one agent from each
selected parish list.

A total sample of 22 leader participants and 22 agents was

drawn.
Letters were sent to each selected agent enclosing copies to the appropriate
administrators. Follow-up telephone calls were made to confirm participation. Five
conflicts arose with agent’s prior schedules. Nine agents attended the Baton Rouge
focus group and nine attended the Ruston session.
Letters informing the leader participants of the focus group sessions were
prepared by the researcher and sent to concerned parish chairmen. These letters
provided a brief explanation of the session, the date and location and were signed
by the local parish chairman. A cover letter further explained the effort to the
parish chairman. Several parish chairmen either called or visited the selected
participants to provide further credibility to the effort and assure his or her support.
A follow-up letter to participants further explaining the purpose and procedure for
the focus groups was sent by the researcher. Because of the importance of this
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evaluation and the desire to reimburse the individuals for their expenses, the LCES
provided a $50 stipend for each leader participant.

In order to receive this

compensation the persons had to return a signed contract which included a
commitment to participate and their social security number. This served to facilitate
commitments. Follow-up telephone calls were made by the researcher.
Table 6
Focus Group Sessions
LOCATION

PARTICIPANTS
(NUMBER)

DATE/TIME

Baton Rouge - LSU
Biological & Agricultural
Engineering Conference
Room

LCES Agents
Number invited - 12
Number attending -9

October 9, 1991
2:00 P.M.

Baton Rouge - LSU
Biological & Agricultural
Engineering Conference
Room

Leader Participants
Number invited - 12
Number attending -5

October 16,1991
7:00 P.M.

Ruston - Lincoln Parish
Courthouse Annex
Meeting Room

LCES Agents
Number invited - 10
Number attending -9

October 24, 1991
2:00 P.M.

Ruston - Lincoln Parish
Courthouse Annex
Meeting Room

Leader Participants
Number invited - 11
Number attending 8

October 24, 1991

The Baton Rouge meeting was attended by five leader participants. An
additional individual came to Baton Rouge but was unable to find the meeting room,
while one individual who had committed and had an emergency illness which
prevented her from attending. The Ruston meeting had eight leader participants.
Only two invitees did not attend. Table 6 provides a summaiy of focus group
sessions.
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Instrumentation
The instrument in a focus group interview involves the facility, the moderator
and the questioning plan. Adequate facilities were located in each of these cities
that provided appropriate atmosphere and was acceptable for audio and video
taping. Refreshments were provided.
The Baton Rouge site was the conference room of the Biological and
Agricultural Engineering Building on the LSU campus. This room is approximately
24’ long and 13’ wide and offered a comfortable setting. Parking was available and
convenient. The room’s length to width ratio allowed for video taping. The acoustics
were adequate for audio taping. Tables were arranged in a rectangular fashion with
chairs placed around the table. The moderator and researcher sat at the end of
the table with backs to the video camera. With this arrangement the faces and
upper body movements of all participants could be observed.
The Ruston location was a meeting room in the parish courthouse annex.
Parking was available and convenient. This room was approximately 30’ long and
15’ wide, with a kitchen attached. The length/width ratio was adequate for video
taping and the acoustics were acceptable for audio.

The room provided a

comfortable environment, was accessible, and was arranged for rectangular seating
The video camera was mounted on a tripod and was elevated to a table top
for taping all focus group sessions. Remote microphones were located on the tables.
Sound and video recording was excellent.
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Hie moderator for focus group interviews plays a very key role. Goldman feels
that the most important factors in obtaining useful information from the group
depth interview is the rapport or relationship between the moderator and the group,
and among the members themselves (Goldman, 1962). The moderator must be
knowledgeable of the purpose of the study. Experience and objectivity is critical.
Alert listening is also a key attribute of a good moderator. (Levy, 1979).
Because of the importance of experience and objectivity, an individual outside
of Extension and not associated with issues programming was selected as the
moderator. This individual had expertise in group dynamics. Meetings with the
moderator prior to sessions served to aid in preparation for the interviews. A
questioning plan was prepared for the sessions. The discussions included the
components suggested by Greenbaum (1988), namely:
1.

A statement of the group objectives

2.

Identification of the group composition

3.

Introduction instructions

4.

Warm-up topics

5.

General topic discussion

6.

Specific questions for discussion

7.

Closing plan
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Questioning Plan
The questioning plan involved all seven of the components listed above. The
questions were ordered to move the group from the more general to the specific.
The opening question served the purpose of warming up the group and getting each
individual to speak and contribute. The first question should also "force" the
participants back into the environment of the focused program (Krueger, 1988).
There were seven questions used in each focus group. The agents questions were
worded in a slightly different way than leader participants questions. Appendix E
contains the two groups of questions. As part of the preparation of the questioning
plan, a Division Leader, the Associate Director and the Director of the Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service were sent a summaiy of the study plan and asked
to review eight questions prepared by the researcher. Informal follow-up discussions
with these individuals provided only support for the study and the prepared
questions. The questioning plan was completed with help from the moderator. As
suggested in the literature slight deviations had to be made in the questioning plan
as the direction of the focus groups evolved. The involvement of the decision makers
made the interviews more relevant and the results of the study should also be more
readily received. The closing question allowed any comments that the participants
wanted to add that were germane to the purpose of this section. The sessions lasted
between one and one half to two hours.
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Data Analysis
Data in this qualitative study were in the form of audio and videotapes, and
moderator and researcher notes. The analysis of data began immediately following
each session. The moderator and the researcher assessed the quality of the recorded
tapes and compared thoughts as to interview content and changes in question
strategy. Mutually observed key points were noted. Later, the video tapes were
viewed for two purposes; 1) to extract individual messages, 2) to summarfee by
question the focus group interview participant comments.
A flow chart of the data analysis process is shown in Figure 7. On the left*
hand side of this chart, it will be observed that the moderator and the researcher
independently extracted the messages and independently sorted them into naturally
occurring categories. The categories were compared and common categories were
negotiated. The messages were then independently resorted. Scott (1955) developed
an index of reliability (pi) which considers the number of categories and the
probable frequency with which each is used.
pi - % observed agreement - % expected agreement
1 - % expected agreement
The percent expected agreement is determined by finding the proportion of
messages falling in each category and summing the square of those proportions.
The intercoder reliability was calculated using Scott’s pi. The intercoder reliability
of the agent messages was calculated as .77 and the leader messages as .98. A
content index was developed using the messages and final categories.
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As shown on the right-hand side of the chart, the reseacher independently
prepared summaries for each question in each group. The summaries for agents
and the summaries for leader participants were compared by focus group. A
summary of each of these comparisons was prepared. An action/situation-outcome
table was developed from the individual question summaries.
Themes were developed from the agent and leader summaiy comparisons, and
as a final step, these sets of themes were combined into common perception patterns.

Interview Data

Agent and Leader
Individual Messages Identified
Interviewer and Researcher

Agent and Leader
Messages Sorted
by Groups
Into Naturally
Occurring Categories
by Interviewer

Interview Summaries
by Group and by Question
Action/Situation-Outcome
Tables Developed - Researcher

Agent and Leader
Messages Sorted
by Groups
Into Naturally
Occurring Categories
by Researcher

Final Categories
of Agent and Leader
Messages Negotiated

Messages Sorted
Into Final
Categories
(Agents and Leaders)
Interviewer

Reliability
Assessed

Messages Sorted
Into Final
Categories
(Agents and Leaders)
Researcher

Category-Messages
Content Index
Developed
for Agents and
Leaders

Agent and Leader
Themes

Patterns
Combining Agent
and Leader
Themes

Figure 7
Data Analysis Flow Chart

Agent and Leader Summary
Comparisons - Researcher

Chapter IV
Analysis and Results
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the Louisiana Cooperative Extension
Service’s issues programming process. Focus group interviews were used as the tool
to gather data. The data were qualitative and in the form of video-and audio-taped
comments of active participants in the issues programming process. Open-ended
questions used in the interviews were designed to lead to discussions from which
indepth perceptions were extracted about all aspects of the process.
Four focus group interviews were conducted, two involving community leader
participants and two with LCES agents. Demographic summaries are shown in
Tables 7 and 8. The video tapes were viewed to extract individual messages and
to summarize by question the focus group interview participant comments.
The moderator and the researcher independently extracted the messages and
independently sorted them into naturally occurring categories. The categories were
compared and final categories were negotiated.

The messages were then

independently resorted. The reliability of this analysis was assessed using Scotts
pi statistic. A content index was developed indicating the messages as sorted in the
final categories.
Individual question summaries were done by the researcher for each question
in each interview. The individual question summaries for agents were compared
and the individual question summaries for leaders were compared. Summaries of
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each of these comparisons were written. Action/situation-outcome tables were
developed from the individual question summaries. From the two groups categorized
content indexes and the individual question summary comparisons, themes arose
that represented the findings of this study. The themes were then studied across
groups and patterns in their perceptions emerged. These patterns in the perceptions
are the conclusions of this study.
Demographic Data of Individuals Participating in the Focus Group Interviews
Table 7
Demographic Summary of Leader Participants
Total number of participants

13

Sex

Females
Males

Age (years)

Range

Marital status

Married
Divorced

12
1

Parish description

Rural
Rural/urban bedroom
Urban/rural

7
5
1

Previous Extension users

Yes
No

13
0

4
9
35 - 75

Table 8
Demographic Summary of Agents
Total number of participants
Sex

18
Females
Males

8
10
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Table 8 continued
Demographic Summary of Agents
Extension service (years)

Present position
Home Economist - adult
Home Economist - youth
County Agent - adult
County Agent - youth
Assoc. County Agent - youth
Assist. County Agent - youth
Parish Chairman - Total
Parish Chairman Home Economists
Parish Chairman County Agents
LCES Areas
Area 1
Area 2
Area 3
Area 4
Area 5
Area 6
Area 7
Parish description
Rural
R ural/urban bedroom
U rban/rural

Range
2-30
Total service represented 323
Youth work
105
Adult work
148
Average service
17.9
Number
7
1
7
1
1
1
10
3
7
1
2
3
3
4
3
2

15
2
1

Focus Group Interviews - Question Summaries and Action/Situation - Outcome
The moderator and researcher met following each interview and verified that
the recorded tapes (video and audio) were of good quality. The session was then
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discussed considering content, problems (if any) and changes. After the first agent
interview the questioning plan was discussed and it was decided that no changes
were required. It was agreed that flexibility existed to pursue comments that may
add to the findings of the first meeting. Following the first leader interview it was
decided to continue the same questioning plan for the second interview.
Focus Groun Interview - Extension Agents - Group 1.
Question 1. What were your experiences in the issues programming process?
Reflect on and express the things that stick out in your mind about
this process.
The opening discussion moved around the table with each agent in turn
expressing his/her thoughts. The dominant feeling expressed was initial discomfort
with the concept, of working with a broader spectrum of people that Extension did
not know and issues that Extension may not have the resources to address.
All agents expressed that they had involved the right people in the advisoiy
council. All of them also expressed that the advisoiy council meeting went veiy well
with good discussion and that parishes identified issues which fell into the previously
established state and federal Extension priorities.
Only about half of the parishes felt that they had effective issues task forces.
Several reasons were given. Lack of Extension leadership, the wrong people on the
task forces and a desire, by the staff, to move issues into base programs were
mentioned. It was mentioned several times that the parish Extension staff included
prioritized parish issues into base programming. Extension base programs are
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educational programs addressing established clientele on subject matter associated
with an agricultural commodity/home economics subject. The agents felt more
comfortable including the subject matter related to the issues in existing programs
and with existing audiences. They stated that this identification and prioritization
process was used to update the base programming.
The parishes that appeared to have successful issues task forces mentioned
some specific accomplishments and related Extension’s issues involvement to
enhanced public recognition of Extension and improved local government ties.
The agents’ first thoughts on this subject reflected a continuum of initial
resistance, then acceptance and then a general appreciation for the process.
(Agents, Group 1, Question 1)
ACTION/SITUATION

-------►

OUTCOMES

Work overload (real or perceived)

Original reservations and negative
feelings

Agents negative feelings

Limited commitment and desire to
move issues to the more comfortable
base programming

Select the right individuals

Better chance of a successful council
meeting and task forces

Lack of follow through (Ext. &
Leaders)

Limited functioning of task forces

Successful task forces

Agent pride in program
accomplishments

Issues programming process

Served to enhance the recognition of
Extension by the public
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Question 2. How could the portion of issues programming related to parish
advisory councils have been improved in your parish or community?
The group was now opening up to express some deeper feelings. Negatives
dominated responses to this question. The general "they" were blamed for several
aspects of the program.
The initial fear and confusion was again expressed. The agents envisioned
Extension professionals doing all activities associated with the identified issues.
They did not feel comfortable in the facilitator or coordinator role.
The use of pilot programs was suggested followed by training of agents who
made the pilot efforts. They expressed that this approach would provide confidence
and experienced guidance to the later parishes.
Fear was expressed of issues in which we (Extension) had no expertise. The
agents also tied this fear to territorial concerns. One example used was social
issues, such as teen pregnancy and drug problems. They strongly expressed a desire
to have no part in these kinds of issues.
One agent suggested that one issue should have been identified at the state
level and educational programs could be carried out in each parish as the agents
so deemed (in existing base programs and audiences).
More planning was suggested. The tone of the discussion which followed
indicated more confidence in the process would be achieved if agents were a part
of program planning.
The agents suggested repeatedly that the whole effort would have worked better
if it had been tied to base programming.
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(Agents, Group 1, Question 2)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Pilot programs

Others would learn from experience
Add validity to program

Fear of unknown issues

Agents comfortable with base efforts

Suggested 1 issue per year identified
at state level

Agents can y out educational
programs with existing audiences
and base programs

Suggested agents be more
involved in planning

Agents participate in programs they
are part of

Question 3.

How could the task forces portion of the process be improved? Did
the task forces function? Were there things we could learn from your
experiences with task forces?

The agents still wanted to discuss only why this program did not work rather
than how we can improve. Few task forces functioned in the manner suggested in
the training materials. Most task forces served as advisoiy committees "to tell
Extension" what to do related to that issue.
Suggestions on how to improve the task force process were limited. The
agents felt much more comfortable educating rather than facilitating. Therefore,
they wanted the task forces to function in an advisoiy role.
No examples of successful issues programming task forces were mentioned.
However, one agent mentioned a non-Extension task force that was working veiy
well. This example seemed to change the tone of the focus group in a more positive
direction.
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(Agents, Group 1, Question 3)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

Suggested task forces function in an
advisory role

OUTCOME
Agents feel more comfortable with
advisoiy committee with Extension
faculty doing the work

Question 4. How has your participation with the issues programming process
affected your work? Do you network more? Are your relationships
with other agencies different? How?
The discussion continued to demonstrate a guarded attitude about issues
programming in general.

These agents tended to not want to credit issues

programming with positive change. However, the discussion did reflect an awareness
by the agents that change has occurred.
The agents felt that local Extension programs are now much broader based.
It was not clear to some whether Extension would be working on broader subject
matter programs and with broader audiences if the issues programming process
had not been conducted. The issues programming advisoiy councils did serve to
validate the broader emphasis. The base programming discussion arose again.
Some agents saw issues programming as directing base programs and addressing
local issues. Some agents often indicated that they now felt more secure in that the
local clients and Extension administration approved their broader subject matter
efforts.
Several agents did agree that teamwork within the Extension staff had
improved as a result of the issues programming process. The process required that
planning, coordination and joint work endeavors take place.
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Agent committee involvement that resulted indirectly from issues
programming involvement has served to improve awareness of Extension. These
activities have led to some networking with other agencies and local government.
Other networks were implied throughout the discussion.
The nature of some issues makes them controversial. Some agencies who
are themselves aligned with these type issues are trying to network with Extension.
This can be good or bad.
(Agents, Group 1, Question 4)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Issues programming process

Validated Extension’s broader
subject and audience emphasis
Provided security of having
administrative approval of broader
emphasis

Issues programming process

More parish-wide committee
involvement

Planning and implementation of
issues programming process

Enhanced teamwork with Extension
parish/state staff

Indirect parishwide communication

More networking and recognition of
Extension programs

Question 5.

How has local government been involved in issues programming
process? How has Extension’s relationship with local government
been affected by the issues programming process.

The group expressed strong attitudes associated with this question.

A

consensus that Extension is more involved with local government as a result of issues
programming was expressed. Specifically, one agent felt that any program Extension
attempted in the future would be better received by local government because of the
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issues programming experience. A general agreement could be sensed among the
other agents.
It was expressed that some segments of local government now know that
Extension has information and expertise in a broad field of subject matter. Concern
was expressed that some in local government may now expect too much from
Extension, or more from Extension than it has in its control to deliver. An example
of a state regulatoiy agency limiting progress on an issue where Extension has no
control was used. Another agent suggested that if the local representative of that
agency had been involved from the first then Extension’s position would be clear
and progress may have been facilitated.
The success of Extension in addressing some of the issues may present a
future problem. Local government and other entities may desire to use LCES’s
delivery network and methods for programs that are not congruent with Extension’s
purpose and objectives.
(Agents, Group 1, Question 5)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Issues programming process

Extension more involved with local
government
Extension recognized to have
broader expertise following issues
programming

Extension success in addressing
issues related subject matter

More use of Extension by local
government
May create problem with cross
purposes in the future
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Question 6.

How could the issues programming process be more effective in
solving issues? How would you improve the process? What is the
future of issues programming? Where do we go from here?

One agent again expressed the feeling that as the issues are moved into base
programming, issues programming will go away. He further stated that this would
please him. Other agents seemed to feel that even though some issues will be in
base programming that the process of issues programming will continue.
Agents expressed concern on how to "finish” an issue when in all likelihood
the solution will not be complete until some time later. Training was needed in this
area as well as in task force management, motivation and leadership. The agents
recognize that one point of failure in some parishes is at the task force level. It was
suggested that the lack of leadership development impacted the task forces both
at the agent and leader level.
Designing programs that are not so dependent on volunteers was suggested.
The agents felt that volunteer time is limited and many Extension volunteers are
feeling burned out.
(Agents, Group 1, Question 6)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Modify process to move into base
programming

Make one agent happy

Training on finishing an issue

Enable agents to recognize when and
how to complete the issue

Training on task force management
for agents

Increase the likelihood of more
productive task forces

Training on leadership for volunteers

Increase rate of task forces success
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Question 7. What are your final thoughts on issues programming after these
discussions?
The agents expressed their final thoughts proceeding around the table in
order without discussion. Their expressed feelings are organized here in the order
of the process with overall comments at the end.
The early fear, apprehension, and resentment were reiterated. In hindsight,
these early feelings were seen as overreaction. No mention was made to indicate
a lack of early training or how these early feelings could have been addressed.
The agents felt the advisoiy councils functioned well, including involving the
appropriate people, identifying and prioritizing issues. No problems were expressed
with conflict management in the council meetings. The broader involvement of
people in the advisoiy councils led to broader program emphasis, new clientele for
Extension and new directions of existing programs. The process of working with
new topics and new people required more staff teamwork and more networking with
other agencies.
The task forces either did not function at all or the success was limited. The
process broke down following the parish advisoiy council meetings. Agents felt that
Extension must give leadership in the task forces if they are to accomplish their task.
Agents felt more comfortable in using the task forces in an advisoiy role. Issues
could best be dealt with one at a time.
Ending involvement with an issue is a big concern to agents at this time.
They see phasing the issues into base programs as one approach.
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The overall issues programming process resulted in some good things; better
Extension identity, better in-house staff coordination, new clientele and clearer
program direction. Agents desire to return to their comfort zone in base programs
encompassing issues under the umbrella of base programming
(Agents, Group 1, Question 7)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Program initiation

Agent fear, resentment, and
apprehension

Parish advisory council

Worked well in issue identification
and prioritization
Broadened Extension base
programming audiences, and
networking capability

Task forces

Improved staff teamwork
Did not function well because of lack
of leadership, agent commitment
and/or confidence in the process.

Focus Group Interview - Extension Agents - Group 2.
Question 1.

What were your experiences in the issues programming process?
Reflect on and express the things that stick out in your mind
about this process.

The opening discussion involved rotating around the table with each agent
in turn expressing his/her thoughts. This group started slowly. Agents beginning
the dialogue appeared resistant to express themselves. Later participants in the
opening round were more expressive.
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Some agents expressed strong feelings of fear, confusion and overload when
they discussed their initial perceptions. Others expressed feelings of a lack of
understanding of the process and called it a program imposed by the state office.
All agents felt that the advisoiy council meeting resulted in a productive
session. They all felt that the involvement of a broader input of leaders, agencies
and clientele resulted in a more effective council meeting. They expressed that the
right people were invited and good attendance was achieved. The identification and
prioritization of parish issues worked well in all but one parish. Identified as a key
factor in successful council meetings was having the right moderator. The parish
that had problems in the council meeting attributed the problem to a moderator
who was not fam iliar with the Extension organization, local agricultural leaders who
resisted Extension broadening its clientele, and individuals who were Extension’s
current clientele taking up too much time discussing present programs. Agents
related the identified issues to the state priorities.
All agents in this focus group indicated that task forces had been formed
in their parish. Most referred to specific task forces and related the results an d /o r
successes of those task forces. Key factors identified with the successful task forces
were: identifying issues that really were issues, and involving individuals who were
interested in the issue. Agents stated that volunteers were happy to be involved.
One agent felt that a key to the productivity of the task forces was to prepare
ongoing reports on the activities of the group and share these reports (newsletters)
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with the advisoiy council and the other task forces. Agents reported incorporating
the work of the task forces into parish 4-H programs.
Lack of credit for successes was related by an agent. This individual felt that
this needed to be effectively addressed in future programs. Agents felt that a better
relationship now exists with the local government as a result of the issues
programming process. In another parish, the process was carried out by an all-new
staff. The result in that parish was a more rapid acceptance of this new Extension
staff by local people and governmental bodies. The agents expressed satisfaction
with the overall program from their present perspective.
(Agents, Group 2, Question 1)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Initial agent attitudes

Negative reception of concept and
resistance to process

Selection of the right individuals to
serve on advisory councils

A key to success

Broader public input

Increased program credibility

Selecting the right advisoiy council
moderator

Increased likelihood of success

Lack of understanding by the
organization’s present clientele

Increased chance of complaints and
resistance with these individuals

Parish identified issues

Agents associated with the state and
federal priorities

Involving individuals that are
interested in the issue

Enhances chance of task force
success

Communication and recognition of
task force accomplishments

Bred further success

Active task forces

Results often integrated into on
going Extension programs
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Agents, Group 2, Question 1 (continued)
Broader involvement with other
agencies and local government

Resulted in shared or press
recognition

Total issues programming process

Better relationship with local
government

New Extension staff involved in
issues programming process

Quicker recognition by parish
clientele and local government

Question 2.

How could the portion of issues programming related to parish
advisoiy councils have been improved in your parish or community?

The discussion began to heat up with this question. The agents seemed to
like being asked to offer suggestions on improving the issues programming process.
More problems began to surface. Some agents expressed that the timing in the
issues identification process was bad.

The urban parishes had other groups

conducting sim ilar efforts to determine local issues and priorities. Although this
was a problem, the agents felt that the Extension adm inistration would not have
accepted marrying (joining) its efforts with the other groups because Extension
would not be in a leadership role. The result of not joining resources has led to
duplication of programs in some issues areas.
Agents again expressed the importance of selecting the right m oderator and
spending time with that individual prior to the council meeting. Communication
with the m oderator discussing the purpose and procedure for the process is
imperative. This individual must know the Extension organization and how it
functions in order to direct the council in a clear, appropriate direction.
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Council size was discussed. The attendance at the council meetings for the
nine parishes represented varied from 30 to 97. The agents could not correlate size
to council effectiveness. Dominating personalities emerged as a problem in some
parish council meetings. Training on ways of dealing with this type of individual
would be useful.
One agent expressed that the parish council meeting would have had more
powerful results if the parish chairman would have been more interested in the
process. This individual was retiring soon, and the implication was a lack of
interest. One agent felt that the individuals on the council who had not been
Extension clientele expected Extension to do the work once the issues had been
identified.

This was a problem.

It was discussed and some agents thought

improved, prior communication would help. Others thought the moderator could
handle those situations. Agents expressed concern that elected leaders, who may
be good on councils, often do not function well on task forces.
(Agents, Group 2, Question 2)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Multiple entities doing issues like
programs

Dilution of resources and loss of
interest on part of leaders
(volunteers) and agents
Concluded Extension must still do
its issues process

Right council moderator

A key to overall program success

Time spent with moderator prior to
council meeting

A key to overall program success

Council size

No relationship to program success
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Agents, Group 2, Question 2 (continued)
Dominant individuals in council
meetings

Deter discussion

Parish chairman interest

Affects success

New Extension clientele on the
council

Took less of a self-starting, lead role
expecting Extension professionals
to do all the work

Some elected leaders involved in
council

Served well in council but lacked
time or commitment in task forces

Question 3. How could the task forces be improved? Did the task forces function?
Were there things we could learn from your experiences with task
forces?
This group continued to respond in an open and positive manner. They had
experiences related to task forces and desired to share them.
Parish stafT planning is very important in the task force process as it is in
the advisoiy council. Planning Extension’s role, selection of task force members
and selecting staff to facilitate the Extension role in the task forces are some aspects
of staff planning. It was inferred that the agent must be interested in the issue to
maximize task force performance.
One agent expressed that "task force leadership must come from parish staff."
On the other hand, some successful parish task forces have only received
encouragement and support from Extension professionals.
The agents expressed that leadership in the task forces is a key component.
Without leadership it is difficult to keep the task force focused and motivated.
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All agents seemed to feel that task forces have a better chance of being
successful "if there is something that they can get passionate about." The task forces
need to remain focused. Leadership is important for this purpose, but another key
is that the environment around the issue be right. The teachable moment must be
at hand.
(Agents, Group 2, Question 3)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Staff planning

Correct Extension role
More accurate selection of task force
participants
Correct staff assignments

Proper issues selected

Participant interest high

Proper timing of issue

Motivated and focused task force

Leadership of task forces

Aids in motivation and focus of task
force

Question 4.

How has your participation in the issues programming process
affected your work? Do you network more? Are your relationships
with other agencies different? How?

This subject was addressed by the agents throughout the focus group. The
general attitude was positive with many different experiences being related that
indicated better networking and acceptance of Extension.
Agents expressed that Extension programs are broader. Extension agents
are asked to serve on more community or parishwide committees. The broader
programs and more extensive community visibility have led to better public
knowledge of what Extension has to offer.
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Consideration of emergency issues (flooding) generated some interesting
discussion. Agents wondered if emergency situations would fit Into the overall
concept of issues programming. Several parishes represented experienced extensive
flooding in 1991. Some recognized the value of prior contacts through issues
programming. All seemed to see the potential for better coordination of local
services where agencies have previous knowledge of each other's strengths.
Agents expressed more involvement with agencies and organizations which
were not Extension clientele. Local chambers of commerce, hospital boards, Red
Cross, the Federal Emergency Management Administration, drug prevention
programs are some examples of broader organizational ties.
(Agents, Group 2, Question 4)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Contacts with different organizations
and agencies

Broader Extension programming
Better visibility for Extension
Better coordination in emergency
situations

Community awareness of Extension

Broader subject matter program

More involvement with other
agencies and organizations

Future benefits

Question 5.

How has local government been involved in the issues programming
process? How has Extension’s relationship with local government
been affected by the issues programming process?

The group expressed agreement that local government had been active in the
issues programming process.

The cooperation and support had exceeded

expectations. Several branches of local government were specifically mentioned.
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Police juries, school boards, sherifFs offices and mayor’s offices were all used as
examples of local governmental involvement.
The group agreed that Extension’s relationship with local government was
better as a result of the issues programming process. Agents indicated that they had
been asked to serve on committees initiated by branches of local government and
that better communication now existed between Extension and local government.
One agent who is from a parish that had a new Extension stafT when issues
programming began stated "Issues programming was the best thing we have had
in building a relationship with local government." He also indicated that good
coordination with various offices of local government had strengthened his 4-H
programs, and his programs, in turn, had helped local government cany out its
tasks.
One agent indicated how devastating it was to have changes in local elected
officials during the issues programming process. The official voted out of office was
the chairman of the parish advisory council.
(Agents, Group 2, Question 5)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Overall issues process

Improved relationship with local
government
Increased involvement of local
government
Aided in new staff orientation,
acceptance, and recognition

Defeat of local elected government
leaders

Can reduce productivity of issues
programming
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Question 6.

How could the issues programming process be more effective in
solving issues? How would you improve the process? What is the
future of issues programming? Where do we go from here?

The agents’ reaction to this question ranged from the specific to the
philosophical. The specific recommendation suggested the adoption of proven
blueprints for programs of this type. "Making the Grade" was named as one such
example. This program is structured and organized to follow procedures from
initiation through completion and evaluation.
The agents felt that a better definition of an issue would improve the
program. "Issues on demand "concerned one agent who felt to have a structure
established to address issues when they occur would be more desirable than once
a year naming the issues for that year. Emergency issues were discussed and lack
of understanding or agreement on whether these were, by LCES definition, issues.
The independence of the agents in accepting a program or process was
discussed. The agents must accept new concepts or the likelihood of success is
limited. It was recommended that the future programs be more adaptable to the
individual Extension staffs personality and capabilities. This adaptability would
help in localizing the process and enhancing the benefits.

Counter to this

recommendation was the thought that agents must themselves be more adaptable
and willing to tiy new approaches. It was evident that these agents recognized that
their resistance to the change that issues programming required, had affected the
success of the entire program. One agent stated "We were so uncomfortable with
this new concept that we reflected those negative feelings throughout the process."
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Another agent took this feeling one step further in expressing, "We change faster
than our clientele, but sometimes we dig our heels in and resist changes — If we
can avoid being self-persecuted or otherwise criticized for not making it work the
first time we tried, then maybe it will work."
(Agents, Group 2, Question 6)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Adopt a proven model

Better chance of success

Clearer definition of issues

Agents better prepared to address
situation

Establish advisoiy council structure
in order to be ready for issues when
they arise

Identified issues are more timely and
task forces more directed

Increased flexibility in the program
process

More adaptable to staff and parish
situation

Increased trust and flexibility of
Extension staff

Better chance of program success

Question 7. What are your final thoughts on issues programming after these
discussions?
This the final question was addressed one participant at a time with no
discussion from other agents. The mix of thoughts are reported in the order of the
process, with overall comments at the end.
The agents reiterated the early frustration and feelings of being overwhelmed.
They felt that the support materials presented at the training sessions overwhelmed
them. It was suggested that less paper work was needed. The agents also recalled
that they had gone into this process with low morale and poor attitudes resulting
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from their work overload. Comments suggested that role playing demonstrations
of the process would have been helpful. Some agents felt that pilot programs would
have helped. Some felt that you must experience the process* so pilot programs
would not have helped. The agents expressed that the early negative feeling affected
the entire effort. When asked* the agents felt that small group discussions like the
focus group sessions would have been of benefit. It appeared that they would have
felt more comfortable with more input.
The advisoiy council portion of the process went well. The broader input
caused limited problems. The agents felt that the advisoiy council could have been
improved if Extension staff had done more pre-planning as a staff and spent more
time with the moderator and task force leaders. The moderator and issues task
force leaders looked to Extension staff for all leadership in most parishes. This
could have been changed if the participant leaders would have understood the
process concept better. Some agents felt that they themselves did not understand
the process* therefore, the local leaders did not understand it either.
The importance of an issue being a real issue was expressed. Commitment
of the individuals on the task forces is related to how important the issue is to them.
Also, "groups succeed in their purpose to the level their leadership is committed."
It was suggested that the number of issues should be limited. The agents that had
successful task forces reported growth in the people who were active. Most of the
agents who felt their program was not a success thought it failed at the task force
level.
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The overall issues programming process gave Extension more visibility, better
networking and a broader base. Some agents now describe the process as excellent.
All felt that their attitude would be better next time.
(Agent, Group 2, Question 7)
ACTIONS/SITUATION

-------►

OUTCOME

Overwhelming initial materials

Created negative feelings

Initial attitude/heavy workload

Initial fear and frustration

Role playing demonstration of
process

Reduced resistance

Pilot programs

Some felt it would help, others not

Early negative agent attitudes

Affected entire process

More agent input as program was
planned

Would have helped agents
to buy in

Broader participant input

Caused no problem as anticipated
and helped expand the clientele

Pre-planning by parish Extension
staff

Helped facilitate process

Moderator and task force leaders
knowledge and commitment

Keys to the success of the process

Issues being really issues

Helps assure commitment of task
force members

Limit number of issues

Allows each issue to be addressed
adequately

Involved individuals

Growth as leaders and participants

Overall process

Provided more visibility to Extension
programs
Better present and future networking
Broader base of support

The next issues programming effort

Better agent acceptance and support
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Comparison of Summaries of Agent Focus Group Interviews
Question 1. What were your experiences in the issues programming process?
Reflect on and express the things that stick out in your mind about
this process.
The agents in both groups appeared to open up midway through this question.
Some negative feelings were vented. Both groups were quick to point out the initial
reservations and frustration. Reasons given for these feelings were similar. They
were: work overload, resistance to new concept, confusion, fear of territorial problems
and fear of unknown. A greater percentage of agents in the Group 1 retained the
resistance throughout the process.
The agents in both groups expressed that the advisoiy council meetings went
well. They invited the appropriate leaders, the issues discussions were good, and
prioritization of issues was accomplished. Mentioned as of key importance in both
sessions was the correct leader or moderator. Agents in both interviews were quick
to group local issues into the state and federal priorities. Advisoiy councils were
looked at as advisoiy committees with emphasis on the advisoiy function. More
effective task forces were formed from the advisoiy councils in the parishes
represented in the Group 2 session.
Some parishes from the Group 1 had limited or no task force participation.
However, those agents that had functioning issues task forces were quick to point
to specific accomplishments. Pride was demonstrated in those accomplished tasks.
Both groups reported a broadening of Extension base programs as a result of the
issues programming process. Both groups also thought Extension was more visible
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as a result of the process. Some agents in the Group 2 felt communication with and
recognition of task force was a very important part of their success.
Unique situations like a new parish staff or dire parish needs seemed to help
the level of accomplishment. The desire to move all issues into base programming
was mentioned only in Group 1.
Question 2.

How could the portion of issues programming related to parish
advisoiy councils have been improved in your parish or community?

Deeper feelings surfaced in both groups. Both continued to express the
overall negatives. The Group 1 blamed "they" for pushing the program on them.
Issues that were too controversial and in areas of expertise of other agencies were
feared. The Group 2 expressed that timing was bad. Other agencies were doing
similar programs.
It was evident in both focus groups that the advisoiy councils had worked
reasonably well. The selection of the moderator and time spent with that individual
before the advisoiy council meeting was veiy important. The Group 2 also felt that
the size of the council was not an indicator of its success. The importance of
commitment of Extension staff to the concept was also mentioned in that group.
Both groups felt that Extension would be involved in doing similar programs.
Group 1 desired to do it through base programming. Group 2 felt that the new
clientele demanded that Extension conduct the total effort. Suggestions from group
1 were that one statewide issue be adopted, that pilot parishes be used, and that
agents should have a bigger part in the planning process.
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Question 3. How could the task forces portion of the process be improved? Did
the task forces function? Were there things we could learn from your
experiences with task forces?
Group 2 had more experience in working with task forces that could be
expressed in the interview. This group was positive at the time of the interview to
the whole process. They felt that parish staff planning was veiy important to help
select task force members, consider Extension’s role, and decide staff members’
interest and capabilities in helping to facilitate "their" task force. Differences in
opinions were expressed in what role Extension could or should take in task forces.
Some thought Extension would have to lead. Others thought guidance and support
was Extension’s role.
Group 2 also thought that individuals on task forces must be passionate
about the issue for best results. Furthermore, issues need to be real issues to keep
the group motivated to succeed.
Group 1 was more negative. It wanted to dwell on why task forces would not
work rather than procedures for improvement. They expressed the attitude that
agents feel more comfortable in the role of educating than in facilitating. An agent
in this group told of a non-Extension task force that worked. This example seemed
to change the tone in a more positive direction.
Question 4. How has your participation with the issues programming process
affected your work? Do you network more? Are your relationships
with other agencies different? How?
Both groups of agents reported that they had done more networking with
other agencies as a result of issues programming. They credited Issues programming
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with better Extension recognition and public knowledge of the programs that
Extension has to offer. Extension programs are now broader.
Group 1 indicated that teamwork within the parish stafT had improved as
a result of the issues programming process because the process required planning,
coordination and joint work endeavors. They were not sure whether Extension’s
broader programs should be totally credited to issues programming or whether the
times are moving Extension to broader base programming through local direction
and administrative acceptance.
Group 2 talked about emergency issues.

Several of the parishes had

experienced flooding in 1991. They related good experiences with other agencies
and governing bodies. Some thought that the issues programming process had
opened doors for better communication and coordination.
Both groups indicated that Extension staffs were serving on more parish-or
community-wide committees following issues programming. Several organizations
and agencies were mentioned as examples of Extension involvement.
Question 5.

How has local government been involved in the issues programming
process? How has Extension’s relationship with local government
been affected by the issues programming process.

Both groups of agents were veiy positive in their response to this question.
Both agreed that Extension and local government have stronger ties as a result of
the issues programming process. Future programs involving local government will
be better received. It was expressed that local government is now aware of the broad
spectrum of educational programs and resources that Extension has to offer.
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In Group 2, a new parish agent saw issues programming as timely in
establishing a relationship with local government. Another agent related that
changes in elected officials can afreet the issues programming process. This group
related being involved in more local government committees following issues
programming process.
One agent in Group 1 worried that the increased governmental involvement
may lead to local government "dumping" unwanted problems on Extension to solve.
Another agent related an example of a mayor counting on Extension to deal with
a state regulatoiy agency on a very controversial matter. Others were concerned
that the success of Extension in addressing some issues may lead to the
governmental bodies wanting to use Extension's delivery system and methods for
programs that are not concurrent with LCES’s objectives.
Question 6.

How could the issues programming process be more effective in
solving the issues? How would you improve the process? What is the
future of issues programming? Where do we go from here?

Agents in both groups expressed points for improvement in the issues
programming process. Agents in Group 1 suggested training in finishing an issue,
task force management, and leadership for agents and volunteers. One agent
expressed concern that Extension may be overworking some willing volunteers and
suggested that future programs may need to be less dependent on volunteer time.
Group 2 agents suggested the adoption of a proven model for processes of this type.
This model is more structured from start to finish. Others in that group felt that
the program needed to be more flexible to allow parish agents’ "personalities" and
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strengths, and local parish differences to be addressed. Some agents then expressed
that agents must become more flexible or adaptable and must follow directions and
trust outcomes.
Both groups seemed more willing to express the feelings that their resistance
had affected the overall outcome and success of the effort. A clearer definition of
issues was desired in both groups.
Question 7. What are your final thoughts on issues programming after these
discussions?
The question offered agents a chance to add thoughts they might have missed
earlier or to rethink their attitudes following the discussions. Some things changed,
some did not.

Some agents in Group 1 reiterated that returning to base

programming was the answer. This point had been made as a part of each question.
Some feelings did appear to have changed. Most agents in both groups felt that
the early fears, frustrations and resistance were an overreaction. Excuses included
poor staff morale at the time the process was begun, too much paper work in the
issues programming process, lack of time, and work overload.
All seemed to agree that some of the results were veiy positive. Better staff
teamwork, more networking with local agencies, organizations and government, new
clientele, better Extension identity, confidence in program direction, a broader
program and more individual confidence were seen as results of the issues
programming process.
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The advisory council portion of the process went well in nearly all parishes.
More staff pre-planning could have improved the advisory councils. A clear
understanding of concept and process by all involved (agents and leadership) is
important. Ways of assuring that an issue is real in the advisory council would help
assure success. Leadership training for agents and volunteers was again mentioned
in both groups.
Both groups recognized the task forces as the primary point of weakness.
Agents still feel that Extension staff must give leadership to the task forces. Agents
worked with task forces that were very successful with only support from Extension
stafT. In these cases, agents report real growth in the volunteers who were involved.
Ending involvement with an issue is a remaining m^jor concern with some agents.
Most agents felt their attitudes would be better next time and some agents are now
describing the process as excellent.
Focus Group Interviews with Leader Participants
For the benefit of the leader participants a short background statement was
presented by the researcher. They were thanked for attending and the moderator
was introduced. The moderator explained that the purpose of the session was to
obtain their perceptions as related to the issues programming process. They were
informed that the information learned through these meetings would be used to
guide future Extension programs.
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Focus Group Interview - Leaders - Group 1
Question 1. Please introduce yourself and describe your experience in the issues
programming process. What are your initial feelings about the
process? What did you understand as Cooperative Extension’s role
in the issues programming process?
The opening discussion moved around the table with participants introducing
themselves and expressing their initial thoughts. Most of the individuals had good
recall of the advisoiy council meeting. They remembered that a large cross-section
of people from around the parish attended. They also recalled the discussions within
the council meetings. Most commented on what had transpired since the advisoiy
council related to the identified issues. Most of the actions taken after the council
meeting could not be directly tied to the issues programming process (task forces).
One participant expressed that the concept was a good one, but because of
the complexity of the issues and the political and territorial nature of most issues
that he doubted that Extension had "the clout" to tackle these issues.
None of the participants related any direct participation on an issues task
force. Several related networking that resulted from the advisoiy council meeting.
Examples of networking included joint programs with local government, regulatory
agencies and citizen groups. The advisoiy council meeting served as a catalyst in
some parishes. One participant stated, "through committees appointed by the police
ju iy as an outgrowth of the advisoiy council meeting, the local parish leaders were
made aware of the need. As a result we have gotten the support of the Sheriff, the
Tax Assessors, Clerk of Court and others." The need for interest related to the issue
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from local leaders, and citizen - volunteers was expressed as an important aspect
of program success.
Some of the group saw Extension’s role in the issues programming process
as educating council participants related to issues, some saw it as leadership, some
saw it as a team member, some saw the role as a trigger, and one thought the issues
were bigger than Extension’s capabilities.
(Leaders, Group 1, Question 1)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Advisoiy council meeting

Good involvement of leaders
Issues broad
Networking with local government
and citizen groups
Catalyst for local government
committees

Broad issues (complex)

Requires "clout" to address

Interest in an issue by leaders and
citizens

Enhances possibility of success

Role of Extension

Educational
Leadership
Catalyst (Trigger)
Team player
Bigger than capabilities

Question 2. How could the advisoiy council part of the process be improved to
better identify the issues of your parish? What would you change?
The consensus of the group was that the advisoiy council meeting went well.
The expressions were strong on the success of this portion of the process.
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One participant felt that even more people should have been asked to take
part. Many of the issues identified related to low income people and this part of
the citizenry was not adequately involved in the council. The use of the council
meeting to improve citizen awareness was mentioned.
A participant mentioned the good fellowship that existed at their council
meeting. That particular council met in the morning over breakfast.
It was pointed out that adequate space is important at a meeting of this type.
People must be comfortable and the atmosphere correct for them to express their
thoughts fully.
(Leader, Group 1, Question 2)
ACTION/SITUATION

------ ►

OUTCOME

Advisoiy council meeting

Went very well

Some issues involve low income
citizens

Involve more low-income leaders

Good atmosphere at council meeting

Creative thinking
Good fellowship

Question 3.

What were your experiences on the task forces? On committees that
arose from the issues identification process? Did they function
efficiently? What was the role of Extension in this part of the issues
process?

Extension’s role varied across the parishes represented as related to follow-up
activity. None of the parishes reported functioning task forces as defined in the
initial training materials. Parish Extension staffs either addressed the identified
issues with existing programs or they networked with local government or agencies
and organizations.
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The role that Extension agents played in the networking varied. Some
participants talked of individual agent leadership, as a committee chairman or
coordinator. Others saw Extension’s issues programming activities as a catalyst
to get things going, while yet others felt that Extension participated in a support
or resource role. Educational programs were seen as Extension’s strength.
One parish underwent a total staffchange immediately following the advisoiy
council meeting. This parish's task forces never functioned after the staff change.
One task force failed when it experienced internal conflict, and there was no
leadership to guide it through the problem.
Most parishes recognized Extension as having a role following the parish
advisoiy council and they could relate to some positive change that had resulted.
(Leader, Group 1, Question 3)
ACTIONS/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Issues identified

Networking with local government
Networking with local agencies
Networking with organizations
Incorporation into ongoing programs

Networking

Successful programs conducted
where issues were addressed

Extension staff change

Loss of continuity-task force failed

Agents’ leadership role on parish
wide committee

Recognition of Extension leadership
by elected officials

Issues programming process

Better Extension recognition

Question 4. What effect has the process had on the interaction of Extension with
others? Do you have more sources of information? Have you used
Extension more or less?
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The general perception that Extension networked or interacted with others
more following the issues programming process was expressed by several
participants. Two individuals mentioned that the exchange of information traveled
both ways in that Extension called on other agencies and they called on Extension.
Examples were related. Future potential for this interaction was expressed.
(Leader, Group 1, Question 4)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Advisoiy council

Better awareness of Extension and
others resources

Better awareness

Better exchange of information and
resources

Question 5.

How has local government interacted or been involved in the issues
programming solutions?

All participants saw local government as now being involved in the issues
that were identified in the advisoiy council meeting. None could tie the actions of
local government directly to the issues identification process. Several examples
were given earlier indicating involvement of Extension and local government. During
the discussion of this question these participants expressed an awareness of
Extension’s working relationship with local school boards and police juries. One
comment was that the issues process "didn’t hurt” the chances of local government
being involved in the identified local issues.
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(Leader, Group 1, Question 5)
ACTION/SITUATION

OUTCOME

Local government is involved in the
identified issues

No direct tie to issues programming
process recognized

Issues programming process

Leader knowledge of Extension/local
government interaction

Question 6. How much volunteer time was required? Was it too much? Too
little? Are volunteer leaders willing to spend the time?
These focus group participants were all volunteers. The amount of time which
they indicated was spent varied from 2 to 10 hours. None had served on an issues
task force. One had served as the facilitator in the parish advisoiy council meeting.
This individual stated that he spent 6 - 8 hours in preparation and 2 - 2 1/2 hours
in the council meeting. All felt that the time they had spent was well worth it. They
indicated for a volunteer to give his time he must see follow-up and results. The
general perception was that time spent would not be a problem if leadership was
present and results apparent.
(Leader, Group 1, Question 6)
ACTION/SITUATION

-------►

OUTCOME

Advisoiy council meeting

Time well spent

Visible results

Volunteers will give time

Question 7. What one thing made the process successful or could have made the
process more successful? Give the value of having another issues
advisoiy council meeting.
All expressed that the part of the process that they participated in worked
well. All but one felt that the advisoiy council should meet again perhaps on a
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regular basis. The purpose would be to recognize the accomplishments, evaluate
efforts, and motivate future efforts.
The activities that functioned well were those where good leadership existed
and where willing interested individuals worked on the issue. Long range issues
can best be dealt with through education and particularly education of youth. The
4-H programs were complimented and recognized to offer opportunities for solutions
in the future.
One individual expressed that if nothing was accomplished since the first
meeting that participants would not want to come to another meeting. If this was
the case, subcommittees (task forces) should be activated first and led to positive
accomplishments before the council is reconvened. Volunteers tend to be asked over
and over to serve and they will serve if they see accomplishments.
Others expressed the view that the council should be expanded with those
previously involved asked to bring others. It was felt that even if the advisory
council served only the purpose of a "town meeting" type awareness session that it
would be worth the effort.
_____________________ (Leader, Group 1, Question 7

)

___________

ACTION/SITUATION------- ►

OUTCOME

Advisoiy council should meet again

To evaluate, recognize successes
and plan future efforts

Volunteers must see successes

To continue to actively serve

Re-activate task forces

Accomplish issues

Expand advisoiy council/meet again

Serve to make more aware of issues

Youth education

Solution to long term problems
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Focus Group Interview - Leaders - Group 2
Question 1.

Please introduce yourself and describe your experience in the issues
programming process. What were your initial feelings about the
process?

The group had good recall of the issues programming process. Five of the
eight had served on task forces or task-oriented committees. The advisory council
was remembered as having a broad cross-section of individuals represented. The
discussions at the advisoiy councils were open and broad-ranging, related to local
issues. The group as a whole felt that awareness was a positive benefit of the council
meeting.
Individuals who were from an agricultural background valued highly the
issues programming process. Their needs were the same as others from their parish.
No expression of resentment regarding LCES’s broader emphasis was observed.
Most individuals recognized results that were either directly or indirectly
associated with the issues programming process. A sense of pride in involvement
was evident from the comments.
One individual expressed a desire to pool resources and information across
parishes, stating that many parishes have common issues and what is learned or
is working to solve problems in one parish should be useful in another parish.
The first perceptions expressed by all were veiy positive. In some cases it
was hard to separate this experience with Extension from previous involvements.
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(Leader, Group 2, Question 1)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Advisoiy council meeting

Group remembered advisoiy council
meeting in great detail
Positive attitude by participants
Awareness of issues (benefit)

Existing agricultural clientele

Supportive of process

Issues programming process

Participants recognized results

Multiparish pooling of resources
to address common parish issues

Better use of resources

Question 2.

How could the advisoiy council part of the process be improved to
better identify the issues of your parish? What would you change?
What did you understand as Cooperative Extension’s role in the issues
programming process?

The group was veiy upbeat about the advisoiy council meetings. They saw
Extension playing several roles in the issues programming process. One participant
perceived Extension’s role as organizing, saying that Extension has the
organizational skills to put a program of this type together and to keep it going.
Another individual added coordination as a function of Extension in the process.
One participant from an agricultural background said, "My view of Extension was
enhanced in this process.11 He went on to add that he had previously viewed
Extension as an educational agency but in this process he saw organizational skills
demonstrated.
The group agreed that the process would have been improved with follow-up
meetings. The purpose of follow-up council meetings would be to evaluate progress,
motivate, seek new resources and identify new issues. One individual added that
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one of the best ways to motivate committees to action is for them to know that they
must report at a certain time.
(Leader, Group 2, Question 2)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Extension’s role in issues process

To organize
To coordinate
To motivate

Follow-up meetings

Evaluate progress
Motivate
Seek new resources
Identify new issues

Question 3. What were your experiences on the task forces? On committees that
arose from the issues identification process? Did they function
efficiently? What was the role of Extension in this part of the issues
programming process?
There was a general sense of satisfaction on the p art of those who worked
on task forces. The accomplishments were remembered but the issues were not
perceived as finished. They added that the task forces did not report back to the
advisory council but should. One individual suggested that there was too much talk
and there needs to be more action. It was agreed that small accomplishments would
help pave the way for more and larger successes.
The group felt that Extension’s role in task forces would be continuous,
primarily to guide and coordinate volunteers. Finding individuals who were willing
to work was seen as difficult but critical to the success of the task forces. A group
of "core" volunteers involved in a task force would serve to lead other volunteers.
Strong task force coordination with the advisoiy council was considered important.
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(Leader, Group 2, Question 3)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Active involvement on task force

Participant satisfaction

Report back to advisoiy council

Add to satisfaction of participants
Enhance success

Extension's role

Continuous
Guide
Coordinate

Volunteers who would work

Key to success

Core volunteers on task force

Lead task force to success

Question 4. What effect has this process had on the interaction of Extension with
others? Do you have more sources of information? Have you used
Extension more or less?
The group response to this question was limited. One person indicated an
increased involvement with several (named) groups as a direct result of issues
programming activities. Another indicated more involvement but was not sure if
it was from issues programming or other community work. The group agreed.
(Leader, Group 2, Question 4)
ACTIVITY/SITUATION

-------►

Participants’ issues programming
activities and other community
activities

Question 5.

OUTCOME
Increased involvement

How has local government interacted or been involved in the issues
solutions?

Local government has cooperated with the individuals working in the issues
programming process. The comments included an example of specific assistance
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(money), and examples of general support. One individual expressed that any time
they went to any of the branches of local government and explained a need they
received help and support. Group comments on this question were limited but
general agreement on good support was clear.
(Leader, Group 2, Question 5)
ACTION/SITUATION

------- ►

OUTCOME

Local government aware of need

Helped within limits of resources

Issues programming process

Good attitude of local government

Question 6.

How much volunteer time was required? Was it too much? Too little?
Are volunteer leaders willing to spend the time?

This group expressed throughout the session a general attitude of willingness
and pleasure resulting from their involvement as volunteers in the issues
programming process. This perception was repeated in response to the question.
There were no feelings of overwork or that the process had been a burden.
The perception that individuals must feel a sense of accomplishment to stay
involved as a volunteer was expressed. If the group can stay small, individuals are
more likely to maintain their identity. It was evident from comments made that
these individuals felt that a portion of this effort was "their program." Therefore,
the identity and sense of accomplishment were evident.
The concept that a group of local leaders who have established
communication can be of great value in dealing with community issues was strongly
endorsed.
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(Leader, Group 2, Question 6)
ACTION/SITUATION

-------►

OUTCOME

The "Right” volunteers

Are willing
Are dedicated

Volunteers

Must see accomplishments to stay
interested

Smaller groups

Tend to help maintain individual
identities

Some volunteers perceived issues
programming as "their program"

Strong feelings of pride in
accomplishments

Concept of local leader coordination
communication

Felt to be valuable and useful in
addressing local issues.

Question 7. What one thing made the process successful or could have made the
process more successful? Give the value of having another issues
advisoiy council meeting? Do you have any suggestions for Extension?
The question was slightly modified to open the group up to any suggestions.
Each person in the group had previously known Extension and the moderator felt
a value in this open ended closure for the session.
complimentary of Extension.

The group were veiy

However, there were several suggestions for

improvement. It was expressed that "Extension is much too modest about their
capabilities." Marketing of Extension was suggested.
The group felt that there are many good programs that exist in Extension
and outside of Extension that would be better utilized if people were aware of their
availability. One role Extension should play is to coordinate the programs and help
educate their clientele on the potential value of participation.
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Better coordination with local government was suggested by a participant
from local government. Enhancing communication was viewed as the way to
accomplish better coordination.
The group perceived the needs of Extension’s clientele as changing. Some
issues are changing rapidly. Some changes in agricultural production cannot wait
for research-proven information. If Extension is to lead innovative farmers, the
system of gathering information must be improved.
(Leader, Group 2, Question 7)
ACTION/SITUATION------- ►

OUTCOME

Extension too modest about it’s
capabilities

Market Extension

Coordinate more with other agencies

Strengthen all programs
Better serve clientele

More communication with local
government

Better coordination of programs

Extension must respond more
rapidly to agriculture’s needs

Maintain innovative producers
as clients

Comparison of Summaries of Leader Focus Group Interviews
Question 1. Please introduce yourself and describe your experience in the issues
programming process? What were your initial feelings are about the
process?
Both groups had good recall of their participation in the issues programming
process. They expressed positive feelings toward the issues process. The advisoiy
council meetings were complimented in both sessions.

The meetings were

remembered as having a broad spectrum of parish participants who discussed a
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number of broad Issues and then prioritized the issues. Most of the participants
in the Group 2 meeting had served on a task force or a task-force-like committee.
None of those in Group 1 had actually been on a task force but two were
knowledgeable of task forces or committees that resulted from the issues
identification process.

Only one individual expressed any reservations about

Extension’s involvement in issues programming. He liked the concept but doubted
if Extension had "the clout" to tackle the complex issues.
Results that could be directly or indirectly related to some phase of the
process were related by the majority of participants. Better communication and
coordination with other groups was a result. A true interest on the part of local
leaders, council and task force participants was seen as im portant to the success
in both sessions. A participant in the Group 2 session felt th at a regional or
m ultiparish approach would enhance resources and program benefits. A better
awareness of the local issues was felt to be one benefit to participants.
Question 2.

How could the advisoiy council part of the process be improved to
better identify the issues of your parish? W hat would you change?
W hat did you understand as Cooperative Extension’s role in the issues
programming process?

The two groups agreed that the advisoiy council meetings went veiy well.
They expressed strong positive feelings related to the advisoiy council. Mentioned
as components of the advisoiy council, in the Group 1 session, were good fellowship
and a better awareness of issues. Involving more low income people and obtaining
a comfortable facility for conducting the council meeting was suggested.
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Group 2 discussed Extension’s role on the advisoiy council more than Group
1. They perceived Extension’s function as organizing, coordinating the process with
other groups, and supporting and leading the effort through completion of
determined tasks. One participant from an agricultural background said, "My view
of Extension was enhanced in this process. . . I saw their organizational skills
demonstrated."
This same group strongly agreed that follow-up council meetings should have
been conducted to evaluate progress, motivate, seek new resources and identify new
issues.
Question 3. What were your experiences on the task forces? On committees that
arose from the issues identification process? Did they function
efficiently? What was the role of Extension in this part of the issues
programming process?
Group 2 leaders had experience serving on task forces. They felt a part of
the accomplishments of the task forces. Some task forces had functioned more
effectively than others. Reasons given for ineffectiveness centered around lack of
interest in the issue by some volunteers. A core of interested and dedicated
individuals for each task force is seen as important. Group 2 saw Extension’s role
in task forces as one that would be continuous and would serve to guide and
coordinate.
Group 1 perceived Extension as having addressed the identified issues
through existing educational efforts or by networking with other entities. The issues
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programming process was seen as a catalyst to start other local activities. In some
parishes, Extension agents had played a leadership role on committees that had
resulted indirectly from the advisoiy council meeting. One participant blamed a
parishwide Extension staff change as the underlying cause for task force failure.
Another task force faltered as a conflict developed about a controversial subject and
Extension leadership was not present to guide the task force through the conflict.
Both groups felt that there should have been follow-up advisoiy council meetings
to can y the process to the designed end.
Question 4.

What effect has this process had on the interaction of Extension with
others? Do you have more sources of information? Have you used
Extension more or less?

The response was limited in both groups regarding this question. Both
observed more networking.

Group 2 could not directly relate the increased

involvement to the issues programming process. Group 1 participants saw a twoway exchange between local government and Extension. Information was traveling
to and from both entities. The groups saw a better awareness of Extension programs
by other parties.
Question 5.

How has local government interacted or been involved in the issues
solutions?

Local government was viewed as a cooperator in both groups.

If local

government is knowledgeable of local issues they will assist to the level of their
resources. Group 1 saw local government as addressing the identified issues but
they could not directly tie this activity to the issues programming process. It was
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perceived that Extension and local government were working together in many cases.
The issues identification process was thought to "not hurt" the chances local
government would address the local priority issues.
Question 6. How much volunteer time was required? Was it too much? Too little?
Are volunteer leaders willing to spend the time?
These participants were volunteers. Neither group indicated any negative
feelings related to the time they had spent in the issues programming process.
Leaders in Group 1 expressed feelings about an issues task force on which
they had served as "their" issue. They expressed pride in their involvement. Both
groups felt that the time spent was well worth it. Both felt that, if accomplishments
result, volunteers are willing to give their time.
Group 2 participants strongly agreed with the concept that a group of local
leaders who have established communications can be of great value in dealing with
community issues.
Question 7. What one thing made the process successful or could have made the
process more successful? Give the value of having another issues
advisoiy council meeting.
Again, both groups expressed that the issues programming process had been
successful. Both groups thought that the parish advisoiy councils needed to be
reactivated. One participant of Group 1 felt that the task forces needed to have
led to some successes before the larger council is called back together.
Group 1 identified education as the answer to many long-range issues. 4-H
was suggested as one place to conduct the educational efforts. They also felt the
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most successful efforts within the process were when the right leadership existed
and others in the group were truly interested in the issue.
Group 2 participants expressed that Extension is too modest about its
capabilities and Extension should market itself. Promotion and coordination of
existing programs offered by Extension and other groups might be one function of
Extension, Enhanced communication with local government was seen as the key
to better coordination with local government. The group saw the needs of Extension’s
present clientele as changing rapidly. If Extension is to lead then it is going to need
research information quicker than the present system is providing.
Perception Categories and Messages Content Indexes
Perception categories for agents and leader perceptions were developed.
Messages (original) learned from the discussion groups were sorted by these
categories and the frequency of their occurrence determined.
Perception categories for agents perceptions and leader perceptions are
indicated below:
Final Categories of Extension Agent Perceptions
Initial feelings and attitudes
Role of Extension in the issues programming process
Volunteers selection and effectiveness
Parish advisoiy council meeting and its function
Issues identification
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Task forces - function and effectiveness
Relationships with local government in the issues programming process
Relationships with other agencies in the issues programming process
Image of Extension
Issues process and base programming
Follow-up and evaluation
Overall assessment of the issues programming process
Final Categories of Leader Perceptions
Role of Extension in the issues programming process
Volunteers
Leadership
Parish advisory council meeting and its function
Task forces - function and effectiveness
Government involvement in the issues programming process
Relationships with other agencies in the issues programming process
Follow-up
Image of Extension
Overall assessment of the issues programming process
Messages grouped under the above perception categories for agents and
leaders are shown in Appendix F.

Chapter V
Summary, Findings, Conclusions
and Recommendations
Summary
Background
The Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service is a composite of 64 parish
educational programs. Each parish is unique in its clientele, environment and
professional staff. LCES has a history of directing its programs to meet the unique
local needs but limited more or less to the areas of agriculture, home economics
and 4-H youth development.
In 1988, the LCES initiated a programming process called "issues
programming". This process was designed to broaden the individual parish needs
assessment efforts. Local leaders from all areas of parish life were invited to
participate in a parish advisoiy council. These councils were to identify and
prioritize parish issues, and establish task forces of local citizens to address the
most critical of the prioritized local issues. Parish Extension faculty were to
function as facilitators in this process.
The LCES invested a sizable portion of its stafTtime and monetaiy resources
in the process of issues programming. The evaluation of this ongoing process is
an important management function to guide changes in this program and direct
future efforts.
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Purpose
The overall purpose of the study was to determine the perceptions of local
der participants (leaders) in parish advisory councils and issues task forces, and
of Extension agents toward the issues programming process in Louisiana, and to
make recommendations for future research study and Extension programming.
Objectives
1.

Determine the perceptions of individuals (leaders) who served on
parish advisory councils and issues task forces toward the issues
programming process.

2.

Determine the perceptions of Extension agents toward the issues
programming process.

3.

Identify patterns in the expressed perceptions of the two groups
(Extension agents and leaders).

4.

Develop recommendations, based on the identified patterns, for future
research study.

5.

Develop recommendations, based on the identified patterns, for future
Extension programming.

Procedure
This study utilized focus group interviews to obtain qualitative data from
individuals who had participated in the issues programming process. Individuals
who served both on a parish advisoiy council and on an issues task force were
selected to make up the participant population. Agents who are currently employed
and were appointed before Januaiy 1,1989 were included as the agent population.
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For this study, four focus group interviews were conducted. Two sessions
for parish advisoiy council/issues task force participants (leaders) and two for
LCES agents were conducted. Two sites were selected, one in Baton Rouge and one
in Ruston. These sites allowed the inclusion of at least three parishes from each
of the seven Extension administrative areas. A 70-mile radius or a 11/2 hour travel
time were seen as the maximum for the participants.
A letter was written to all parish chairmen by Director Denver T. Loupe
informing them of the study and asking for their cooperation. A second letter was
written to the parish chairmen to obtain a list of all leader participants who had
served on both the parish advisoiy council and at least one issues task force, and
a list of parish agents who met the criteria of having worked with the LCES
throughout the issues programming process. Individuals for the focus groups were
selected by randomly drawing one leader and one agent from each selected parish
list. A total sample of 22 leader participants and 22 agents was drawn.
Letters were sent to each selected agent and copies were endorsed to the
appropriate administrators.

Follow-up telephone calls were made to confirm

participation. Nine agents attended the Baton Rouge focus group and nine the
Ruston session.
Letters informing the leader participants of the focus group sessions were
prepared by the researcher and sent to concerned parish chairmen. Several parish
chairmen either called or visited the selected participants to provide further
credibility to the effort and elicit their support. A follow-up letter to the selected
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leaders further explaining the purpose and procedure of the focus group was sent
by the researcher. Follow-up telephone calls were also made by the researcher to
encourage participation. The Baton Rouge meeting was attended by five leader
participants and the Ruston meeting by eight.
The instrument in a focus group interview involves the facility, the moderator
and the questioning plan. Adequate facilities which could provide appropriate
atmosphere and acceptability for audio and video taping were located in each of
these cities. The video camera was mounted on a tripod and was elevated to a table
top for taping all focus group sessions. Remote microphones were located on the
tables.
Because of the importance of experience and objectivity, an individual
outside of Extension and not associated with the issues programming process was
selected as the moderator. This individual had expertise in group dynamics and
was informed of the purpose of the study. Meetings with the moderator prior to
sessions served to aid in preparation for the interviews. A questioning plan was
prepared for the sessions.
The questioning plan involved questions ordered to move the group from the
more general to the specific. The sessions lasted between one and one half and two
hours.
Data Analysis
Data in this qualitative study were in the form of audio and video tapes, and
moderator and researcher notes. The video tapes were viewed for two purposes; 1)
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to extract individual messages, 2) to summarize by question the focus group
interview participant comments.
The moderator and the researcher independently extracted and sorted the
messages into naturally occurring categories. The categories were compared and
final categories were negotiated. The messages were independently resorted. The
intercoder reliability was calculated using the Scotts pi statistic. A content index
was developed indicating the messages as sorted to the final categories.
Individual question summaries were done by the researcher for each question
in each interview. The individual question summaries for agents were compared,
and the individual question summaries for leaders were compared. Summaries of
each of these comparisons were written. Action/situation-outcome tables were
developed from the individual question summaries.

From the two groups’

categorized content indexes and the individual question summaiy comparisons,
themes arose that represented the findings of this study. The themes were then
studied across groups and patterns in their perceptions emerged. These patterns
in the perceptions are the conclusions of this study.
Findings
Objective One

Determine the perceptions of leaders who served on the
parish advisoiy councils and issues task forces toward
the issues programming process.

Leader perceptions pertaining to the LCES issues programming process are
presented here as a series of themes. These themes were developed from the analysis
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of the statements and responses to a series of open-ended questions and the resulting
discussions. The themes resulted from a qualitative analysis which was holistic,
inductive and naturalistic.
Themes - Leader Focus Group Interviews
1.

Extension played several roles in the issues programming process.
They were to facilitate, to coordinate, to lead and to educate.

2.

Extension leadership is one key to the success of the issues
programming process.

3.

Community leadership is available if it is located and involved in the
planning process.

4.

Volunteers are available and effective if they are motivated.

5.

The advisoiy council functioned well in all parishes represented.

6.

The involvement of a broad cross-section of local people was
important.

7.

Task forces need to have clearly-understood, attainable goals.

8.

Some issues are difficult to address because of their broad scope.

9.

Task forces need a strong leader or leaders and interested volunteers.

10.

Most task forces had limited success.

11.

Lack of follow-up by Extension was frustrating to leaders.

12.

Follow through by volunteers and Extension staff is a must to provide
a sense of accomplishment.

13.

Extension is too modest and needs to market itself and its capabilities.

14.

Leaders’ views of Extension were enhanced through the issues
programming process.
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15.

Leaders see greater value of Extension as a result of the issues
programming process.

16.

The issues programming process served to directly or indirectly assist
in the solution of parish issues by raising awareness of the issues and
providing an avenue for action.

17.

There is more networking with other agencies and organizations as
a result of the issues programming process.
New lines of
communications were established and the exchange of resources
increased.

18.

Extension involvement with local government is viewed as good, either
as a result of the issues programming process or by prior knowledge.

19.

Political structures in parishes sometimes have a negative effect on
Extension involvement with local government.

20.

Volunteers desire to be a part of the process of planning and
evaluation of the program.

Objective Two

Determine the perceptions of Extension agents toward
the issues programming process.

Extension agents’ perceptions pertaining to the LCES issues programming
process are presented here as a series of themes. These themes developed from the
analysis of their statements and responses to a series of open-ended questions and
the resulting discussions. The themes resulted from a qualitative analysis which
was holistic, inductive and naturalistic.
Themes - Agent Focus Group Interviews
1.

Individual agents and the parish Extension programs are better off
for having participated in the issues programming process.
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2.

Extension agents desire to be more involved in the process of
developing and evaluating programs that involve them.

3.

Timing in the initiation of this new programming process was bad.

4.

The initial resistance to the changes necessaiy to conduct the issues
programming process affected the success of the entire program.

5.

Extension broadened its audience through the process of issues
programming,

6.

Extension has more communication with other agencies because of
issues programming.

7.

Extension in general has better relationships with local government
now than before the issues programming process. However, this
varied by parish.

8.

The concept of the broader-based parish advisory council is now well
accepted by Extension agents.

9.

Some agents saw the parish advisoiy council functioning best in only
an advisoiy role.

10.

The value of parish Extension staff planning and teamwork is better
recognized as a result of the issues programming process.

11.

The selection of and communication with key community leaders is
an imperative in the issues programming process.

12.

Extension programs should allow flexibility for the uniqueness of
individual parishes.

13.

Extension agents are not comfortable in the role of facilitator.

14.

Volunteers were not effectively used in all parishes in the issues
programming process.

15.

The selection of volunteers affected the output of task forces.

16.

Volunteers need strong leadership and the motivation of successes to
stay active.
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17.

Some Extension agents were zealous in desiring to work only in base
programming and issues programming conflicted with this attitude.

18.

In general, Extension agents saw the issues programming process as
helping and broadening base programming.

19.

Parish staff teamwork was seen as important in coordinating the
issues programming process and base programming.

20.

Success of the task forces depended on the dedication of the
volunteers to the issue, and the leadership in the task force or the
leadership provided by the Extension staff.

21.

Most task forces did not function well.

22.

Training is needed in volunteer leadership and group work.

23.

Extension must follow up the initial process to show the community
participants the results and benefits of their input.

24.

The advisoiy council should continue to function.

25.

Most Extension agents are uncertain of the role of Extension in the
issues programming process.

26.

The process needs the support of the parish chairman and the
involvement and support of the entire parish staff.

27.

Extension’s image has been enhanced through the Issues programming
process.

28.

The identification of issues requires a clear understanding of the
definition of an issue.

29.

Doable issues should be selected.

30.

Issues were guided by state priorities.
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Conclusions
Objective Three

Identify patterns in the expressed perceptions of the two
groups (Extension agents and leaders).

The themes that reflected the perceptions of the two groups are combined
and organized in the order of the issues programming process followed by
perceptions of the overall effort and thoughts related to future programs. Agreement
between the two groups related to a pattern is emphasized. Some perceptions could
have only been held by agents since the first steps in the process involved only
Extension faculty.
1.

Perception patterns in pre-process thinking.
Extension agents expressed strong feelings of resistance towards the
changes necessaiy to conduct the issues programming process. Many reasons
were given for their resistance. In some cases it is not clear whether the
reasons developed from their resistance to change per se, or that their
resistance resulted from real situations. In either case, negative feelings were
the rule not the exception. Quotes that reflect these feelings include; "We
went into i t . . . with a lot of negative attitudes”, "We had heard stories of
limited success in other states with issues programming" and "At first we
were veiy uneasy and unsure about it." lim in g was considered bad by the
agents in the initiation of the process. At that time Extension’s work force
was reduced approximately twenty percent from where it had been three years

earlier. Many of these agents felt that issues programming would be an
additional responsibility with limited relief from their present duties. The
fact that the concept was new, the fear of territorial problems, and confusion
about the procedure added to the strong feelings of resistance. The strong,
negative initial feelings affected the entire issues programming process.
Conclusion: Agent attitudes must be considered in the timing and design
of future programs.
Perception patterns in Extension staff teamwork and planning.
Several parishes reported close cooperation among the parish staff
in addressing the issues programming process. However, other parishes
indicated a lack of cooperation among staff toward this effort. In either case,
it was recognized that staff teamwork in planning and conducting a process
like issues programming is imperative. Agents learned about the value of
Extension staff members working together through the issues programming
process. The value of this lesson will likely be reflected in future Extension
programs.
Conclusion: Parish Extension staff cooperation and coordination is
important in planning and conducting programs like issues
programming.
Perception patterns related to the role of Extension.
The role of Extension in the issues programming process was perceived
by the leaders to be a multifaceted role. They saw Extension facilitating,

coordinating, educating and leading. On the other hand, Extension agents
appeared to be confused and uncertain about the role that Extension should
play. Some agents were not comfortable in the role of facilitator. They felt
much more comfortable working in base programming where they served as
the educators. However, other agents expressed strong feelings of satisfaction
and enjoyment resulting from the facilitator role. The comfort or discomfort
expressed appeared to be associated with their initial attitude and with the
individual agent’s adaptability. Leaders saw Extension leadership as a key
to the success of the issues programming process. They felt Extension must
be actively involved throughout the process, serving as facilitators,
coordinators, educators, and leaders.
Conclusion: A clear, mutual understanding of the role of Extension in the
issues programming process is necessaiy for agents and
leaders.
Perception patterns concerning volunteers.
Both groups felt that volunteers are available in the parishes. Both
agents and leaders felt that if care is taken in the selection of and
communication with volunteers, and if these key community volunteers are
a part of the planning, then they will play a vital role in the process.
Volunteers to serve on a task force should be selected because they are
interested in the issue and have capabilities in addressing the issue.
Volunteers must see goals accomplished in order to stay motivated and

productive. The agents perceived that volunteers were not effectively used
in all parishes in the issues programming process.

They attributed this

breakdown in effectiveness to be associated with lack of leadership, either
from Extension or from other volunteer leaders. Task force successes would
have motivated the volunteer leaders.
Conclusion: Skills in selecting and working with volunteer leaders are
important to Extension agents.
Perception patterns concerning advisoiy councils.
Advisoiy councils were perceived by both the leaders and the agents
to have functioned well in all but one parish represented in the groups. The
parish advisoiy council meetings were well attended by and represented a
broad cross-section of local people. This broad input was perceived by the
leaders to be veiy important, and their recommendation was to further
broaden the input to include all segments of the citizeniy. The broader-based
parish advisoiy council is now accepted by agents.

Agent fears of

controversial social issues and of conflicts in the advisoiy council did not
materialize. Confidence was gained from the broader input. The agents also
perceived that the broader issues identified gave them the security to work
in areas outside of their previously defined responsibilities and/or include
broader subject matter in base programming. Some agents saw the parish
advisoiy council functioning in only an advisoiy role. These agents also
expressed the deep resistance to the concept of issues programming.
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Conclusion: The parish advisoiy councils functioned well in the issues
programming process.
6.

Perception patterns concerning issues.
A clear understanding of the definition of an issue was deemed
important by agents. Many agents did not have a clear understanding of
this definition, and this lack of understanding affected the success of the
entire issues programming process. Leaders and agents agreed that issues
must be doable and that the task forces addressing the issues need to clearly
understand the issue and have obtainable goals. Leaders perceived that some
issues would be impossible to address because of their broad scope. This
reflected a lack of understanding of the concept of issues programming and
a breakdown in the communication between the initial agent training and
the issues identification process. Issues were defined as broad in scope but
components of those issues were solvable in the local community. The agents
indicated that the local issues were guided into the state priorities. The effect
if any that this action had on the identification and for the solution of these
issues is not clear.
Conclusion: Agents and leaders must have a clear understanding of the
basic definitions on which a program is built.

Perception patterns concerning task forces.
The agents and leaders agreed that most task forces did not function
well and had only limited success. The leaders perceived that a task force
must be made up of interested volunteers and must have a strong leader or
leaders as a part of the task force. They perceived that this leadership could
come either from Extension or from volunteers. Agents recognized that the
process broke down because of lack of leadership and lack of follow through
in the task forces.

They expressed a desire for training in volunteer

leadership and in group dynamics. Both groups agreed that the selection
of volunteers affected the output of the task forces.
Some parish task forces did function well. The leaders and agents
expressed strong feelings of satisfaction and pride related to successful task
forces on which they had participated. Those who had been a p art of an
active task force could indicate clearly the accomplishments and were
obviously motivated by these accomplishments. The agent function on task
forces varied widely. Some agents functioned only in the facilitator role,
helping to communicate and coordinate between task forces, and between task
forces and advisoiy councils. Others served in a leadership role on the task
forces and each step of the task force was under their careful guidance. The
number of successful task forces reported was limited. It is interesting to
note that the administrative reporting process required only that the task
forces be named. Follow up reports on the activities were not required. It

is possible that a required report on task force activity would have affected
how well the parish task forces functioned.
Conclusion: Task force participants must have a clear understanding of the
roles of individual members and the goals and purpose of task
forces.
Perception patterns related to the completion of the issues programming
process.
The leaders expressed frustration with the lack of follow-up by
Extension following the advisoiy council meetings. In many cases they had
had no communication with the parish Extension staff following the first
advisoiy council meeting. The Extension agents now recognize the need to
follow through on the initial process. The agents were concerned that a loss
of credibility will result. Leaders who had served on active task forces
wanted to report to their advisoiy council on their accomplishments. No
parish had conducted a follow-up parish advisoiy council at the time of the
focus group interviews. Leaders suggested that in parishes where the task
forces had not functioned Extension should lead them to successes before
the advisoiy council is reactivated. Most agents and leaders felt that the
advisoiy council should continue to function. Some leaders suggested that
it should meet semi-annually or annually to evaluate progress, identify new
issues and prioritize them.
Conclusion: The issues programming process must be continued to a
planned termination point.

Perception patterns concerning the overall assessment of the issues
programming process.
Agents’ responses to the early questions in the focus group interviews
expressed repeatedly the negative feelings associated with certain aspects of
the issues programming process. However, as the sessions closed, both
groups of agents changed to say they missed the chance to make the most
of this process, and wanted another chance. One agent said, "We change
faster than our clientele, but sometimes we dig our heels in and resist
change... If we can avoid being self-persecuted or otherwise criticized for not
making it work the first time we tiy, then maybe it will work."
Agents and leaders perceived the issues programming process as being
constructive and useful.

Both groups agreed that Extension’s image was

enhanced through the issues programming process and that the community
perceives a greater value of Extension as a result. The leaders felt that
Extension is too modest and needs to market itself and its capabilities.
Both groups felt that Extension is more closely tied to local
government as a result of activities associated with issues programming.
Both groups saw that Extension is networking more with other agencies and
organizations because of the communications that have been established
through the issues programming process.
Extension agents viewed the issues programming process as having
helped them to broaden their base programming and to broaden their

audiences. The issues programming process served to directly or indirectly
assist in the solution of parish issues by assisting in an awareness of the
issues and providing an avenue for action.
Conclusion: LCES’s issues programming process was successful. That
success was achieved even though the complete process was not
followed in most parishes. This emphasizes the versatility of
the process. Many of the goals espoused in the planning
process for issues programming were achieved. Extension is
broader. It is better recognized in local communities. Better
ties are established with local governments in those parishes
and networking with other agencies is taking place. Base
programming has been strengthened and opportunities exist
for use of these new lines of communication, the new networks
established and people skills learned through the issues
programming process.
Perception patterns concerning program planning and program evaluation.
Leaders and agents desire to be a part of the planning and evaluation
of Extension programs. The leaders were enthusiastic about having been
asked to help evaluate and gjve guidance in establishing future Extension
programs. They felt a vital part of Extension. Extension agents indicated
that they now understood issues programming better. They expressed a
desire to have small group meetings in advance of programs in order to give
their input into planning. The agents enjoyed the role of program evaluation
and grew through it.
Conclusion: Agents and leaders felt a closer alliance to a program when
involved in the planning and evaluation of the program.
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Recommendations
Objective Four

Develop recommendations based on the identified
patterns for future research.

The knowledge base in program development would be enhanced if future
perceptual studies would consider the following suggestions.
1.

Determine effective methods to involve Extension agents in the
program planning, development and evaluation process to enhance
their confidence in and support of new programs.

2.

Determine effective training methods for Extension to use to assist
in new program understanding and acceptance.

3.

Determine ways of creating a work environment that will assist in
Extension faculty confidence and adaptability to role changes.

4.

Further define the role or roles Extension agents are playing in today’s
environment.

5.

Case studies of parishes that were successful and unsuccessful in the
issues programming process to determine factors that affected success.

6.

Determine effective methods of pro-active needs assessment in local
communities and parishes.

7

Determine ways to more effectively market Extension programs.

Objective Five

Develop recommendations based on the identified
patterns for future Extension programming.

1.

Equip statewide program planners and facilitators with the training
and knowledge to better carry out those functions.

2.

More effectively involve Extension agents in the planning, development
and evaluation of programs.

3.

More effectively involve community leaders in the planning,
development and evaluation of Extension programs.
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4.

Allow more flexibility and adaptability in future programs to
encourage creativity and acceptance at the parish level.

5.

Utilize proven programming models when available.

6.

Assure acceptance by district supervisors before presentation of
statewide programs.

7.

Train agents to function in the role or roles that they are being asked
to serve.

8.

Train Extension faculty in in-staif communications and coordination.

9.

Train agents in volunteer selection, utilization and leadership.

10.

Train agents in small group dynamics.
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Issues
Program m ing
in Extension
Executive Summary

A Joint publication with Extension Service— USDA, ECOP and the Minnesota Extension Service
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Strategies
for Issues
Programming
Identifying Issues
■ The environmental scanning process should involve the broad public and the Extension organizatiun in
several interactions.
■ All Extension staff members—agents, specialists, administrators— should participate in the process.
■ Because issues by their nature arc complex, unbounded by the conventions of the university or Extension,
issue statements and categories should n o t be couched in typical Extension terminology (e.g., program
areas).

Stating Issu es
■ An Issue statem ent has three elements:
'Who Is involved o r affected,
What th e problem atic situation consists of, and
What d ie consequences o f th e situation are.
An issue statement com bines these elements in a full declarative statement, as in this example:

Youth are engaging in a w ide variety o f self-destructive activities w hich have long-term negative
effects o n both physical an d m ental health.
■ All issues can be categorized as current, emerging, or potential, according to the breadth of public perception
and the stage in the life cycle of issues. C urrent issues are identified by a majority of the public as topics of
wide concern that need attention and resolution; em erging issues may be less widely identified but never
theless arc clearly perceived by lay and professional leaders as increasingly problematic for a substantial por
tion of society; and potentiaJ issues may arise only from the minds of those with enough social acumen and
leisure to sec into the current scene and identify problems and opportunities in fresh and innovative ways.
Extension must be involved in all three stages.

S electin g Issu es
The num ber of issues a state addresses should be limited. We suggest at least five criteria be brought to bear
w hen selecting issues:
■ Extension's mission and values
■ Extension's organizational capability to address the issue
■ Politics of the environment
■ Efforts of other organizations
■ Perceptions of an issue’s impact.

M oving from Issu es to Programs
O nce an issue has been identified and prioritized, the process of developing an appropriate program begins.
Developing programs to address issues is congruent w ith established Extension program development pro
cesses: need&rproblem identification, priority setting, planning, designing and implementing, and evaluating.
The content and methods within these interrelated processes depend upon the program objective of addressing
selected issues. Where disciplinary programming often had a goal of knowledge transfer, the goal of issues pro
gramming is solving problems through education. Thus, w e have a program developm ent model in the full
sense of the word versus a program delivery or transfer model.
A D -F O -M 9 2
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Issues
Programming
and Disciplinary
Programming
Contrasted
Disciplinary
Programming

Extension is now in the early stages of a change in
the approach for developing and implementing pro
grams—from disciplinary programming to issues pro
gramming. This involves fundamental changes in the
reason for the existence of Extension and in the way
Extension's work gets done. In short. Extension is undergoingaparadigm shift. Understanding the contrasts
between the two paradigms is a first step toward mak
ing the change.

Issues
Programming

Selection o f
Probl em s/Issues

'Problems selected by
existing disciplines in
light of current structures
and resources.

'Issues are matters of wide
public concern, initially
identified without regard to
the Extension context.

A udiences

'Predetermined; traditional
audiences are the source
of needs and problems.

'Not predetermined; audiences
are targeted to best address
a specific issue.

R esources

'Primarily limited to
existing subject matter
specialties.

•Determined by issue; will
come from throughout Land
Grant university and other
organizations. Strong
disciplinary specialists
essential to issues
programming

D elivery
M ethod

'Generally predetermined
by existing structures.

'Designed to fit target
audience, goals, content of
issue. Usually multiple
methods.

O rganization
o f Resources

'Frequently individual
efforts. May be
multidisciplinary or
interdisciplinary.

'Team approach. Will be
Interdisciplinary.

D isciplinary p ro g ra m m in g establishes, by prior assumption, whom Extension will address, and even what
form Extension programs will take.
By contrast, issues p rogram m ing broadens the field in which Extension can work. Issues programming
focuses initially on the public in its broadest sense, which includes but extends beyond existing audiences and
problems, and thus creates a more comprehensive source of program priorities. Programs flow in response to
issues, develop in the context of wide public concern, and are evaluated according to their impact on people
affected by the issues.
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Extension Service—USDA, at the recommendation
of the National Initiatives Coordinating Committee,
commissioned a paper which would describe a con
ceptual framework for moving toward issues program m in g in E x te n s io n . T h e p a p e r d e f in e s iss u e s
program m ing, d escrib es h o w it differs from Ex
tension's current approach, analyzes which existing
processes and structures would support issues pro
gramming, and suggests ways to move Extension to
w ard issues programming. Going beyond national
initiatives, this executive summary outlines key points
of the full paper. By the nature of its brevity, the sum
mary cannot provide full development of each con
cept. The authors urge you to explore concepts of
interest to you by studying the longer paper.

The A uthors: Kathleen Albrecht Dalgaard, Team
Leader
State Leader, Staff and Organization
Development
Minnesota Extension Service
Michael Brazzel
Organization Development Specialist
Extension Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture
Richard T. Liles
State Leader ofTraining
North Carolina Agricultural
Extension Service
David Sanderson
Program Evaluation and Staff
Development Leader
University o f Maine Cooperative
Extension Service
Ellen Taylor-Powell
Program Specialist
Texas Agricultural Extension Service

Three K ey
Concepts
■ Issu es are matters of wide public concern arising
out of complex human problems.

■ Issues program m ing is Extension's planned
response to issues. Issues programming identifies hu
man problems in their own context—that is, outside
the Extension organization—without prior regard for
traditional Extension subject matter, audiences, and
methods of program delivery.
■ D isciplinary program m ing typically has
its origins w ithin the Extension organization, in the
way an academic discipline has come to "own" a cer
tain problem or an established audience. Over time,
the discipline identifies itself with a portion of the pub
lic, gradually aligns itself with the specialized concerns
of that audience, and generally confines itself to a cer
tain method of program delivery.

Appendix B
Guidelines for Issues Programming
in the
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service
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A HESSAGE TO EXTENSION FACULTY

Throughout our history Extension has been able to focus programs on
the needs of specific groups of people. The future holds greater opportunity
to make our programs more relevant to societal issues. Nationally, Extension
has
set itself on thecourse of issues programming to take advantage of this
opportunity and shape the future.
In our ownstate, I am confident that
issues programming can complement and strengthen the program development
process, broaden our programs, and enable us to better meet the needs of our
people.
To this end,
we should as an organization move toward issues
programming expeditiously and judiciously.
These guidelines were developed to help
Extension faculty (agents,
specialists and administrators) gain an understanding of issues programming why it is important and needed, what we will need to do to integrate issues
programming in our ongoing program development procedures, and how to do
issues programming.
I encourage you to familiarize yourself with these
guidelines and see how issues programming fits into your specific parish
situation.
In addition to the guidelines, each of
you will receive appropriate
training.
And, as we continue the transition, support will be provided as
needed by the Issues Programming Planning Committee, administrators and
others in the organization.
As we make this transition to issues programming, one of the first steps
will be to expand Parish Advisory Councils. This can be done by adding to
these councils influential community leaders who represent agencies, business
and industry, and groups other than Extension audiences. For this activity
to succeed, parish staffs will need to gather additional information about their
parishes for their advisory councils to better identify and prioritize issues.
It is my hope and expectation that Parish Advisory Councils will complete the
task of issues identification and prioritization as quickly as possible so that
issues programming can be blended into our ongoing program development _
process.
I would like to invite each of you to participate fully in this endeavor
and hope that by so doing the Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service will
better serve the people of Louisiana.

inver T. Loupe
Vice-Chancellor and Director
February 10, 1989
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GUIDELINES FOR ISSUES PROGRAMMING IN THE
LOUISIANA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
WHY ISSUES PROGRAMMING?
Issues programming is a new feature of
Cooperative Extension. The need for issues
because of the diverse and complex problems
NEW audiences and require INTERACTION among
solution.

program development in
programming has arisen
facing us which involve many
several disciplines for a

Issues programming is a modification and strengthening of the
current program development procedures used by the Louisiana Cooperative
Extension Service. As issues are identified in the parishes, most will
(in all likelihood) blend into the broadly defined National Initiatives,
so that work on both the issues and initiatives will be a natural
"marriage" for parish program planning, implementation, evaluation and
reporting.
Issues programming also provides opportunities for the following
BENEFITS to both Extension faculty and the Extension organization:
REJUVENATION AND INCREASED PRIDE. As Extension faculty
concentrate on current issues for the greater public good,
they experience an organizational renewal, rejuvenation of
purpose, and increased pride in their programs.
PROACTIVE. Because it focuses on Extension's existing
emphasis upon being proactive, issues programming allows
Extension to plan an early offense for helping an expanded
clientele to find solutions to their problems.
PROGRAM RELEVANCE. Wide public recognition of Extension's
program relevance, and better program accountability result
from the Increased visibility and impact of Extension
programs based on clearly stated issues of broad public
concern.
SUPPORT. Broadened public involvement leads to increased
public support for sound Extension programs based on priority
public concerns.
These guidelines will explain what issues programming is,
what modifications will need to be made in our program development
procedures to accomplish issues programming, and how to do issues
programming.
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ISSUES PROGRAMMING DEFINITIONS

1.
ISSUES are natters of wide public concern arising o.ut of complex
human problems, affecting a variety of audiences, and related to'several
disciplines.
Characteristics of issues:
-- have definite life cycles; they begin, flourish and end
— are a mix of multiple, interrelated problems
-- can be resolved only by working on the interrelated
problems at the same time (or in a sequence)
— resolving issues involves the subject matter of
several interrelated disciplines
— different viewpoints may be held on solutions/methods
to be used for resolving the problem

2.

ISSUES PROGRAMMING is Extension's planned response to issues.

Characteristics of issues programming:
Selection of
Issues

Since issues are matters of wide public
concern, they are identified with broad
input from the public

Audiences

Not pre-determined; audiences are targeted
to best address a specific issue a fte r the
issue is identified. May involve target
audiences not previously reached.

Resources

Determined by issue; will come from experts
throughout the land grant university and other
organizations.

Delivery
Method

Designed to fit target audience, goals, content
of issue. Multiple methods need to be sequenced
over time.

Organization
of Resources

Team approach.

Will be interdisciplinary,
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MODIFICATIONS IN CURRENT PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES NEEDED TO ACCOMPLISH
ISSUES PROGRAMMING
To accomplish issues programming in the Louisiana Cooperative
Extension Service, some adjustments will have to be made in current
programming procedures, including the way Extension Advisory Qroups are
formed and function, in issue and audience identification and
description, and in organizational resources and inter-disciplinary team
work.
1.
MODIFYING ADVISORY SYSTEM FOR PROGRAMMING
- Establishment of the Parish Advisory Council to include
representatives from commodity/subject matter committees and parish-wide
influentials who can provide insight into broader issues.
- Establishing appropriate procedures (for membership, information
gathering, organization of meetings, etc.) for the Parish Advisory
Council to perform its functions of identifying and prioritizing issues
and monitoring issue-related programs, and for the Issue Task Forces to
plan, implement and evaluate programs for the targeted audiences.
- Establishing a state-level issues selection and development procedure
with input from the Extension Service, the University, and relevant public
and private sector interests.
2.
DEALING WITH ISSUE DESCRIPTIONS AND STATE PROGRAMS OF WORK
- Issues have a definite life cycle. On the other hand, state
programs are relatively permanent. It is also very likely that an issue
will cover several programs (subjects/commodities) or parts of
programs. Therefore, when issues are identified and selected, they will
be described and the program strategy indicated. Updates to issue
descriptions will depend upon the progress made in resolving them.
- State (and parish) programs will continue to be updated
(situation statements/programs of work) once every four years according
to the 4-year programming cycle.
3.
DESCRIBING THE AUDIENCES OF ISSUES
- Because the audiences affected by issues and/or having impact on
issues are identified only after issues have been chosen, the
characteristics of these audiences can be described only after they have
been Identified.
- Currently, audiences for established programs are described in
situation statements/programs of work.
4.
ORGANIZATION OF RESOURCES/INTERDISCIPLINARY WORK
- Resources required to do issues programming have to be obtained
from many sources within and outside Extension. Several disciplines and
interests will be involved in addressing an issue and bringing it to a
successful resolution. Teams composed of these multiple
disciplines/interests will have to be formed to address issues. Team
members will have to work very closely to share responsibilities for
their respective roles.
- Extension specialists will serve on these teams to the extent
they are needed. At the same time, they will continue to work in their
respective disciplines on regular programs.
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HOW TO DO ISSUES PROGRAMMING
Step 1.-

E s ta b lis h in g a w o r k in g a d v is o r y s t r u c t u r e f o r i d e n t i f y i n g a n d
s e le c tin g i s s u e s

The current advisory committee system in the LCES will need to be
modified to establish a working structure for identifying and selecting
issues that will be addressed by the organization.
The modified PARISH advisory structure will be;
Key Community
Influentials

1PARISH ADVISORY COUNCIL 1

Commodity/Subject Matter
Committees (Ag, HE, 4-H)

A.

i

-»

x

Issue
Task Force

Issue
Task Force

Issue
Task Force

PARISH ADVISORY COUNCIL
(1)

MEMBERSHIP
Representatives from agriculture, home economics and
4-H commodity/subject matter committees, p lu s
b.

(2)

Key community leaders, who are influential in the parish
and represent agencies, business and industry, and groups
OTHER THAN EXTENSION AUDIENCES

RESPONSIBILITIES
Meet AT LEAST once annually. May need to meet mor»
often, especially in early stages of issues
identification and programming.
Receive annual reports from commodity/subject matter
committees on programs conducted and problems experienced,
and LEGITIMIZE their recommendations.
c.

Develop public awareness of the value of all Extension
programs, and help assure that Extension faculty
are meeting the needs of the people.

d.

IDENTIFY and PRIORITIZE broad issues of parish-wide
concern, and facilitate the appointment of
appropriate parish issues task forces.
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B.

e.

REVIEW AND MONITOR periodically the work and progress
of each issues task force.

f.

Receive annual reports from
and DEVELOP WITH THE PARISH
report on each parish issue
administrative use, and for
accountability.

g.

DISBAND issues task force(s) as issues are resolved,
and lead the celebration for resolution of an issue.

each issue task force,
CHAIRMAN the annual
for Extension ,
governing body

COMMODITY/SUBJECT MATTER COMMITTEES
(1)

MEMBERSHIP
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
8h.
i.

Jk.
(2)

All ethnic groups
All geographic areas
All enterprise and subject matter areas
All farm organizations
State legislators, including U.S. Representatives
and Senators
Special interest groups (Homemaker Council, 4-H
Foundation, etc.)
Police Jury
School Board
USDA agencies
Agribusiness, other business and civic groups
Others in keeping with normal committee
representation Including the Press, Radio, TV, etc.

RESPONSIBILITIES
a.

Identify problems and priorities within the
respective commodity/subject matter areas.

b.

Assist with audience identification for specific
aspects of commodity/subject matter programs.

c.

Make suggestions to Extension faculty for program
planning and implementation to meet audience needs
in the specific commodity/subject matter, and assist
(when possible) with evaluation of the program.
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C.

ISSUE TASK FORCES
(1)

(appointed by Parish Advisory Council)

MEMBERSHIP
Issue task forces will include representatives of all types of
"stakeholders1' with an interest in the issue (multidisciplinary,
multiagency, influentials in the community, non-E^tension
public). Extension faculty will guide, coordinate and
be a catalyst/facilitator for task forces, but may not actually
be a part of them.

(2)

Step 2.

RESPONSIBILITIES
a.

Identify and prioritize sub-issues that are feasible
and manageable.

b.

Assist with the development of a plan for addressing
the issue/sub-issues. The agent's role is one of
catalyst/facilitator.

c.

Determineand organize needed resources, and
implement the program plan. Implementation may be
"unplanned" (not a part of the FOW) if it is a
short-term, quickly resolved problem. Issues
requiring a long-term effort with use of multiple
educational methods would become part of the POW.

d.

Report back to the Parish Advisory Council
annually, or after resolution of the issue.

e.

Determine that the desired outcomes have been
achieved, and report to the Parish Advisory Council
for further action.

I d e n t if y in g i s s u e s

The Parish Advisory Council will be primarily responsible for
identifying issues. It will follow an appropriate procedure to do this,
including a scanning process.
This scanning process:
-- should involve broad public and Extension input through several
interactions (conferences, meetings, other contacts) as well as
assessments of current and future trends, expert opinions, and
knowledge-based research.
-- should involve all Extension faculty (agents, specialists,
administrators)
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Step 3.

S e le c tin g Is s u e s

It is imperative that the number of issues addressed at any one
time in a parish should be limited to only the feu that can be managed
effectively.
Some useful criteria in selecting issues are:
—
—
—
—
—

Issues should be c o n s is te n t w ith E x te n s io n 's m ission a n d v a lu e s
Extension should be c a p a b le o f a d d r e s s in g the issue
The p o litic a l clim a te should be favorable/appropriate
Level of In v o lv e m e n t o f o th e r o rg a n iza tio n s should be considered
The p o te n tia l Im p act of the issue should be judged

Steps in the selection and development process for state issues are:
-- Issues are selected at parish level by Parish Advisory Councils
-- Parish issues are compiled and analyzed by a State Issues Programming
Committee for commonality, significance, and public impact, and
the above-mentioned criteria
— State issues are determined and related to state priorities/national
initiatives as appropriate by the State Issues Programming Committee
-- Educational resources are developed by the State Program Priority
Task Forces and communicated to parishes for guidance
Step 4.

S ta tin g I s s u e s

Issues should be concise and to the point.
An issue statement has three elements:
-- Who is Involved or affected,
-- What the problematic situation consists of, and
— What the consequences of the situation are.
Example:

Louisiana citizens and businesses are engaging in a
vide variety of water pollution activities which have
long-term negative effects on individual health and
the state's economy.
•

Issues can be categorized as current, emerging, or potential,
according to the breadth of public perception, and the stage in the life
cycles of issues.
C u r r e n t I s s u e s are identified by a majority of the public as topics
of wide concern that need attention and resolution.
E m e rg in g I s s u e s may be less widely identified but nevertheless are
clearly perceived by lay and professional leaders as
increasingly problematic for a substantial portion of society
P o te n tia l I s s u e s are problems and opportunities that may arise
from current and future trends.
The point at which Extension enters the issue will influence the
effectiveness of educational efforts. The challenge is not only to
decide when to begin programming around an issue, but also (and perhaps
more important) to decide when to conclude the issue.
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Step 5.

C r e a tin g P ro g ra m s to A d d r e s s I s s u e s

A series of steps are involved in creating programs to address
issues. These steps are shown in Figure 1, and then described.
Figure I. C reatin g P ro g ram s to A ddress Issues

Issue
and its
Description

Identify
Components
Determine
Interrelated
Problems

A u d ic a c t 0 1
fp tm w a tn ttiu i
D e v e lo p
P rogram
•
•

P f * o ic t* A k M c d r c u t I n
itafcjcCJ M m ic t

•

M d ln li

A u d ie n c e 0 1
( Q k t fe w im ic i )
D e v * lo p

D e v e lo p

P ro g ru

Program

•
•

P r a o ic o /^ u ift d reiulu
Subject m i i c s

• Method*

•
•
«

P r s a ic ci/d e tifa J resulu
Subject M u ter
McJfcodi

EVALUATE IMPACT ON ISSUE

I d e n ti f y i n g c o m p o n e n ts o f i s s u e s a n d d e te r m in in g c o m p o n e n t-r e la te d
p r o b le m s .
Issues are seen more clearly when they are broken down into
components that need improvement. For example, solid waste disposal and
use of chemicals are some components of the issue Water Pollution.
The next step is to determine problems that are related to each
component. In doing this, answering the following questions will help:
-- How are the problems interrelated?
-- What impact does each problem have on the issue?
-- Which problems need to be addressed simultaneously?
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EXAM PLES:
Is s u e :

Water Pollution

C o m p o n ent

C o m p o n e n t-r e la te d P ro b lem s

Solid Waste
Disposal

Hazardous aspects of domestic waste disposal
are not misunderstood

Use of
Chemicals

Community priorities and the interaction of
land use and chemical use on water quality
are not appreciated

These two problems are Interrelated because they can cause water
pollution. I£ certain kinds of domestic wastes are not properly
disposed of (treated land fills, preventing pollutants entering the
water supply, etc.), domestic/drinking water con become polluted and
pose a hazard to public health. In a similar manner, rural communities
in particular need to appreciate that excessive/careless use of
chemicals in agricultural operations can introduce harmful nitrates into
domestic/drinking water supplies. Both problems are likely to be
present in a community, and have to be addressed to resolve the issue of
water pollution. Dealing with only one problem will not help alleviate
the situation. Therefore, educational programs need to include all
parts in combination rather than concentrating on only one problem at
a time in isolation.
On an issue of Safety of the Food Supply some components and
component-related problems may be:
Issu e :

Safety of the Food Supply

C om ponent

C o m p o n e n t-r e la te d P ro b lem s

Food
Additives

Wide use of additives to protect/
preserve food quality
Consumer's lack of information on
health effects of additives

Food
Handling

Lack of adherence to regulations
relating to food service at fairs
and festivals
Poor handling practices by some
quantity food suppliers, and by
some consumers as they prepare
and/or preserve foods

Food
Production

Lack of consumer confidence in
production practices related to
the use of chemical aids for
increased yields/profits
Some producers not adhering precisely
to recommended applications
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I d e n tify in g A u d ie n c e s
Issues typically involve more than one audience. Audiences uill
include the people directly affected by the problems (primary audience)
and those who should be involved in helping solve the problems. As
problems are identified, determine who has the problems -- the primary
audience. The primary audience is not solely responsible for change.
Others (individuals/groups) who can influence change should be involved
in helping solve the problem. Who else has a stake in the issue and a
direct relationship to the primary audience? Each audience will require
different programming strategies.
is s u e :

Water Pollution

Audiences
--------

Agricultural producers
Consumers (families)
Public officials (Police Jury, School Board)
Environmental groups
Industry leaders
Aerial applicators
4-H club members and other youth

Consumers (family units) are the primary audience because their
health and well-being are in jeopardy. They have to be made conscious
of the risks involved if the component problems are not tackled. At the
same time, agricultural producers, industry leaders and aerial
applicators who use chemicals in agricultural production have to be
aware of the potential hazards involved and become socially responsive
to the needs of the larger community. Environmental groups and public
officials are concerned because of their public decision-making role and
their responsibility for maintaining a balance between oftentimes
diverse interests and needs. A-H club members and youth in general are
also affected as family members and potential enlightened citizens, as
well as the hazards that neglect of the issue poses to them.
Issu e:

Safety of the Food Supply

Audiences
---—
-----

Consumers
Media
Commercial food processors/handlers
Fairs and festival promoters/organizers
Day care givers
Food service personnel
Family members
Health officials

- - P ro d u c e rs

The primary audience may be consumers and family members in general
because they must make informed decisions concerning the foodstuffs
consumed. Houcver, all those affected economically by consumer
decisions have a stake in the perceived safety of the food supply.
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D e v e lo p in g P r o g r a m S t r a t e g y
For each targeted audience it is necessary to develop an
educational program. Audience characteristics such as age, residence,
education, stage of adoption, etc. should be considered in designing the
program. The following procedure should be used for each target group:
1.
I d e n t i f y t h e a p p r o p r ia te p r a c tic e s (c h a n g e s } t h a t t h e a u d ie n c e
s h o u ld b e u s i n g .
What practices/changes will help improve the problem situation?
Changes lead to problem resolution (desired results). What should
people know and be doing (based on research) to overcome the problems?
Depending on the issue and research-based information available, not all
practices may be known at the program planning stage. The program also
may need to be designed to provide answers to unknowns. For example,
the optimum date to pull cattle off wheat pasture may be established,
but this date needs to be determined locally based on local conditions.
There may be several unknowns regarding the local concern about drug
abuse. Consequently, methods for finding answers to unknowns may be part
of the program design.
Practices should be related to the issue parts and problems
peculiar to each targeted audience. Examples of practices for the
identified components and problems follow.
I s s u e : Water Pollution
Recommended Practices
-- develop strategies for safe use of chemicals
-- study parish solid waste disposal system
— study community priorities in land use, chemical use
-- plan a household hazardous materials disposal days
Issu e :

Safety of the Food Supply

Recocmended Practices
Additives -- Adequate use of labeling, consumer use of
labels for Informed decisions
— Use of safe amounts of additives
— Evaluate benefits/',costs" of additives
Handling
— Use of safe practices in handling
(cleanliness, cross-contamination), and
storage (temperature and holding time)
by consumers
— Adherence to appropriate procedures and
regulations by commercial processors,
including home-based or small scale
Production -- Precise use of acceptable levels of
yield-increasing aids (chemicals,
hormones) by producers
-- Inform public concerning acceptable levels
of production aids (chemicals, hormones,
etc.)
Defining appropriate practices also will be helpful in determining
subject matter topics to teach and in knowing what to look for to
evaluate progress in addressing the issue.
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2.
I d e n t if y th e s u b je c t m a tte r to p ic s o f in te r r e la te d d is c ip lin e s
a p p r o p r ia te to th e a u d ie n c e an d w h ich a d d r e s s th e p ro b le m s a n d will
lea d to th e d e s ir e d r e s u lts .
Subject matter topics should provide targeted audience groups with
all appropriate knowledge needed to understand and use practices
identified to bring about desired results. Examples of subject matter
topics are as follows:
I s s u e : Water Pollution
Subject
---Issu e:

Hatter Topics
Chemical use safety
Solid waste disposal methods
Household hazardous materials

Safety of Food Supply

Subject Hatter Topics
-- Purpose of food additives, consequences of not using
them, research-based information related to their
effect upon human health and the "at risk" group
(if any)
-- Food safety principles for home and commercial use
(handling, storage, preparing for consumption), and
for foods served at fairs, festivals, fund raisers,
athletic and other events
— Safety of production practices for the ultimate
consumer
— Regulatory requirements for safe processing of
commercial products
3.
S e le c t th e te a c h in g m e th o d s a n d a c tiv itie s a p p ro p ria te to each
target a u d ie n c e .
Hethods are the ways to deliver the knowledge needed by audiences
to make desired changes (or seek answers to questions in some cases).
Different delivery methods may be needed for different audience gcaups,
different stages in clientele development, and for different situations
in which clientele are involved.
Each activity should have a mutual relationship to each other and
to the total program effort. Activities should be designed to bring
about a common action (desired results/program objectives) to improve
the issue situation. Activities should be complementary; designed to
reinforce information. For example, a group activity such as a workshop
will complement information distributed by news articles and
newsletters. A tour of result demonstrations (observe actual practices
underway) will complement the content of the workshop.
Hethods should be suited to each target audience and should
facilitate learning. Delivery methods are designed/selected to fit the
learning needs and characteristics of audiences and specific
implications of the issues. Examples are: needs survey, workshop,
tour, clinic, symposium, result demonstration, multi-county event, etc.
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<1.

L o c a te r e s o u r c e s a n d e s ta b lis h a tim e ta b le fo r p ro g ra m a c tio n .

Once methods are selected, determine what resources (people,
materials, etc.) are needed end develop a timetable to effectively carry
out the program.
Resources may come from inside and outside of Extension. Other relevant
agencies, organizations and individuals involved with the issue should
be included. For example, parent groups, school officials, health
officials, law enforcement agencies, counselors, teachers and other
youth organizations might need to be involved to effectively address the
issue of drug abuse. For the issue of water pollution, resources
involved could be health unit officials, DEQ, Solid Waste Disposal
Commission, Cancer Center, and Industry Groups.
5.
E s ta b lis h a p la n to e v a lu a te p r o g r a m s . The educational program is
conducted to produce the desired changes in the issue situation. The
program should be monitored throughout to review progress of program
action and to make midpoint changes if needed. Decisions for
determining if the program made a difference toward resolving the issue
need to be made as plans are underway. This difference should be stated
in terms of desired outcomes. Two types of evaluation are suggested program progress evaluation and program impact evaluation:
a.

Program progress evaluation to monitor progress toward
accomplishment of goals on an issue.

b.

Program impact evaluation to show the difference/change
that the Extension effort made on participating clientele.

SUMMARY
An issue is a matter of wide public concern arising out of complex
human problems. Issues programming is Extension's planned response to
issues. Most issues require an interdisciplinary effort involving
resource people from different disciplines working together as a team
with interaction throughout the whole program development process.
Turning issues into programs includes identifying inputs - people,
subject-matter, resources; the methods to achieve results; and the end
product in terms of desired results. Issues begin, flourish and end.
The challenge for Extension is to know when to begin and when to end.
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November 6, 1990

Dr. Lloyd H. Hansen
Acting Program Leader, 4-H/Youth
CES, South Dakota State University
Room 152D, Ag Hall - Box 22070
Brookings, SD 57007-9988
Dear Dr. Hansen:
As you know, Issues Programming was introduced a few years
ago to enable the Cooperative Extension System to address broad
and complex problems facing society.
In our state, we adopted
Issues Programming over a year ago and are now devoting 15-20
percent of staff time to this effort.
We would like to know what your state is doing in this regard
and enclose a brief survey focused on a few key aspects.
We
request you to take a few minutes to respond to the survey. Please
return the completed survey by December 9, 1990.
If you have produced concept papers and/or guidelines for
Issue Programming, we would appreciate receiving copies.
Any
educational and other support material (eg. communications) would
be welcome.
Sincerely,

Fred E. (Gene) Baker
Project Leader
Engineering

Sincerely,

Satish Verma
Specialist and Coordinator
(Program and Staff Development)

SV/FEB/pac
Enclosure
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ISSUES PROGRAMMING SURVEY
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State
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H as your state adopted Issues Programming?

Yes
No

1.1

If no. does your state plan to do so,
and If so, when?

Yes
No plan

In 19

(RETURN SURVEY TO ADDRESS INDICATED.)
1.2

If Yes. In which year was Issues Programming started?

19

How many counties make up your state?
(No.)
2.1

____
(No.)

How many counties are doing some Issues Programming?

Uhat percentage of your Extension program Is devoted to Issues Programming:
Percent
a.

Both field and state staff

b.

State staff

Vere statewide Issues chosen?

Yes
No

4.1

If yes, (a) what procedure?

Aggregating county Issues
Determined at state level

Other
(Specify)
(OVER)

(b) vhac are Che current state Issues?
Issues.)

S.

(List or attach document listing

Briefly describe strategies being used in your state and/or counties regarding
the Issues selected for (a) planning, (b) networking with other agencies, (c)
evaluation of Issues programs.

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED SURVEY TO:
CENE BAKER, SPECIALIST
(ENGINEERING AND ENERGY)
LCES

181 KNAPP HALL
UNIVERSITY STATION
BATON ROUGE, LA 70803

Appendix D
Map with Selected Parishes
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August 30, 1991

MISCELLANEOUS CIRCULAR LETTER NO. 20
TO: PARISH CHAIRMEN
RE:

Mr. Gene Baker's Dissertation

Gene Baker will soon be collecting data for his Dissertation which includes Issues
Programming Evaluation. I agree with the subject m atte r and he has my approval.
You are asked to give appropriate consideration to help Gene com plete data required.
Sincerely,

Denver T. Loupe v
Vice-Chancellor and Director
DTL/cl
c:

Mr. Gene Baker
D istrict Agents
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September 6, 1991
TO:

Parish Chairman

RE:

Issues Programming Evaluation

Dear Parish Chairman:
For the past two years Extension has conducted an extensive effort that
we call Issues Programming. As a part of this effort we attempted to involve
the broadest audience yet and to identify in each parish the needs and
develop programs to address these local needs. There are some lessons that
we can learn from our participation in Issues Programming that can effect the
efficiency of our future efforts in needs identification and educational
programming.
In Director Loupe's circular Letter Number 20 he indicated that
Extension would be conducting an evaluation of the Issues Programming
Process.
This study will assess this programming process from the
prospective of extension faculty and local leader participants.
Focus group interviews will be used as the method of qualitative
assessment. This method has been shown effective in determining individual
participants in-depth thoughts and attitudes concerning programs of this
type. In order to proceed with the evaluation I will need two short lists
from you. The first is a list of LCES faculty in your parish who have been
involved in the Issues Programming process from its' inception. The second
is a list of the parish leader participants who served on both the Parish
Advisory Council and at least one issues task force. Individuals from these
lists will be selected to participate in the focus group interviews.
You will find attached two forms on which to submit the lists.
return these forms to me by September 20, 1991.

Please

Thank you in advance for your attention in this matter.

Project Leader (Engineering)
GB:clc
Enclosures (2)
c:

District Agents
Dr. Satish Verna
Dr. Earl Johnson

Dr. Mike Burnett
Dr. William H. Waters
Dr. Stanley Lamendola

LOUISIANA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PROVOES EOUAL OPPORTUNITIES W PROGRAMS ANO EMPLOYMENT. LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AND
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U S T O F LOCAL LEADER PARTICIPANTS W H O HAVE SERVED O N
BOTH" THE PARISH ADVISORY COU NCIL AND A PARISH TASK FO RCE

P A R IS H ___________________________________
N a m e s o f P a rtic ip a n ts:
1 . ________________________________________________________________

2.

3. ______________________________________________
4. ______________________________________________

5. ________________________________
6 . _________________________________________

7. _________________________________________________
8. ____________________________________________________

9. ________________________________
10. ____________________________________________________

11.
12. ______________________________________________
13. ______________________________________________
14. ______________________________________________
15. ______________________________________________

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1991 TO:
Gene Baker
187 Knapp Hall
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
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U ST O F LCES FACULTY W HO HAVE PARTICIPATED
IN THE ISSU ES PROGRAMMING PR O C ESS

1. P a rish C h a irm a n

P a rish _

O th e r P articipants

2 . __________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________
4. _______________________________________________

5. _____________________________________
6. ______________________________________
7. _____________________________________

8. _______________________________
9. _____________________________________
10 .

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1991 TO:
Gene Baker
187 Knapp Hall
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
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September 25, 1991
Ms. Sara Fugler
St. Helena Parish
Post Office Box 339
Greensburg, LA 70441
Dear Ms. Fugler:
The Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service over the past year
and a half, has conducted an educational effort entitled Issues
Programming.
As this program was conceived it was Extension's
purpose to involve a broad spectrum of the citizens of Louisiana in
the design of educational programs that would be addressing the
real local needs.
You have been a part of this program in our
parish and we appreciate the efforts that you have put forth in
this endeavor.
As a part of Extension’s desire to continue to improve its
organization and its programming, we are conducting an evaluation
of the Issues Programming process and you have been randomly
selected to participate.
The procedure to be used in this
evaluation involves what is called focus group interviews.
Individuals who have had the similar experience of participating
in the Issues Programming effort will be assembled and a moderator
will ask a series of open ended questions inviting your inputs. I
encourage you to be open with your comments.
We will certainly
construe them as constructive and they will be used to improve our
future efforts.
Mr. Gene Baker from our University Staff will be contacting
you with further details in the near future. I encourage you to
cooperate and participate if it is possible.
Your attention to this matter will be greatly appreciated.
Yours truly

Ronald D. Bardwell
Parish Chairman
RDB/clc
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September 26, 1991

Mr. Ronald O. Bardwell
Parish Chairman, St. Helena Parish
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service
P. O. Box 306
G reensburg, LA 70441
Dear Ronnie:
As per my earlier letter to you, Extension will be doing an evaluation of the Issues
Programming effort. An agent and an outside participant from your parish have been
selected to participate in the Focus Group interviews.
The attach ed letter is for you to sign and mail to the individual th at w as randomly
selected from your parish to participate in this endeavor. As th e letter sta te s, I will
be com m unicating w ith them by letter and by phone to give them the details of this
activity. I request th at you sign this as quickly as possible to g e t it in the process.
I will provide you copies of all comm unications w ith this individual and the agent that
w as selected from your parish.
Your attention to this m atter is greatly appreciated.
Yours truly,

Gene Baker
Project Leader (Engineering)
FEB/pac
A ttachm ent
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Mr. Steve Henderson
West Carroll Parish
P. o. Box 158
Pioneer, 1A 71266
Dear Mr. Henderson:
You received a letter from Mr. Myrl Sistrunk dated September 25, 1991.
In that letter it was explained that you have been selected to help the
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service evaluate one of its educational
programs in which you have been involved. This letter is to give you further
details.
At 7:00 p.m. on October 24, 1991 at the Lincoln Parish Courthouse Annex
Meeting Room in Ruston, La. (map attached) a focus group interview will be
conducted to consider the Issues Programming Process.
At this meeting a
moderator will be asking a limited number of questions to the group. These
questions are designed to lead to a comfortable, constructive and informative
session. This session will last no longer than 2 hours.
The session will be observed by trained observers and will be recorded
so that it can t>e studied for content at a later time. It is the purpose of
the Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service to improve our educational
programs and services to Louisiana citizens.
Focus group interviews have
been proven as one of the best approaches to evaluate and improve these
programs.
Because we are aware that you may have expenses involved in attending we
will be reimbursing each participant $50.00. The checks will be available at
the meeting if we can receive your social security number and signatures on
the attached forms in advance. We will be calling for confirmation of your
attendance.
You were selected to be a part of the issues programming process because
you are a local leader.
We hope you will be able to participate in this
focus group interview because we value your thoughts and opinions.
Thank you for your attention in this matter.

Bene Baker
Project Leader (Engineering)
GB/sv
Attachments
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October A, 1991
Dr. James Dixon
Claiborne Parish
,P . O. Box 299
Homer, LA 71040
Dear James:

Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service is conducting an
evaluation of the Issues Programming Process.
You have been
involved in this process from its beginning and have been randomly
selected to participate in this evaluation process.
The method used will be a series of focus group interviews to
be conducted throughout the State. These sessions will involve you
and a small number of your co-workers in an informal setting. A
moderator will ask the group a limited number of open-ended
questions.
This method has been proven to provide more indepth
thoughts, and the reasons why for these thoughts, so that
improvements can be made in future programs.
The session will be observed and recorded so that they can be
studied more indepth at a later time. I will assure you that the
thoughts expressed will be viewed as constructive and will be
anonymous in all respects.
The focus group interview in which you will be involved is in
the Lincoln Parish Courthouse. Annex Meeting Room. Ruston. LA. on
October 24. 1991. at 2:00 p.m.
Your District Agent and Parish
Chairman have received letters which informed them of this
activity.
You will need to follow all standard processes for
approval to attend. This will not be considered special travel.
I will be calling you soon to answer any questions and confirm your
participation.
Yours truly

Gene Baker
Project Leader
GB:clc
c:

Dr. Denver T. Loupe
Dr. William H. Waters
Dr. Satish Verna

Dr. Earl Johnson
Parish Chairmen
District Agents
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October 30, 1991

Mr. Billie Bob N utt
Parish C hairm an, Bienville Parish
6 0 2 S outh M aple S tre e t
A rcadia, LA 7 1 0 0 1
Dear Billie:
I tak e this m ea n s to sa y to you a special thank you for a tte n d in g th e Focus Group
Interview M eeting on O ctober 2 4 , 1 9 9 1 . The com m ents th a t you m ade should be
very helpful in guiding Extension to the b e tte r program s in the fu tu re. Certainly, as
I h av e had th e opportunity to review the ta p e s , I realize m ore clearly th an I did th a t
day th a t so m e very valuable th o u g h ts w ere ex p ressed .
T hank you for rep resen tin g Bienville Parish and I will forw ard you a synopsis of this
stu d y upon its com pletion.
Yours\truI'

Gene Baker
Project Leader (Engineering)
FEB/pac
c: Dr. D enver T. Loupe
Dr. William H. W aters
Dr. David L. J o n e s

Dr. Earl Jo h n so n
Dr. Satish Verma
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October 25. 1991

Mr. P at Neff
6 1 2 4 9 Military Road
Slidell. LA 70461
Dear Mr. Neff:
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service is very appreciative of you taking the time
to provide your input to our evaluation of the Issues Programming process. You
represented S t. Tam m any Parish in a very credible way and the ideas that you
p resen ted w ere clear and to the point and will certainly be useful as w e plan future
educational endeavors and programs th at try to determ ine accurately th e needs of the
citizenry of th e s ta te of Louisiana.
You will find enclosed a check for $50 which represents a small token of appreciation
for th e tim e and th e expenses th at you may have incurred as you participated in this
sessio n . As I am sure you are aw are, th e session th a t you participated in is part of
several th a t will be conducted around th e sta te . W hen th ey are com plete, w e will be
forw arding to you a summarized copy of the information as obtained. Again, w e
appreciate very m uch your participation in this activity.
Yours truly.

Gene
:ne Baker
Project Leader (Engineering)
FEB/pac
A ttachm ent
c:
Dr. Charles
Cl
W. Scherer
Dr. Bobby H. Fletcher

.
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Question - Agents - Focus Group Interviews
1. What were your experiences in the issues programming process? Reflect on and
express the things that stick out in you mind about this process.
2.

How could the portion of issues programming related to parish advisoiy councils
have been improved in your parish or community?

3.

How could the task forces portion of the process be improved? Did the task
forces function? Were there things we could learn from your experiences with
task forces?

4.

How has your participation with the issues programming process affected your
work? Do you network more? Are your relationships with other agencies
different? How?

5.

How has local government been involved in issues programming process? How
has Extension’s relationship with local government been affected by the issues
programming process?

6.

How could the issues programming process be more effective in solving issues?
How would you improve the process? What is the future of issues
programming? Where do we go from here?

7. What are your final thoughts on issues programming after these discussion?

203
Question - Leader - Focus Group Interviews
1. Please introduce yourself and describe your experience in the issues
programming process. What are your initial feelings about the process? What
did you understand as Cooperative Extension’s role in the issues programming
process?
2. How could the advisoiy council part of the process be improved to better identify
the issues of your parish? What would you change?
3. What were your experiences on the task forces? On committees that arose from
the issues identification process? Did they function efficiently? What was the
role of Extension in this part of the issues process.
4. What effect has this process had on the interaction of Extension with others?
Do you have more sources of information? Have you used Extension more or
less?
5. How has local government interacted or been involved in the issues
programming solutions?
6. How much volunteer time was required? Was it too much? Too little? Are
volunteer leaders willing to spend the time?
7. What one thing made the process successful or could have made the process
more successful? Give the value of having another issues advisoiy council
meeting.

Appendix F
Content Index by Categories for Extension Agents
and Community Leaders
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Content Index bv Categories for Extension Agents
Initial feelings and attitudes
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Frustrated and confused from the beginning

General
agreement

Timing was bad - morale was low

General
agreement Group 2

Paperwork too long

General
agreement Group 2

Written instructions were clear

General
agreement Group 2

Shortage of agent time

General
agreement Group 1

Concern that we did not have the expertise or resources to
address some issues

5

Shortage of staff in many parishes

3

Territorial issues caused concern; we were confused

3

Desired a pilot program first

2

Resisted because process came from top down

2

Eveiybody has a different concept of how it was to work; we
were confused

2

How could we drop programs

1

Fear of controversial issues

1

Agents* misunderstanding carried through to the
participants

1

Viewed program as an add on

1
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Content Index bv Categories for Extension Agents
Initial feelings and attitudes (continued)
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Resisted new concept

1

New terms confusing

1

Task to be done because we were told to do it

1

This program was duplicating some other efforts

1

CRD history gave agent confidence in issues programming

1

So uncomfortable with the program that we did it our way

1

We had heard that other states had had problems with
issues programming

1

Feared unknown issues

1

Strong initial fears

1

Broad issues created Extension agent fears

1

Negative attitude going in

1

Defensive from the first

1

Role of Extension in the issues programming process
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Would involve entire staff in planning next time

2

Some lack of cooperation in parish staff

2

Ineffectiveness related to lack of dedicated staff effort

2

We sat as a staff with the moderator and planned and
prepared a questionnaire for advisory council members

1

Pre-planning with Extension staff veiy important

1

Total staff needs to be involved in selection of volunteers

1

Staff wide effort to put advisoiy council together (successful
program)

1

New staff - helped staff establish itself

1
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Content Index bv Categories for Extension Agents
Volunteers - selection and effectiveness
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Volunteers are busy

2

Easier to do yourself than to depend on others

1

People are willing to serve

1

Others will not do your work for you

1

Extension needs to select volunteers more carefully to get
people who will work

1

Volunteers were not utilized fully

1

Parish advisory council meeting and its* function
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Good to excellent council meeting

General
agreement

Good attendance

General
agreement

Broad input (participation)

5

Facilitator is the key - time spent in advance is important;
prior knowledge of Extension is important

3

Good local leaders

2

Agents viewed advisoiy council to only identify and
prioritize the issues

2

Dominant personalities were a problem in the meeting

2

Locals viewed process as they were to only identify issues

1

Process did not function after advisoiy council except for
activities that were already started

1

Group worked well together

1

Pleasantly surprised with the advisoiy council meeting

1

The stafT did not tie the public, Extension and the issues
together in a neat package

1
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Content Index bv Categories for Extension Agents
Parish advisory council meeting and its* function (continued^
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Good moderator very important

1

Good meeting

1

New audiences

1

"Identified people for the advisory council that we knew
would work"

1

Handled fear of uncomfortable issues through selection of
advisory council participants

1

Council membership dominated by agricultural people

1

No shortage of volunteers willing to work

1

Issues identified were not a surprise

1

Maybe too many people at advisory council meeting

1

Parish chairman moderated

1

Agents served only as advisory

1

One agent asked advisoiy council participants to bring
issues list with them to the advisory meeting. The other
agents liked this idea.

1

The agent above feared that he had altered plan and might
be criticized

1

Past Extension clientele wanted to discuss prior programs
instead of issues

1

Used advisoiy council to phase program in

1

Prior groundwork with council members important in
determining their commitment

1

Advisoiy council served as advisoiy committee

1

Feared someone else prioritizing the issues

1

M oderator not familiar with Extension (problem)

1

Council appreciated Extension involvement

1
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Issues identification
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Issues were guided by state priorities

4

Definition of an issue still is not clear. Is a flood an issue?

1

Flooding was an example of local leaders working together

1

Meaningful issues cannot be produced at set time

1

Identifying issues is easy

1

Wrong issues were selected to accomplish quick results

1

Youth-related issues dominated

1

Task forces - function and effectiveness
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

An issue must be an issue for the task force to function

General
agreementGroup 2

Generally, task forces did not function well

General
agreement Group 1

Task forces still meeting - 1 1/2 years later

4

Staff selected issue of interest and helped on that issue

3

Task force members volunteered (successful task forces)

3

Agents should function in a support role on task forces

2

Process stopped after advisoiy council meeting

2

Task force looked to agents for leadership

2

Resource Directory - good task force involvement

2

Task forces did not pick up and handle issues

2

Agents must be involved actively in each task force

1

Participants did not understand their role beyond the
advisoiy council

1
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Task forces - function and effectiveness (continued)
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Agents did not understand and accept strong involvement of
volunteers in task forces

1

Agents need training in leading task forces and volunteers

1

Agents need training in what to do after advisoiy council
meeting

1

Choose people who will work on task forces

1

Legislators and local government officials do not normally
make good task force members

1

No task forces formed

1

Limit issues to three

1

Unclear on how to shift responsibility to a task force

1

Outside involvement key to task force

1

Advisoiy council worked well with task force

1

Task forces did not function

1

Agent expressed pride in the work of one task force

1

Extension published a newsletter and distributed it to all
advisoiy council and task force members - this served to
inform, reward and motivate members

1

Relationships with local government in the issues programming process
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Extension has a better relationship than before issues
programming

General
agreement

Good working relations during "flood” may be a indirect
result of issues programming process

Agreement of
all who
experienced
flooding

Local government made aware of our broader abilities

2
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Relationships with local government in the issues programming process (continued)
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Limited local government funds afrected ability to address
some issues

1

Recycling task force has been great at building relationships
pith local government

1

New parish staff ■ issues programming helped establish
relationships with police juiy, mayors, etc.

1

Local government supportive but did not take an active role
in issues programming process

1

Election affected issues programming process

1

Issues programming process fired mayor up. Extension is in
the middle because a regulatory agency is not active

1

Local government is now looking to Extension for solutions

1

Better recognition by local government

1

Extension is more involved with local government

1

Extension is looked to for educational leadership

1

Relationships with other agencies in the issues programming process
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Extension developed a broader base

1

Other agencies were involved from the beginning so they
now take the lead in their respective areas

1

Other agencies are calling on Extension more. Some good some bad

1

Image of Extension
MESSAGES
Credit to Extension is a problem - others are getting the
headlines

FREQUENCY
2
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Image of Extension ( continued')
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Extension needs to combine resources and share credit
related to some issues

1

Broadened audience

1

Secondary effect occurred from issues programming process

1

Issues programming made Extension better known in the
parish

1

New people used Extension through issues programming

1

Issues process and base programming
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Extension learned that it could use existing programming to
address issues

3

Issues best dealt with in base programming

2

Happy that this is back in base programming

2

Issues programming process guided base programs

2

Tied one issue to 4-H

1

Issues programming process bolstered base programming

1

Married issues with ongoing programs

1

Better if handled completely through base programming

1

Parish staff functioned as a team on an issue

1

Follow-up and evaluation
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Clear understanding of benefits and rewards to participants
needed

General
agreement Group 2
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Follow-up and evaluation (continued1)
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Advisoiy council should continue to function in an
identification and prioritization role

General
agreement Group 1

Better definition of issues needed next time

1

Advisoiy council is wondering what happened to all of this
(issues programming)

1

I do not want to go back and identify a new set of issues at
this time

1

Follow through vital for Extension

1

Overall assessment of the issues programming process
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

"9 agents in the state now have a better understanding of
issues programming after this focus group meeting"

General
agreement Group 1

Too broad

3

Good to excellent program

3

Issues process made agents secure in broad subject matter

3

Extension involved start to finish in successful programs

2

After experiencing issues programming I would rather do
issues programming type work

2

Future programs must be flexible to fit the personality of
agents and differences in parishes

2

Need to limit issues to 1 or 2

2

Extension got good exposure from issues programming

1

Saw growth in individuals involved
Workable program

1
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Overall assessment of the issues programming process
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

No big impact

1

Provided security to work on braoder subject matter

1

We will do better next time

1

We can not get too far from our roots

1

Extension got some good things out of issues programming

1

We put some good things into base programming as a result
of issues programming

1

New clientele

1

New directions

1

Now know what people think

1

Better cooperation resulted

1

Provided opportunities to know existing Extension clientele

1

Helped identify resources
Helped Extension visibility

1

Adopt a proven format if possible in future programs

1

Veiy positive at the end

1

Need to get the right people involved

1

Much more involved with local government

1

Getting out of an issue can be awkward

1

Good concept but it faltered

1

We need to read and follow our guidelines. If we do we
would have less difficulty

1

Better if issues were handed down from state level

1

Agents used what they wanted and avoided the rest

1

Directoiy was the big accomplishment

1
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Overall assessment of issues programming process (continued)
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Not sure If issues programming process caused it but we are
now broader

1

After this meeting I have a better picture of what issues
programming should have been

1

We were to be facilitator - we did not function that way

1

Staff did all the work

1

Extension feared turning programs over to others

1

Mock program would have helped

1

Content Index bv Categories for Leaders
Role of Extension in overall issues programming process
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Catalyst or trigger to start and keep things going

3

Knowledge base of local resources

2

Coordination

2

Extension may nto be able to solve broad spectrum issue

2

Bigger issues require less of Extension than smaller issues

1

Must stay involved on a continuing basis

1

Educational (coopeative education)

1

Team member with individuals, organizations, and local
government

1

Facilitation

1

Leadership

1
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Volunteers
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Interested people a must for task forces

2

Human resources are plentiful

1

Several groups are calling on the same volunteers

1

Must be motivated to stay active

1

Good interest from local citizens and leaders

1

Group balance and mix is important

1

Need to continue to broaden input with more people

1

Must find volunteers who want to work

1

Leadership
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Task forces need a strong leader

3

Extension staff changed and leadership was not continued

1

Program broke down without Extension leadership

1

Advisoiy councils need strong facilitator

1

Parish advisory council meetings and its* functions
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Good group of local people (cross section)

5

lim e well spent

3

Group input good

3

Broad spectrum of issues considered

3

Indirect programs resulted

3

Served as a catalyst

1

Parish was needing this type of meeting

1

Served to coordinate other good programs

1
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Parish advisory council meetings and its* functions
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Need less talk, more action

1

Purpose to educate participants

1

Some issues mandated

1

Advisoiy council very good

1

New issues would arise if meeting was held today

1

Task forces - function and effectiveness
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Issues folded into ongoing parish activities

4

Need measurable goals

3

Local government organized parish committees after
advisoiy council meeting (vety active)

2

Resources directory very good

1

Only a few individuals on task force worked

1

Some task forces active

1

Knowledge of results of task forces

1

I took this issue and made it my issue

1

I was on a task force but was not active

1

Small committees more effective at detailed assignments

1

Task forces need sense of accomplishment

1

Government involvement in the issues programming process
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Better cooperation with police jury

1

Cannot relate local government’s issues involvement to
issues programming process

1
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Government Involvement in the issues programming process
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Local government had success on followup on advisoiy
council activities

1

Extension has good working relationship with police jury

1

Political problems in parish make working together difficult

1

Specific results named

1

"Excellent local government support"

1

Good ties with police ju iy are even more important

1

Local government cooperates well

1

Relationships with other agencies in the issues programming process
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Better agency ties (examples given)

5

Issues concept brings togetherness required in emergencies

3

Better awareness of agriculture’s plight resulted

1

New relationships started with advisory council meeting

1

Follow-up
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Follow-up a must

General
agreement
(both groups)

Purpose of follow-up meetings is evaluation, award
accomplishment and identify new issues

General
agreement
(both groups)

A follow-up meeting that requires task force reports would
lead to results

2

Need annual or semi-annual advisoiy council meeting

1

Involve additional new people

1
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Follow-up (continued)
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Because nothing was done the original people will not want
to come back

1

The focus group session viewed as good follow-up

1

Need to frequently get the interested people together and
assess progress

1

Lack of communication after first meeting, should have
been more follow-up

1

Image of Extension
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Needs more marketing

General
agreement Group 2

County agent a real leader and felt that he could cany out
any endeavor needed in the parish

1

"Extension is too modest on what they have to offer"

1

Need sign to identify Extension office - Identity important

1

"Extension needs to let the public know they are more than
pigs and cows"

1

"My view of Extension was enhanced by issues
programming"

1

"4-H has great things going"

1

Need more personnel in some subject matter areas

1

Overall assessment of the issues programming process
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Observed indirect issues solutions or activities

3

Awareness of issue improved

2
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Overall assessment of the issues programming process (continued)
MESSAGES

FREQUENCY

Time well spent

2

Excellent way to identify parish issues

1

Suggested pooling resources on multi-parish issues

1

Most of the issues were solvable through education

1

Process good (concept) but difficult task to accomplish
because of politics and tu rf problems

1

Some problems too big for Extension to solve but parts of
the issue Extension is addressing through existing
programs

1
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